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ABSTRACT 

While the archaeology of the Northern Frontier of 

Hesoa.r:e!""ica is poorly understood, Ped!'o Armil1as~ bypothesis that 

climaticly enciuced environmental change was the limiting factor 

for cultural change has become the rul ing theory. In order to 

test this hypothesis original research was. undertaken as well as 

a detailed inspection of the archaeclogical record and the 

previously pub} ished paleoecological record. 

The archaeol 9i cal eu i dence sugests that there ",as a dense 

human occupation in the northt'rn reotches of Mesoamerica between 

about AD 600-900. The area. between the max imum and mi n imum 

extent ions of the northern frontier is known as Marginal 

Mesoamerica. 

Ar-chaeolog:ic:ally, the -first indicatimts o<f human 

settlments in Marginal Hesoamerica are related to the Ch<Jpfcuaro 

culture th~t reached its apogee 'about 2000 years ago. The 

Chup1cuaro culture was located along the Rio Lerma. 

Concomitantly and subsequently, a rustic variant of the 

Chupfcuaro culture spread north and is probably as~ociated with 

scattered hamlets. About AD 600 the sedentary population 

expanded considerabiy in conjunction with the deveiopment of 

regional centers and a new red-on-buff ceramic tradition that is 

placed under the general rubric of proto-Coyotlatelco. This 

expansion can be seen all along the Northern Frontier of 

Mesoamerica free Alta Vista south to Tula. 



COO!Ilon architectural features include mound ;.nd pla.2a 

complexes organi2ed around pyramidal structures and sunken or 

walli'd compounds which often containi'd smali central rectangular 

altars as well as avenues, columns and stepped pyramids. Most 

structur-es are rectangul ar- and cardinally Dr i en ted ;.1 though 

structures have their diagonals cardi!l.::.l1y ()oriented and others 

are round. 

The majority of the decorated ceramics belong to red-on

buH wares, such as Suchil red-on-buH or San Miguel red-on-buH 

that are quite similar although they vary from area to area. 

Secondary wares such as Vista paint closionne, Blanco Le'lantado, 

Valle de San Luis or black-an-orange clearly separate the 

diHerent areas of Marginal Mesoamerica. 

Between AD 900-1000 there was a dramatic change in 

settlement patterns and by about AD 1000 most of Marginal 

Mesoamerica was once again under the control of semi-nomadic 

hunters and gatherers. 

The previously publ ished paleoecological information 

identified the Pleistocene-Holocene interhce and the beginnings 

of agriculture but, largely because they were nct located in the 

area of risk, did not identify any changes that could be 

reliably corr-elated with Ar-rniiias' posited envir-onmental t:hange. 

Consequen t I y a su i te of four cores was coIl ec ted ina 

transcet that crossed the area of risk. The goa I of se I ec t i n9 

sites that minimized human impat:t was not all together sucessful 

since these cores also identify the impact of human disturbanc:? 

resulting hom agriculture. Within the limits of the dating 

, i 



and materia.l ayailable, the pollen prO'files Trom these cor"s 

sugges.t that there was an enyiromental change between AD 1000 and 

1500. Fran the data ayailable it is not ciear if this change, 

or changes, was ~he result OT changes in huma.n settlement 

pa.tterns Dr c1 imat ic change. As such Armi 11a5" hypothesi s 

rema i ns unproven. 

xi j 



CHAPTER 1 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

The traditional maximum extension of the nortnern border 

of Mesoamerica <Beals 1932; KirchhoH 1944)(Figure 1) runs from 

the Rfo Fuerte in Sinaloa, east across the Sierra Madre Occidental 

and then turns sDuthpa,st passing to the east of the u.stern 

foothills of the Sierra Madre Occidental to the Tunal Grande of 

San Lv i s Potosi where it curves northeast to the heaa,..,aters of the 

Rio Soto de 1a Marina which it follC1Ws to the sea. This border, 

based upon obs .. r;;Olit ions made four hundred year-s ago, is seen as 

the interface between civilized agricultural populations and 

nomadic hunters and gatherers. 

the changing nature of the north&r'n frontier is Pedro Armillas. 

Ar-mil1as H969) , on the basis of the modern climatic record; his 

own obseruations and the ethnohistorical recoi'd, asserted that 

this 1 ine was both an ecologica.l and cult~:,al fi'o.ntiei'. The 

Aztec protrayal of the Chichimecatll i, the Chichimec homehnd, as 

• ••• a place of dry rocks i of fai lure, a place of lamentation, a 

place of death from thirst, a place of staruation. ••• (Sahagun 

1963 p. 256), and on, and on, is in stark contrast to the 



Figure 1. Map of Northern Frontier- of Mesoamer-ica. 



fecundity of the Valley of Mexico Basin as. a.ttested by Diego 

Duran (Duran 1971) a.nd others. Armillas (1969) noted that this 

di vis i on genera 11 y corres.ponded to the modern boundary between 

the dry steppe and desert cl imates (Koeppens BS and BW) of 

northern Mexico and the savanna a.nd temperate montanE' forest 

cl irnates (Koeppens Cw and Cf) of the central highlands. This. 

reflects a broad -relationship between pre-Hispanic culture and 

environment (such that> in this zone of climatic tension .••• the 

51 ightest quantitative fluctuations in cl imatic elements may 

produce important qua.l i tative changes in the physical 

environment- (Armil1as 1969 p.699)' Armillas (1969) felt that 

the major emphasis had been misplaced on cultural factors at the 

expense of ecological factors. He quoted Sauer~ s (1941) 

statement that -the posi tion of the line was determined by 

cultural, not en..,ironmental reasons,- to support his contention 

(Sauer 1941 p.355 in Armillas 1969 p.697). Armillas (1969) 

bel ieued that the nOi"thward movement oi the -frontier, ~hether a 

i"E'sult of mig."'ation or c=.cculturc=.tion, ~2:.s <:.cccmpanied by a 

cl irnc=.tic c:..":lel ic:'aticn that ~ade farming a rel iable venture. 

Armillas (1964 and 1969) interpreted the archa.e-oJogical 

evidence then available to indicate that after AD 600, ii not AD 

100 -the agricultural -frontier was moving northwards (and) by AD 

1000 it had reached its exti'eme position" (Armillas 1969 p.699) 

which passed through Guadalc1:zar, Penasco, Salinas and on to 

Zacatecas (Armillas 1964)(Figure 2). When the north[>rn boundary 



1= Balfa 
2= Tunal Grande 
3= Mezqul1al 

Figure Z. Archaeological Sites on the Northern Frontier 
Mesoamerica. 



of Mesoamerica ",as at its northernmost extention, Armillas (1969) 

be 1 i eyed tha t ~h~ nature of the border was qual i tat i ve 1 y 

different than the sharp dividing line of the contact period. 

Inshad he sees the earl ier frontier as a permeable cultural 

gradient, without sharp distinction between farmers and non

farmers, composed oi an inner belt and and outer belt. H!' 

defined this inner belt on the basis of substantial civico

religious complexes and hill top fortresses, such as those found 

along the Rfo Laja or at the si te of La Quemada, Zacatecas. 

Geographically Armillas (19~4) defined this belt as stretching 

from the modern state of Aguascal ienies through the Bajfo to the 

Hesquihl. The outer belt, geographically the Tunal Grande, was 

defined on the basis of small s.catterC!"d hamlets. 

Armillas (1969) asserted that Ce Tecpatl Hixcoatl, the 

mythical invader from the north w!lo establ ished a Toltec dynasty 

at Tollan about AD 900, was a sucessful war lord, or Cacique to 

use the hispanicized Nahuatl, from the inn:-r- belt of frontier 

fiefdoms. 

Largely on the basis of pa~eoecological work in south 

eastern Arizona (Martin, Schoenwettel" and Arms 1961), Armillas 

(1964 and 1969) proposed that there was a twelfth or thirteenth 

century dessication on the northern frontier of Meso~eric:a. 

Because of this cl imatic change the population from both the 

inner and outer belts was displaced southward at least 250km, 

fall ing upon the drought weakened Toltec state 1 ike locusts or 
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predators. This second southward invasion, led by Xolotl, was 

ma.inl,. camposI'd of semi-ci~i1 ized Pames but also include-d SOlI. 

Huastecs (Armilla$. 1964; Carrasco 1950>. The implied source 

arns illerI' nortbl'rn and .. stern QuerUaro and the Rio Verde 

drainage of southern San Luis Potosi. 

Armillas concluded that the net result of this social 

dislocation was -a sort of dark age that lasted over one hundred 

Years.- (Armil1as 1969, p.701> until the rise of the Aztecs and 

Tarasc.ns in the early thirteen hundreds. 

The archaeological data, as will be preHn ted more fully 

in subsequent chapters suggests that there was only ODe major 

period of intense human activity on the northern -frontier and 

that was probably between AD 750 and 950, or AD 600 and 1000 at 

the outside. Prior to this. period there was a rustic version of 

the Chupfcuaro culture in tht inner belt and a variety of sub

Mesoamerican cultures in the outer belt. The onl,. high culture 

to possibl,. continue after this date is the ttalpaso culture 

aSSDC i olted Ni th the si te of La Quemadol (We i gand 197801 and b>. 

However a pi"opei" underst.1.ndi ng of La QueJlada i So h j nd.red b,. the 

lack of pub) ishd radiocarbon dates and the lack of primary 

publ i sed data. Consequentl,., it is necessary to reformulate at 

least one of Armil1a.s' ideas and test to see if there has bun a 

c1 imatic Dr environmental change betwen AD 900 and 1000 and not 

post AD 1200, the time identifi.d with the great southwesttrn 

drought, over 1000km to the northwest. 



ll.Tula 

°Mellea City 

Figure 3. Pollen Study Sites. 



To this end, four pollen cores were gathered in and around 

what ma)' be considered the area 0+ risk (Figure 3>' The)' roughl)' 

lie across Mexico in a band at 20 0 north latitude. On the east a 

poi len core wa.s gathered from the Ojo de San Juan, in the Rio 

Verde draina.ge of Sa.n Luis Potosi, in the center another core was 

gathered from the- Ho)'a d. San Nicolas de Parangueo, near Valle de 

Santiago, Guanajuato, in the RID Lerma drainage. Off to the west 

two more cores \IIIIere recovered from Lago Guzman, Ja.l isco, which is 

in the Sa)'ula. interna.l drainage, and Laguna de San Pedro, 

Nayarit, which is in the Rro Ameca drainage. The results of the 

. anal)'sis of these cores will be presented in the chapters 

subsequent to the sUJI"Il'Jaries of the archaeoloical a!'ld 

paleoecological da.ta from Hesoa~er-ic~ ~n.:i its northern frontier. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF .... RSINAL MESOAMERICA 

Marginal Mesoamerica <Braniff 1972) is the geographical 

area that 1 ies bf'tllleen the maximum and minimum extensions of the

Northern Frontier of Mesoamerica. (Figure 1). As such, much of it 

corresponds to the northus.tern ilank of West Mexico (Figure 4). 

It also corresponds to much of Armil1as" (1969) -frontier zone and 

the parts of the modern stahs of Durango, Jal isco, San luis 

Potosi, Guanajuato and QuerlHaro that were excluded frcm Meso

america in the sixteenth century but included during earl ier 

periods. The dominant cultural forets io.re the Chalch-ihuites 

culture associated with the Alta. Vista ~ite on the northwest and 

the Toltee culture associated ~ith Tula in the southeast. EYen 

though Tula and the Toltees are not part of Marginal Mesoam~rica. 

discussing Marginal Muoamerica. 

Accepting K~lley's (1980) hhst sequence for Chalchihuites 

and Cobean's (1978) sequence for Tula, I bel ieye it is clear that 

the major cultural upansion in Marginal Mesoam~rica took plac~ 

after th~ ·Fall of Teotihuacan·, i.e., bt1:w .. n AD 750-1000. 

While it is cOIlIhonly held that climatic change the Northern 

Frontier of Mesoamerica was a prime factor in ending this 

expi!insion, I believe inst!'ad that cultural change I'i.dically 

increased popuiation densities and resulted in environmenta.i 
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de-gradation, the impact O'f which mayor may not have bun by 

cl imatic fluctuations. This environmental degradation, in 

conjunction with the resurgence O'f Central Mexican metropol itan 

centers, such as Tula and Cholula, coincided ",ith the abandonment 

O'f the northern reaches O'f Mesoamerica. 

West MexicO' (Figure 4> can be conlJeniently divided intO' 

three geographic and archaeological zones; the Wes.t Mexican core

zone, the west flank and the east flank. The West Mexican core 

zone is an arc that 5r.r.lings ea.st from Amapa on the northern coash,1 

plain O'f Nayarit, through the Magdalena Basin and then south 

through the Sayula drainage, the Nevado de- CDI ima and d(»ln to' the 

Col ima coast. This arc and th intervening coasti ine circumscribe 

tile weshrn Hank. The western Hank is a mountainous zone about 

which little is known archaeological I)'. The eastern fl ank 

includes most of the area to the north and east of the core arc 

and may be further divided into the northeastern and southeastern 

flanks (Figure 4). The southeastern flank: corresponds to th~ 

modern state of Michoacan and the ;;;eshrn ha.H of Gue!'rerc. The 

northeastci'n fl an!>:: basi call ~ corr~spond's to Margi nal Hf'soa..l!ler i ca 

and it is this area that will be the main focus of this 

discussion. 

Marginal Hesoamerica extends in a broad arc from 

Chal eh i hu i tes, Durango, south through the southern terml nus OT 

the Sierra Madre Occidental and then east, eneOOlpassing thE! 

Atemaj ac Va 11 ey, the Baj f 0, and the surround i n9 moun tai os endi ng 
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around Tula, Hidalgo, and San Juan del Rfo. Traditionally (Kel1)" 

1948) West Mexico has been divided into about t",,!!'lve zones on the 

basis of figur-ine types found in the core zone, and the easter-n 

flank has been cUl'sari1y mentioned and dismissed as largely 

tierra incognita. This paper will di ... ided the eastern flank into 

five distinct cultural traditionsa TaKen in order from the 

northwest to the southeast, theyarej 1) Chalchihuites and the 

southern Sierra Madre Occidental, 2) Lake Chapala. and the 

Atemajac Valley, 3) the Bajfo with special reference to the Rio 

Verde, Rio Turbio and Rio Laja , 4) Bajia. Querfterana and the 

Sierr'a, Gorda, a.nd 5) Tula and environs. 

Early and Middle Preclassic 

Capacha and El Opefl'o 

Prior to the late Prec1ass.ic, what 1 ittle is known is only 

Mexican tradition but not the origins of each cultural tradition. 

The West Hexican archaeological sequences begins with sheiimounds 

dated about 4000 years ago on the coast of Nayarit (Mountjoy et 

al 1972) and southern Sinaloa. (Scott 1972) a.t the west end o-f the 

core zone. The earl iest dated ceramic remains are fran Capacha, 

Col ima (Kelly 1980) and El Opefl'O, Michoacan (Noguera 1939 and 

1944; 01 iueros 1970 and 1974), which are located on the southern 

end of th~ core zone ~nd in the eastern .flank, respe-ctiYely. The 

radiOO'letric dates associated with these sites plac" them between 
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3000 and 4000 years old. Capacha (Kelly 1980) is a shallow 

burial site, with unclear ties. between the burials and the 

organic matter dated. On the other hand, El Opetro is a sbpped

shaft tomb burial ground with good association between one of the 

burials and the dated organic matter. While there are ceramic 

simi 1 aT'" i ties batween Capacha and El Opeft'o <both si tes haue zone 

punched decorated ceramics), El Openo also has C and D type 

figurines which suggest a date a.s recent as BOO Be. This younger 

age is supported by the general absence of shaH tombs elsewhere 

before 300 Be. 

Late Prec1a.ssic. Early and Hiddh Classic 

The Shaft Tomb Complex and the Chupfcuaro Ccnp1ex 

About 300 BC, the spread of the Shaft Tanb complex defined 

the core zone of West Mexico. Shafts were generally vertical a.nd 

dug throught the soil into the more 501 id subsoil where crypts oT 

standard shapes were carved out. The r~current futures of these 

burials ;ncTuded a pair of largr<> hoI 10:;: fi9urin~5 placed just 

inside the Cf'ypt which was closed by a h!'ge fht stone, as we11 

as a va.riety of other ceramic offerings. The different s.tyles of 

of West Mexico (i .e. Antonio Ecobedo, San Sebastian Red or Ameca 

Gray). The Shaft Tomb complex is generally 1 imited to the core 

zone and thought to be over by AD 300, or AD 600 at the latest 

when the ShaH Tomb Complex rnay have 
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been coopted by the expanding Teotihuacan in-fluence, or 

likely, the expanding power oi a local polity such as Teuchtitlan 

(Weigand 1978a) which was integrated into the Teotihuacan trading 

network. Jt seems likely that with the declining Teotihuacan 

influence, about AD 600, Teuchtitlan and other major regional 

centers could halle expanded their control. Although tht 

youngest known shaft tanbs are three early Postclassic tombs 

found jus.t outside the City oi Duran90 (Ganot and Peschard 1983) 

their late age a.nd their location to the north of the West 

Mexican core zone in the tastern flar,:!! suggests that they are 

highly anomalous. 

On the Eastern Flank, the:-E' seems to be .iI. t least a 500, if 

not 1000 year gap between El Opeft'O and the subsequent Chupfcuaro 

ccrnplexa The Chupfcuaro complex is a cl'ra. .. nic tradition, deiined 

by highly polished red and polychrome wares in black, brown and 

white as well as unique forms and figurines, that has been iound 

in shall""" burials from the Rio Lerma drainage and dated between 

300 Be and AD 300. Some oT the distinctive forms associated with 

the Chupfcua.ro complex may weli haue coninued after these dates 

as plain wares in a rustic lIarial'lt. While most Chup1cuaro 

material is kn~n from the irmnediai:e environs of the Rfo Lerma 

there is good evidence for Chupfcuaro figurines and vessels in 

the Mexico City Basin and claims for the polychrome ceramics 

far as La Quemada, Zacatecas. The Chupicuaro complex was the 

1 inK between the growing Teotihuacan sphere to the east and ShaH 
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Tcwnb cultures to the west but seems to haue lost its prominence 

except as a. rustic variant as Teotihuacan established its c:.,.,n 

western outposts. Tinganio, near Tingambato, Hic:hoacan (PilYa 

Chan and Oi 1982), and Ranas and Toluquilla, Quer~taro (Kubler 

1962, Reyes 1881, and Velazco 1918 and 1983) are examples of such 

outposts. Tinganio is located roughly mid.r.Jay betw!'en the modern 

tCJll.llns of Patzcuaro and Uruapan and is composed of a. series of 

mounds and plazas that have Teotihuacan architectural aHinities 

(i .e. talud-tablero>. Of special interest is the I-shaped ball 

court and the stepped-shaft tomb with a false corbelled arch that 

resembles the tomb found at Dztotitlc1n, GuerT'@ro <Moedano Koer 

1948). Pirra Chan (Pitra Chan and Oi 1982) b~li~yes that Tinganio 

was si:rategi call y located between tierra fr fa and tierra cal iente 

to control the flow of trade. H~ dates i is -founding to about AD 

450 and the introduction of the Teotihuacan influence about AD 

600, but I would tend to consider it to be earlier, overlapping 

the gener-ally accpeted dates for Chupicuaro. North o-f 

Tingambato, in the Sierra Gorda of Queretaro, the sites of 

Toiuquiiia and Ranas (Kubler 1962, Nogurra. 1945b and Reyes 1881> 

were poised to protect Teotihua.cans cinnabar mines (Franco 1970, 

L.angenscheidt 19'70, LQ.:'lg~~sc:h2idt and Ta:'l-; Lay 1982; Langenscheidt 

and Tang lay 1978). ToluqillaandRanas are a pair of major 

ceremonial centers that include a number of ball courts as well as 

mound and plaza complexes strung out along highly de-fensible ridge 

lines. 
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After about AD 750, Teotihuac:an, while still primus inter 

~ lost its role as the supremO? !'(onomic power and center of 

the Mesoamerican world system (Wallerstein 1978), This was the 

-Fa.ll of Teotihuacan· as the dominating economic force throughout 

Wutern Hesoamerica (Tolstoy 1978). A major consequence of this 

change ""as the development of many local and regional centers 

that formed their own autonomous polities. This was especially 

true on the Northern Frontier where a number 04 Cacicasgos 

developed. For example, the ceramics associated with the 

occupation of the Rio Laja. changed frOOl a rusty and rustic 

!Jariant of Chup1cuaro, into the red-on-buff Coyotlatelco 

tradition. Rather than accept the general \,Ijew (Braniff 1972) 

that Coyotlatel co and proto-Coyotl atelco predated the i r namesakes 

at Tula (Cobean 1978), ) believe that a rus.tic form of Chupfcuaro 

material continued in the Bajfo associated with small agricultural 

hamlets well after the dissappearance of the Chupfcuaro 

polychromes. 

Thf> Chalchihui'tes Culture 

Kelley (l9S6a, 1971, 1976 and 1978) has dir.,dded the 

Chalch1huites culture on ttle basis of riYer bas:ns which he cails 

branches. From north to south the major branches are the Lana 

San Babriel branch, the Buar-diana branch, the Rio Suchil branch 

and the Rfo Colorado branch. Oniy the Rfo Suchil bra.n:::h co:-:hins 

such Mesoamerican sites as Cerro Moctezuma, El Chapin and Alta 
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Viloh (Gamio 1910), Connquently, the sequence of the 

",,·omerican occupation is 1&1"9.1)' bas.l'd on the ext.llations at 

t~t Alta Vista sitt!. 

Th. traditional view of the Chalchihuihs culture <Kelley 

1956., 1971 and 1976) holds that about AD 350 a Tltotibuacan 

lIining and trading Dutpost lIIas imposed on the local Canutillo 

phase p.oples. This understanding wa.s based on the development 

of uramic sequences, larg.ly on the basis of -typology, 

seriation, stratiQf"aph)", cross da.ting, presence and absence of 

",soamerlcan horizon markers, and ra.diocarbon dating.- (Kelley, 

~lhy and Rife 1971, p.3). A revised sequence principal1y based 

on radicnetric dating of construction timbers from the Alta Vista 

Site, rather than ceramic typology and seriation, not only 

changed the age of th. beginning and end 04 the sequenct but also 

the order Ctf the diUerent phases (Kelhy 1978, 1980 and Abbott 

KeIlty 1978), The 4irst phase of the revised sequence is dated 

between AD 450-650 and the lIajor period of occupation is fran 

AD 750 to AD 900 which is aHer the apogee of Teotihuacan. 

Con~ .. quentIYt the exp.nslon in mineral exploitation is thought to 

tw relahd to the spread of rt£l'tallurgr and the collapse not 

expansion, of the Teotihuacan trading lIonolpoly. 

The original sequence has a.lways sumed a little con4used, 

largely due to the absence of clear maps and diagrams, as it 

discussed branches and phaSt5 that came and went O!'Ily to rnppn.:

again. While the 'branches' "'ere branches. 04 the Rfo Suchil, 
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initially the lack of maps and then the lack of clear maps led 

one to think a.bout branch water and bourbon and to hell w:th 

being serious.. This attitude was supp~r-ted when phases ended and 

then returned fran over the hill a ~ouple of hundred years later. 

In retrospect, not only the inclusion of char diagrams and maps, 

but the identiTication and label ing of these 'phases' as ceramic 

CaDP 1 exes, wou 1 d have greatl y increased cl ar i ty. 

The basic story of either spquence is the presence of the 

sub-Mesoameric:ar. Lomas San Gabriel culture (:; Canutillo phase), 

upon which was locally sUller-imposed the Mesoamerican 

Chalchihuihs culture (~Alta Vista phase), This Mesoamerican 

imposition tool< phce along the Rio Colorado drainage of the Rio 

Suchil but not the neighbouring Rio San Antonio dra.inage where 

the sub-Mesoamer jean Loma San Gabr i e 1 cu 1 ture con t i nued un

interrupted. After the demi se of the Cha.1 ch i hu i tes cui ture, the 

Lorna San Gabr i e 1 cu 1 ture of the Ri 0 San An ton i 0 dra i nage re

occupied the Rio Colorado drainage. The Mesoamerican incursion 

on the Rio Colorado drainam' i~ associated wi th the ceramic 

t:crnplex that the Kei1eys {Kelley 19'74 and Kelley, Kelley and 

Rife 1971> call the AHa Vista phase, and is thought to have been 

based on a combination of the e"ploitation of the mineral 

resources e:dracted from the min2's and the position of the Al ta 

Vista. site a major node on the Mesoamerican-South Western trading 

sys'tem. 
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The traditional sequence for the Chalchihuites culture 

(Kelley 1971 and 1976, and Kelle)', Ke1h)' and Rife 1971> has best 

been sunmarized by Abbott Kelle)' (1978), In the Rfo Colorado 

dra.inage, which includes the najor site of Alta Vista, the old 

sequent. began with the Canutillo ceramic complex which ran from 

AD 200-300 and was fol1a.ed by the Alb. Vista ceramic ccnplex 

wh i ch ran frtl'fl AD 300 to 500, wh i ch in turn was followed by the 

Cal ichal and Retorro ceramic car.phus betlllleen AD 500-800. In the 

Rio San Antonio drainage, the sequence also began with the 

Canutillo ceramic camphx, which in this drainage also shrhd 

about AD 200 but lasted much longer, until AD SO~. The Canuti110 

ctramic complex IIIIa.S succeded by the Vesuvio ceramic complex which 

lasted from abDut AD 550 to 800. Euidentlr, the ceramic 

sh,tigraphy left more than senething to be desired until the 

J975-76 sea.son IIIben the relationship between the Alta. Vista and 

Calichal ceramic complexes was established (Abbott Kelley 1978). 

Simi I iarily, due to the hclC of any direct dates for the Alta 

Vista. phase itseH, these dl.tts wctl"e estimated based on 

radicmetric dates frem various sites $IlIithin the Rio San Antonio 

drainage. 

On the basis of n •• radiometric datI'S on construction 

timbers from the site of Alta Vista. Kelh,. (1980) exttnsively 

revised the sequence. He concluded that the initial Canutillo 

phase occupation dated frcn AD 450-650 (%: Teotihuacan's 

Xolalpan), was follCMed b,. the VesUllio phas. occupation, 
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AD 650-750, (~Teotihuacan's Hetepee phase), ",hich in turn, was 

followed by the Alta Vista phase occupation, AD 750~~20. 

Consequently, as may be seen, the Al ta Vista phase is no Jonger 

associated with Teotihuacan but I'!presents a local take-oyer or

disruption of the larger \IIorld system iollowing the reduction of 

Teotihuacan as a major pown. The final phase at Alta Vista the 

Calchical phase, AD 900-950, was followed by a burning. While 

this re-orga.ni:zation may better fit the pr[>sent synthesis, it is 

not clear how previousl)' co-terminous phases can be inter

changed. 

EYen though KeI1t>)' (1976 and 1980> no longer sees 

Teot i huacan's economi c power beh ind the expansi on of Al ta V:~ta, 

on the basis of quite speculatiye data (KelleY 1976), Kelley 

<19"BO} bel ie- .. =-,;. that -Even before the construction of Alb Vista, 

the extractive economy of the Cha.lchihuite-s area must have be-en 

incorporated into the trade roubs of the Teotihuacan World 

System.- (Keiley 1980, p.S4) becaus.e only Teotihuacan -had the 

necessary high cultural pressure tD· (Kelley 1976, p.33) dominate 

the systeu.. C:msequently, ... hile Keney (19S0) rn~~e; c:. geed 

argument that by AD 750, in the r~vis~d sequence, Alta Vista was 

a major node in the- Htsoamerican trade sphere, his argumtnt 

longer makes Al ta Vista ·Teot ihuancanoid· and allows for the 

development of the posited Tezcatlipoca cult within the 

C:piciassic of the northern frontier. Jt maybe surmised tha.t 

subsequently it entered Central Mexico with the Chichimec invas.ions. 
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Burials 

There are at 1 east n i np bur i al s and two ossuar i es or bone 

collections at the site of Alta. Vista (Pickering 1974; Abbott 

Kelley 1978>. Most oT the burials seem to be from the court yard 

of the sDuthwest of the Temple of Columns. Burial 1 was an 

elderly male that is thought to ha",e died from the insertion of a 

projectile point into his chest cavity. Burials 3, 4, and 5 were 

child burials. Burial 3 was partially burnt and placed in an ash 

lens along wi th at least one p i ec~ of green stone and the 

secondary burial of an elderly individual. Burial 4 included a 

cloisonn~ gourd and a greenstone as offerings. Burial 5 included 

an adult finger and a Suchil red-on-brO(,l,ln plate. Burial 9 was 

the partial burial of a three to six year old child. Burial 7 

was a series of -fetus burials that were found in four pits in 

structure 4 (the South court>. Burial 6 and a were female 

burials. The skull of burial 6 had a postmortem drill hole in 

the top of the cabe11um. The associated offering included a mano 

and mehte and other- household ibms.. Burial 8 was the secondary 

brown oHer i ng. 

Burial 2 is the most interesting. It was located in the 

Hall of Colt.!mns and was composed of nine !,I;Ihole or partial 

indiYiduals thought to be males betwet>n tht> ages of 16 and 22 

(PicIC€'ring 1974). These indiyjduals were laid out in such 

to suggest a relationship with the Azhc Tezcatlipoca 
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cult (Pickering 1974; Kelley 1976 and Abbott Kelley 1978). The 

principal burial was the deepest and 

retainers. The re ta i ners 

was overlain by 

disar-ticulated. 

eight 

Th. 

disarticulated sub-cranial bones were overlain by two rows of 

four skulls !oach. Th~ associated offerings include a broken 

cloisonne flute, clDisonn~ goblets and a Suehil red-on-brown 

~. On the basis oi this flute, the age of the individuals and 

the number of individuals Pickering et aI. (Pickering 1974, 

Kelley 1974, Abbott Kelley 1978) as.sociate this burial with the 

subsequent Aztec Tezcatl ipoca cult. While such a claim is 

exciting, it does seem to be over-reaching the information 

available. 

The two collections of bones were located in the Temple of 

the skulls at the western corner of the southwest court, and the 

southeast court. According to Pickering (1974), the collection 

of bones found in the southwest court was 'largely deriIJed from a 

population of infants five years old or younger although Abbott 

Kelley (978) classified roost of theMl as adult. The colhction of 

least sub-crania bones, many of ~hjch P,:,lere ei the:' burnt or had 

butchering marks but rarel)' both (P!ckering 1974). TheSE-- bones 

were sort~d into ;:tile-s by gross anatomical feature. 

Pickering~s second conglcmeri.tion of long bOMS was found 

in Structure 3. Many bones had cut marks considered indicatiIJe 

of de-ileshing, scalping and possibly cannibalism. This seems to 
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be the same material that Abbott Kelley <1'78) discusses as the 

skull rack of the Temple of the Hearths. Same of the bones lay 

in V-formation. 

From Pickerings.' (1974) nine burials it may be concluded 

that malts tended to have tabular erect cranial deformation while 

females \line hft undef01'lIed. It i5 also inferl"td that the 

social system was based on ascribed status and that retainers 

res.ponsibh for high status chi ldren wen put to death if th. 

children died. The pierced cabelhon ma" lIIIell be an example of a 

trophy head. What little ceramic evidence tb" .. , la, sugglS.ts an 

age equivalent to the Alta Vista ceramic complex. While burial 

112 may ..,.11 be what would 1M nptctld from a sa.crifical 

Teo:zcatlipoca burial, to link it ",Ith Teotihuacan is ouer-reaching 

the data at hand. 

Consequently, even though it is not at all clear exactl)' 

Mhen Pickering (1974) and Abbot Kelley (1978) are referring to 

the same maler i ai, it is I'U i clent that thtre was a great deal of 

human sacriiice of one form or a.nother a.t the Alta Vista site, 

probably all Mithin th£> Alta. Vista phase. Thre t.r.Ias an emphasis 

on child burials. Although ther£> IDa), haye been an equall)" large 

number of human sacrifices at other Mesoamerican Sites, due to 

beth,. preseruation, relatiuel)' more material has been recovered 

from Alta Vista. The claims for 1 inking burial R2 with the 

Tezcatlipoca cult, .hile tenuous, are more easily understood in 

hrms of the deuelopment of this cuI t on the Northern Frontier of 
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Hesoamerica in the Epic1assic or early Postclassic, a.nd its 

subsequ.nt movement into Central Nexico. 

Archi tecture 

The Alta Vish. site is a. major cer'l!.'monial center located 

the Tropic of Canc("1' on a hill top in the RID Suchil valle)' 

of Durango (Kelley 1956a). While defensilJely located, the Alta 

Vista. site is not defensive in appearance (Kelley 1956b). It is 

cemposed of the ruins of about twenty or Bore mounds arranged in 

round and rectangular mound and plaza complexes built out of 

adobe and masonry (Gamio 1910; Kelley 1956a and Noguera 1930 and 

1960), The nuclear area is connt'cted to outliers by causeways or 

calzadas. There are single and twin tower pyramids on the north 

side of some canpounds and low square altars in the center of 

many (Weigand 1979a). The main focus of the site is the Hall of 

Columns and its associa.ted mound art~ plaza comple;.: (Gamio 1910; 

Keltey (1976) identifies a solar obserOJatory just off the 

northeast side of the Hall o-f Columns. 

While Gamio (1910) notes that there are a considerable 

number of fortifications in the ya.lley surrounding the Alta Vista 

Site, Kelley (1971) identifies five types of hUman occupation in 

the Rio Suchil drainage. Firstly, he notes there are a number of 

sherd scatters not associated wiib any architectural remains. 

The second type i ~ composed of OJ i 11 ages bu i 1 t around cen tra i 

walled courts that are surrounded by low banquettes and often 
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include altars and shrines. These villages are loca.ted on the 

first river terraces, patreros and mesas (Kelley 1971 and We1ii:and 

19781.>. Thirdly, ceremonial centers, such as Alta Vista, are 

often associated with strongholds and are gen!!'!"a1)' bethl" built 

in a cambination of adobe and masonry. The fourth type of si te 

is the s.tronghold or fort. Strongholds are masonry courts, ",ith 

surrounding walls, located in a defensible positions. The fifth 

and final bpI is the mine. The mints are thought (Weigand 1968) 

to bave bun the econalic impetus to the Hesoamericanization of 

the Cha.lchihuihs culture. 

The architecture associated with the Alta Vista site has 

been only partially pub) ishtd CK.,hy 1971 and 1976, Abbott 

Kelhy 1978, and Pickering 1974). The three most salient 

hatures are Its siu, it is the lar~st site known in the area; 

its location near the present Tropic of Canur And on the Tropic 

as calculated for AD 29, and the Temple of Columns eKel le)' 1976>

This geographic location plus the in-site location of a. side room 

to the Hilll oi Columns, haul' led to the inTerence that the Alta 

Vista si tit ~as sptcifical1y lcc:&hd to sl'rue as a sola~ Dr 

astroncmical observator), (Kelle)' 1976). The diagonals of the 

central structures, the Ha11 of Columns, the Temple of the 

Hearths, a.nd the Temple of the Skulls, are oriented towa.rds the 

cardinal points. This is distinct from lIIIost ttesoamerican 

structures ",her. th. mi.in axis are oriented towa.rds the cardinal 

points. 
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Southern Sierra. Madre 

What little work that has been done in the Sief"ra. between 

the site of Alta Vista and the West Mexican core zone <lumholtz 

1904, Kelley 1971 and 1974, and, Hers. 19'76) indicabs that it was. 

within the Chalchihuibs cultural tradition on the ba.sis of 

cloisonn~ and N.gative A ceramics (Kelley, Kelhy and Rife 1971 

and Ke 11 ey 1974), although the arch i tee ture (Hers 1976 and Ke 11 ey 

1971> is a. mixture of round and rectangular mounds and plazas 

laid in dry riYE'r- boulders rather than adobe. In otner words, 

the arch i tecture i So a rust i c Yersi on of the arch i tecture of the 

West Mexican core 20ne, as exemplified by such sites as 

TeuchitUn (Weigand 1974 and 1978c), and quite similar to much of 

the Epiclassic and t"arly Postclas.s.ic architecture reported for at 

hast the western end of the 8aj fo (Pin-a Chan and Taylor 1976~ 

8ranifi 1974; Sanchez and Baus. de Czitrom 1980, and, Zepeda, 

personal ccnmunication). Hers (1976) describes a seyen Ch.5S 

settlement pattern that includes placer gold mines as weI J 

combinations of agi'icultural, i'esidential, ceremonial and 

defensi;,;e sites. Of the sixty sites she located El Cerro del 

Pueblo, n€'ar Tenzompa, Jal isco, was the h.f'gest conh-ining o'Jer 

180 buildings and stone foundations on th!' top of a mesa that 

me~stl't"ed ;,bout 200 by 7~. While the house -foundations 

rectangular, the platforms were both round and rectangular. Her 

(Hers 1976) site map suggests the presenc!' of two plalas 

surrounded by various sized mounds and ~ number of terraces and 
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steps. Its position on top of the mesa makes Cerro del Pueblo 

quite de-fensible. 

La Olo:emada 

The site of La Quemada, Za.catecas, is located just over 

150km to the southeast of the site of Alta Vista so a.s to control 

acce55 along the Rio Halpaso l,Ialley. It is a walled and 

fortiiied town occupying a promi''nent hill .from which it would be 

pos-sible to control the flow o! people and goods travell ing 

north-south through the Halpaso 'Ialley. As U.e major 5i te in the 

area it has connanded consider-able interest since the last 

century (Guillen Tarayre 1869 in Weigand 1978a) but all too 

1 i ttl e has b~en pub) i shed. The most prmi nent arch i tectural 

features, aside irom its defensive nature, are its. ball courts, 

votive ~yramid and Hall of Columns. This Hall of Columns is much 

larger than the similar structure at Alta. Vista. According to 

the available information, as sunmarized by weigand \197Ba and 

b), the Mesoamerican period belonged to the Chalchihuihs culture 

and began prior to AD 450 wi ttl a cuI tural comple>: that was a 

mixture of the rustic version of the Chupicuaro cuI ture and thE' 

Canutillo complex. Weigand <1978a) believes, on the basis of 

unpubl ished radiocarbon dates that are given as -between 900 to 

1000 AD- (Weigand 1975a, p.80) and unpubl ished ,,!ramic data, that 

La Ouemada reached its peak after AD 900, and continued to about 

AD 1350. Al though the Al ta Vi sta si te and La Quemada began at 

the time, We!gand (197Ba) states that Alta Vista became 
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important first and was replaced by La OUf~mada as the northern 

center of mine-rat exploitation and the major Mesoam£>rican port of 

entry for northern trade (Weigand 1978b and Kelley 1980). 

Weigand (1978b) believes that La. Guemada was sacked and burnt in 

the fourteenth century, but on the basis oi the scanty ceramic 

evidence presented, the destruction could have bee-n as early as 

AD 1000. 

Surrnary 

The flourescence of the Chalchihuites cultur-I! took place 

after the -Fall of Teotihuacan· as the major international trader 

and probably in conjunction with the exploitation of 

technolC"9Y, metallurgy. I bel ieve that the exhaustion of 

recov~rab1e or-e led to the demise of Mesoamerican culture at Alta. 

Vista and environs. 

Although they change from period to period, ceramic types 

such as Suchil red-on-buH, Vista painted cloisonnt and 

Negative A (Keliey, Kelley and Rife 1971) are CCOOlon throughout 

much of thE- Cha.l;:hihuites culture ai'ea. 

Of the many sites ranging -from rancher-ias. to forts and 

complex ceremonial centers., the ceremonial center and associated 

mines at Alta Vista have been the subjects of the most detailed 

study. On a general level Alta. Vista's mound and plaza 

architecture demonstrates links with Epiclassic or early Post

classic Mesoamerica, and more specifically, of West Mexico. 

While the orientation of the buildings is unique, the Hall of 
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Columns suggests a close 1 ink with La Quemada., Zacatecas, and 

Tula, Hidalgo. in the period beboeen AD 800-950. ]f the astro

logical calculations suggested that Alta Vista was located on the 

Tf"opic of Cancer within that period of time, it would be possible 

to make a strong argument for its founding as an astronomi cal 

obu .. uation station. HCXlllevu, when such calculations suggest a 

date of AD 29, about 300 years before the earl iest suggeshd 

foundation dah, the argumont loses it weight. Constoquentl,., it. 

more powerful explanation 1 ia50 in th. exploitation of copper 

salts or copper from the surrounding mius. It is speCUlation to 

suggest that the high huels of human sacrifice imp) ied in the 

ossuary ,t al. may \IIel1 haUl" been nece-5sar), to intimidate th. 

local population by an intrusille el ite, intimida.te th. ~ork force 

wh ich may or may not have been imported, placate the gods for the 

rellDllal of precious stones or metals fram the boIIIels aT the earth 

or to increase the ritual value oT the items extracted and 

increase their ·taboo·. 

Lab Chlou.1a and the Atemajac Val itr 

The archaeology oT the Chapala.-Atemajac area is much OIore 

cosmopolitan than that of the Chalchihuites culture area. The 

Chapala-Atema.jac: M"ea includes a few ump1es of cloisonnd that 

recall the Chalchihuites area as &IiIIell as many traits cannon to 

the both the West Mexican core 20ne, central Mexico and the 

northwest coast. For example, the shaft tombs found at 

Taba.chines (Schondube and 6a""in 1978> are a clear 1 ink &IiIIith the 
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West Mexican core zone, the talud-tabhro architecture at El 

Ixt~pete (Corona N!Jnu 1955) suggests a 1 ink with Teotihuacan a.nd 

the Hixtec:a-Puebla style ceramics at Tizapan suggest wider 1 inks 

with both the northwest coast Atzatian compiex (Kelly 1945) and 

the central Mexican Cholulahca '.ramics (Mulier 1978), 

Around lake Chapala there seems to have been an extensive 

network of iishing villages located at the mouths of streams and 

intermittent arroyos as well as numerous farming ",il1age5 and 

ceremonial centers on tne -flrs.t and second terraces. Whi Ie the 

dating of these sites is not ba.sed on radiocarbon measurements, 

most are thought to be Epiclassic or early Postclassic (Bond 

1971, Meighan and Foote 1968), Within the Atemajac valley site 

distribution is not clearly deiined although it is thought that 

the occupation was reTatiYely sparse, except -for a period of 

floresecence, late C]assic through Epiclassic, that the 

de\leJopment ef regional centers, such as El lxt~pete. 

Lake Chapala 

The archaeologicaliy identiiied occupation arouncl lake 

Chapala is I imited to the early Postclassic (Lister 1949, and 

Meighan and Foote 1968) aithough there is documentary evidence 

(Baus de Czitran 1982) of substantial contact Ileriod occupation. 

LJh i 1 e future research may reveal earl ier occupat ions~ the present 

regional sequence, based on the seriation of material exca.\lated 

in arbitary levels from various sites on the south shore of the 

Take, corresponds possibly to the Epiclassic but most probably to 
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the early Pestela.55ic and the bl?ginning of the late Postclassic. 

The threee phases are called the Chapa.la, Cojuma.tl~n and Tizapan 

cCGplexeso While most of the sites around the south side of the 

lah are sma11 fishing PJil1ages such as th. villages ,"xcavatfd at 

Tizapan, there ar& ial"gel" sites that cover more than 20 hectar-es 

and include ceremonial centers to the east of the lake (Meighan 

and Foote 1968). On the north shore (Bond 1971> there are 

numerous sma11 \Ii 11 ages on the first and second terraces, some of 

which include ceremonial centers. 

On the basis of s.imi lari ties bptween the Chapa,la red-on-

brown and Coyotlatelco ~ares, J would date the Chapala phase from 

AD 800-950. The CojumatU,n compln still contains the 

Co)'otlatelco-l ike Chapala red-on-brown, but adds Hazapan 

'figurines, ceramic stamps and worked copper as well as plumbate 

and a whole suit of incis.ed and polychrome wares, thai 

sty) is"tically resemble both the Aztatlan and Mixteca-Puebla styles 

of "tne i:ne Nor-i:hwesi: Ccasi: and Cnoiuia, r-f'S.pt>dively (Muller 1978 

and Meighan 1976). The pr-esence of Mazapan figurines suggests an 

age 04 AD 950-1000, while the posit.d Mi:deca-Puebla affil iati{ln 

suggests a younger- age such as AD 1350. The Tizapan complex is 

similar to the Cojumatu'n complex minus the Mazapan figurines and 

the Chapala red-on-br~n wares, and plus CojurnatUn white-on-r'ed 

Wh i Ie "the absence of Mazapan wares suggests a date after AD 

1000, ther-e is nothing to indicate that the CojrnutatUn and 

Tizapan compiexes WfOre noi: co-i:erminous, if not at least partially 

conttrnporary. Without the natural stragtisraphy, it is. possible 
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only to speculate but it seems 1 ike1,. that tber. were two major 

pniods of occupation; the first associated with the Co)'otlahlco 

and Mazapana wares and the second associated with the Hixteca

Puebh style and the CojumatUn wh i tr-on-I".d. 

Atellajac Valley 

The Atmajac Valhy, which today houses the city of 

Guadalajara, never bad an extensive prehispanic populdian 

although the area. included dis-pns-ad villages in the sixteenth 

century <Baus de CzitrDm 1982), As yet no clear PreelaS5ic 

ccnponent has bun studied and reported. 

The earl iest known lIaterial in the Atellajac valley is the 

fi4tten shaft tc:nbs of the Tabachines complex that an 

hntativelY dated beNeen AD 400-600 (Schondube and Ga.lvin 1978>

The shaft tcnbs bad round (:t1m in diameter) vertical sbafts (1.2ta 

deep) cut through the soil and into the tepetate. The burials 

lMIere pri:;;:r'}"i s~ singie and some muHipie. Some of i:he 

associated ceramics demonstrated similarities with Hazapan of 

Central Mexico and various West Mexican figurine traditions such 

as Ameca and Comah. Vessel forms have some definite North 

Mexican affinities although sene of the lIaterial resembles the 

Conala phase of Col ima, __ hich taloulc:! gi",e an age of AD 200-600, if 

not AD 400-600 (Scbondube and Galv~n 1978). The associated 

obsidian hydration and radiocarbon deteminations give the 

impression that thi5 occupa.tion was .arlitr still, whilt the 

presence of sherds with later affinities, such as H&2apan ware, 
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",ould suggest a more recent date. At first glance this might 

imply the tombs were reo-used, but such a "'ie~! ""::to5- not supported 

by the stratigraphY or the distribution of bones on the floor. 

Consequently, it must be concluded that either the tombs are 

later than would be normally expected or tha.t there is a Mazapan-

1 ike material in the Ahma.jac !Jalley tarl ier tnan in Central 

Hexico. 

The archaeology of the Guadalajara. or Atemajac yalley has 

been clominahd by a debate as to whether El htpet! was or was 

not a Teotihuacan outpost (Corona Nilne:: 1955 and 1972; Gahan 

1975, Schondube and Galuan 1978, Castro-Leal and Ochoa 1974-5j 

Saenz 1964 and 1966a). El lxUpe-ie is a major ceremonial cenhr 

located just ouer lOkm to the southe-ast of dQt.r.lntO"ln Guadalajara. 

The ceremonial center pel' se cO'J~rs about 6 hectares and the 

wholP site is. estimated to covel' between 30 and 40 hectares 

(Castro-Leal and Ochoa 1974-5). The cermonial precincts a.re 

composed of interlace-d stucco face-d mound and plaza cemplexes. 

Corona NalTez proposed that lxUpete lIIIas a Ttotihuacan out

post (Corona Ndtrez 1955 and 1972) on the basi~ of the presence of 

talud-ta:b>lero architecture on two sub-buildings belonging to the 

first two of the five construction periods identified (Corona 

N!mn 1955 and 1972; S~enz 1964 and 1966a; Castrol-leal and Ochoa 

1974-5). However, on the basis of the ceramic mahri",l, Stenz 

(1964 and 1966) proposed that El lxUpete was a post-Teotihuacan 

Epiclassic or early Postclas.sic site. Ga1v!n (1975) noted that 
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it w;.s not an all or nothing situation and proposed that El 

IxUpeh was Teotihuac:anoid for- the first two of S;1enz's <1964 

and 1966a) five construction periods and related to the 

Epiclassic for- the last thl"li!'e. 

Whi1e there are red-on-buH ceramics that r-osembh both 

Co)"otlatelco and Mazapan (Stenz 1964 and 1966a, and Stenz 1966b 

in Gal\1an .1975), the bulk of the excavated ceramics are 

cJosely related to early Postclassic material known from Lake 

C~apa1a. south into Col ima (Castro-Leal and Ochoa 1974-5>. Wh i 1 e 

Castro-Leal and Ochoa conclude that th.r-e was no Teotihuacan 

influence ... t ET Ixt~pete, there is still some rOCiofi for debate 

although the ceramic eyidence, which is not without flaws, points 

towards a tenth century occupation. Either way, the evidence 

suggests that the AttJlajac ual1ey, except for a relatively brief 

period, ",hen there were a few regional centers such as El 

IxUpete, supported a small agricultural population that eked ~ 

living from the heavily eroded soils (Cooke 1963), 

Summary 

The archaeological material recovert>d so far from the area 

around Guadalajara and La.ke Chapala gi\les a \lery 1 imited picture. 

While there are indications of a light occupation associated with 

shaft tmbs (Schond..,b~ and Galuan 1978) the major occupation 

seems to be after AD 750. The first peak seems to be 1 imited to 

the hnth century and the second to th\? fourteenth century. If El 

Ixt~pete ",as a Teotihuan outpost, it achieved its largest extent 
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after the -Fall of Teotihuacan- and was more prominent as 

Epiclassic or early Postclassic center than as a Classic center. 

The earl iest ceramic occupation recorded for the Bajfo is 

the previously mentioned Chupfcua.ro complex that is found close 

to and generally south of the Rfo Lerma as it runs through 

Michoacan and Guanajuato. lts main legacy for the Bajfo is the 

recurrent forms that al'e considered character i st i c of the 

Chupfcuaro complex and seem to persist in the Bajio after they 

have di ssappeared in the Chup1 cuarD core 20ne. 

The archaeology of the Bajio is similar to the archaeology 

of the Guadalajal'a and Chapala region in that there seems to have 

been a lC*! denSity Classic occupation of disp~rsed hamlets, using 

a rustic U'ersioo of the Chupicuaro complex, that is followed by 

Coyotlatelco-l ike red-on-buff wares and rectangular mound and 

piaza compelxes. ihese complexes are oHen located on hill tops 

and included walled precincts, walled plazas, sunken patios, 

banquettes, court yards with small rectangUlar altars in their 

centers as well as terraces, platfoms and pyramids. like the 

Chalchihuites culture but unl ikt" the area around Guadalajara, 

most of the Bajfo occupation ends about AD 1000 and does not 

participate in the cultural flouresenee indicated by either the 

Mixteca-Puebla ceramic style or the ceramics associated with the 
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Toll an phast of Tula (Cobean 1979), While sene of the negati". 

decorated or pol ish.d bright red 51 ipped Cl'ramics. may indicate a 

relationship ..,ith the Tab Postela55ic Tarascan empire, the 

relevant Tarascan ,.",amics are too poorly described to 

subshntiab such a eli,jm. 

The Baj10 is it broad range of valleys trending east to 

IOtost and Dutl ined by the Eje voleanicD as th. R10 Lerma leaves 

the slopes oi the Nevado de Toluca and wends its way to Lake 

ChapaTa. For convenience it will be divided into three cultural 

sub-areas that lNi11 be named after three tributaries to the Rio 

Lerma. The three tributaries are the Verde (of Jal i5CO), the 

TurbiD and the Laja. The VerdI' sub-area is separated frcra the 

Turbio sub-area by the Rfo AguascaJ ientes and the TurbiD sub-area 

is separa.ted frOll the Laja sub-ar-ea by the Sierra de BuanaJuato. 

The Verde Sub-area. 

Epiclassic in age and represents ~ blend of a rustic variant of 

the Chup1cuaro complex and the- Shaft Tomb camplex <8ell 1974 and 

Williams 1974), The -figurine types (Williams 1974 and Bell 1974) 

are quite distinct from either the flat polychrome or choker 

types characteristic of Chup1cuaro. Hast striking are twa 

~ figures that in the best shaft tomb tradition, seem to 

ha.ve betn -guarding- a burial. While the farms of the ceramic 

pJainl#ares clear!)' lie ",ithin the Chupfcuarc cc:npl~x (Willims. 

1974), the polYchr-cne cer-amics of the Verde sub-area that haue 
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been identified with Chupfcuaro <Bell 1974) are built oYer black 

resist painting that has. no equivalent at Chupfcuaro <Porter 

1956). We i gaod (personal connun i cat ion) rel ates. these polychrOOle 

c:.ramics. to Las Ventanas, Zacatecas, and Williams (1974) notes 

that many of the tripod designs are divided into four much 1 ike 

Amaro r-ed-on-cream, Mercado red-on-cream or Such i 1 red-on-brc;Mn 

wares of the Chalchihuihs culture. Bell (1974) includes a photo 

of a cloisonn~ pedestal support bowl that was reportedly looted 

from her site Cerro Encantado, which supports a link with the 

Chalchihuibs culture and an Epiclassic age. However, she (Bell 

1974) also reports a 14C age of lBOO±80 BP (uCLA-icS47) which 

corresponds to ail age range of AD 0 to 425 (Klein et al 1982) 

wh i eh wou I d be exp&cted for e i thll'r the rust i c Chup1' cuaro comp I ex 

or the shaft TCltllb complex materials but is too old for the 

Epiclassic material. 

Consequently, while the material from Bells.' (1972 and 

1974) exca .... ation and Williams' (1974) survey are certainly not 

the final word, the riJateriaJ from the Rio Verde seems to indicate 

a continuous- but li9ht occupation foam the ea. ... !y Cl .. ssic through 

the Epiclassic~ if not the e~:"ly Postcl .. ss:c, thiit is first 

associated lAIith the Chup1cuaro cultures to the east and the Shaft 

Tc=b cc=plex to the west and the Chalchihuites culture to the 

north. If the early association is with Las Venhnas rather than 

Chup1c:uar-o as Weigand (personal communication> holds, th"" Verde 

sub-area would be better incorporated as an eastern edr-eme of 
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the Chalchihuites area rather than the weshrn extreClE' oi the 

Bajio. 

The Turbi 0 Sub-area 

The area j iiC 1 uded in tht> 7urb i 0 sub-area inc i udes. the 

eastern part ai the Rio Aguascal ie-ntes drainage, The Al tos de 

Jalisco, the Rfo Turbio drainage itself, the Rfo Guanajuato 

dra.inage and the western part of the Rio Lerma drainage south of 

the confl uence '-Oi th the Rio Guanajuato. 

The material kn~n from the east side of the Rio 

Aguascal ientes is 1.argely 1 imited to an excavation at El 

Cuarenta, Jal isco (Pina Chan and Taylor 1976) and a sur-Ye)' 

<Sanchez and Baus de C2 i iran 1980) to the east of Lagos de 

Moreno. The overall pattern of the "'estern part of the Turbio 

sub-area is similar to that of the previous sub-area but the 

pub! ished indications (Pift"a Chan and Taylor 1976> oT an), 

and archarologically identifiabl~ indications of an occupation 

after the beginning of the ea.rly Postciass.ic are sl ilJlDer. 

The excavation of El Cuarenta exhumed fe~ ceramics. The 

mor!!' prOOl'inent types include Blanco levantado t Valle de San luis, 

~ negatilH\ ware that is not Kelleys" Negative A (Kelley, Kelley 

and Rife 1971), a black-on-orange ware that is not Aztecoid 

<Braniff 1972), as well as other bi- and monochromes of which 

pol i shed red is tile most cOlllDon. 
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The main archi hctural feature at El Cuarenta is a 6Ox30m 

compound that has stone foundations for burnt mud walls and 

columns. The floor plan is similar to that described by Kelley 

(1976) fer the Ca.nutillo and Alta Vista phase Hall of Columns at 

the Alta Vista site, but more conventionally oriented. Other 

connon architectural features identified by Sanchez and Baus de 

Czitrom (1980) include I-shaped ball courts, columns, sunken 

rectangular patios, stone compounds and ·L- shaped platforms that 

make up SUbstantial regional centers that are located on hill 

sides or hil1 tops. 

While tht> architeccture of El Cuarenta suggests linKs with 

the Chalchihuites culture, the absence of Vista paint cloisonn~, 

Negative A and four part decoration on red-on-buff wares and the 

presence of such ceramics as Valle de San Luis, a local black-on

orange ware and B1 anco levar.tad'o suggest stronger 1 inks wi th the 

(Bran i ff 1964 and 1966), 

In the rest of the Turbio s.ub-area surveys (Bejarano 1974 

and Zepeda personal communication), quick assesments of looters J 

damage (Noguera. 1937, 1944b, 1945a and 1961, and Margain 1944), 

and excavations (Bejarano 1970a and b, Zubrow and Willard 1974, 

and Johnson-Schwartz 1974) have revealed a similar pattern. 

Isolated house mounds and villages containing up to 100 

housemounds were located at the mouths of permanent and ephemeral 

streams as they disgorged from the piecinont onto the valley 
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floor. The ceremonial precincts associated with these villages 

were located upslope a.nd often on the hill tops. Large sites 

built around hills and consequently, man)'" sites, such as 

Tangamanga and La G16ria haye been c1a$$ified as fortresses 

(Noguera. 1937 I 1944b and J 945a) • 

While cOI1IIlon knowledge has idenitifed t""o Chupreuaro 

sites, Cerro de Jerez and Barrio de San Miguel, in Le6n, it is 

not clear if they are be-Her assigned to the metropo) i tan or 

rustic Chupfcuaro variants (Braniff 1972). Bejarano (1974) has 

identified Preelass.ic ~ along the Rio TurbiD. The 

na.ture or distribution of smaller Dr earl ier sites is not kn~n 

although work at Carrada de Alfaro (Zubrow and Willard 1974) and 

I barr i 11 a (Bejarano 1970a and b) WDU 1 d sl/gges t that there were 

many hamlets at the mouths of arroyos as they flOL\l from the 

mountains on to the IJalley floor. 

The Laja Suo-area 

The archaeology of the Laja. sub-a.rea is based on the work 

of Braniff (1961a and b, 1965, 1966, 1972, 1974, 1975 and 1977) 

""ho bel ieves that it was the source area ior Co}'otlahlco 

ceramics. On the basis of ceramics she divides the cultural 

stqut!'nc~ into five ph&ses; the Morales, San Miguel I Tierra 

Bl~ca, Agua Espinosa and Carabino phases. Braniff begins the 

sequence with the Morales phase, a rustic IJersion of the 

Chuplcuaro cui ture that she bei ieves dates to about AD 100-300. 

Braniff (1972) 1 inks the decor-ation of Morales red-on-buH wares 
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with Canutillo phase red-on-buH wares which, based on Kelleys 

(t980) re\lised sequence, would suggest an age.of AD 350-650. 

Bran i ff (1972) large 1), def i ned the subsequen t San Hi gue 1 

phase on the basis of San Miguel red-on-buff which she 1 inked to 

A1 ta Vi sta phase Such i 1 red-on-brown and the central Hex i can 

Coyotlatelco red-on-brown. The 1 ink with the Alta Vista phase 

suggests a date of AD 750-900 while the 1 ink with CoYotlatelco, 

on the basis of Prado and Corral phase material from Tula, 

suggests an age of AD 700-900 (Cobean 1978). However, since the 

temporal placement of the San Miguel phase was made before there 

were any radiocarbon dates at Alta. Vista and Tula, and when the 

Alta Vista phase was assigned an age of AD 300-S00, Braniff 

(1972) proposed that the San Miguel red-on-buff should be 

considered a proto-Coyotlatleco since it was similar to but 

seem i ngl y p;--eceded the central Hex i can Co-yot 1 ate 1 co. Th i 5 

position was supported by the stratigraphic inter-digitation of 

Morales phase and San Miguel phase materials in Braniff's (1964, 

1965, 1966 and 1972) excalJations. Kelley's (1980) relJision of 

the Alta Vista sequence and the subsequent excalJations at Tula 

halle brought tne red-on-buff traditions in line with one another 

and now they all seem to date to the Epic1as.s.ic, between AD 700 

and 900. Con'5:equenth, without a more refined chronology, it is 

impossible to argue which group of ceramics precedes which. 

While the Morales and San Miguel phases were identified on 

the basis of excavated material, the Tierra Blanca and Agua 
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Espinosa phasn lIIIIere largel)' r.cons.truchd on the basis of 

surface and looted material. BraniH (1972) associa.ted Valle de 

San Luis and cloisonn. ceramics with the Tierra. Blanca. phase 

",hieh dated the Tierra Blanca phase to AD 400-900. The Agua 

Esp i nosa. phast INas aS5i gnod an a~ of ~a. AD BOO (Bran i H 1972) 

on unclear grounds. Its major characteristics were the 

continuing p".nnce of Blanco L.vantado and the absenc. of San 

Higuel red-on-buff. The final Carabino phase (Braniff 1972), 

only kna.." from excavation at the El Car-abino sih, included 

Blanco LeYantado, wavy line ttazapan, plU11ba.tt, Brushed Orange and 

other early Postclassic traits such as coma1.s and lIIIo1u.iehs, 

that are equivalent to the early part of Cobeans" (1978) To11an 

phase, AD 950-1150, at Tula. Even frCln his brief discussion, it 

is clear tha.t .hile the Horales and CarabinCII phasl!'s bracket tbe 

other three phases, tbe relationships b.b.un thf San Miguel, 

Tierra Blanca and Agua Espinosa pbases are not firmly 

.stab1 ished. Whih they may be temporally distinct phases, they 

may also be different facies of the sille phase. 

In the same vein, it is not surpi"ising that tht" 

correlation bet"'ten the architecturl' and the different phasfs is 

little lIIIore than the rl'cognition that the A9Ua Espinosa phase 

relates to the Agua Espinosa site and that sites with significant 

architecture probably relate to I'ither thl' S30n Miguel, Tierra 

Blanca or Agua Espinosa phases (Braniff 19n). There is urgtnt 

need for more stratigraphic excavation not only to sol idify th. 
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ceramic sequence but also to establ ish stronger 1 inks between the 

ceram i cs and the arch i tee ture. 

The main architectural features. include rectangular mound 

and plaza complexes that are generally oriented west-east, or 

less often east-west or north-south. A walled or sunken plaza 

gf'neral1y lies to the east 04 the principal PYI'"amid. This. 

cClDpound is placed on a flathned area which includes other 

smaller pyramid and patio complexes as wei) separate patios and 

pyramids. These combinations bec:cme quite complex and frequently 

coyer an estima1ed 20 hechres and occasionally 100 hectal"es. 

Mos.t of these larger or regional sites are located on hilltops or 

hil1s.ides and the presence of surrounding walls and brraces is 

often thooght to have been defeoRsive. 

Al though habitation zones hal.te not bun frtqu.ntIy 

identified those that are i<nOlRfi are in ass.ociation witt. the iiiid

range to larger regional centers. I expect that the absence of 

known habitational zones of the smaller sites and the seeming 

absence of village sites is the result of thf' archaeological 

sampl ing s.trahgy, rather than there absence fr(Jfl the landscape. 

In this light, the Laja sub-area, begins with dis.persed 

ranr:herias in the Morales pha.s.e a.nd develops a number of large 

rtgional centers associated with the San Miguel, Tierra Blanca 

and Agua Espinosa phases. While BraniH (1972) proposed that the 

L~ja sub-are". "'as the source OT proto-Coyotla.telco and 

Coyot 1 ate 1 co I s.i nce they seemed to precede the i r central Hex i can 
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counter parts, subsequent work, while not negating this 

Pl"opostion, has changed the dating so that this ware, or group of 

wares, appears between AD 700-900 from Chalchihuites through to 

the Mexico City Basin. The sole site that is clearly associated 

""jth the early Postclassic, El Car-abino, seems to have been an 

isolated Toltec outpost. 

Sunmary 

Human settlement in the Bajio begins with rustic variant of 

Chup1cuaro that seems to have e:<tended up to at least AD 600 when 

it is replaced by the pr-oto-CoYotlatelco f..1l!Il Co)'otlatelco red-on-

buH tradition. Villages are common at the ecotone where streams 

disgorge from the piettnont onto the valley floor while the 

associated ceremonial precincts and the major ceremonial centers 

are located upslope or on the top of the surr-ounding hi 11s. The 

major feature of the ceremonial precincts is a sunKen or walled 

patio to which is attached one or two pyramids. The lacK of 

Mazapan, except at El Carabino, inciates that this occupation \lJas 

over by AD 950, or AD 1000 at the latest. 

The Verde sub-area is a transi tion 20ne between the 

Chalchihuihs sub-area and the Sajio that also includes a West 

Mexican component. The TurbiD sub-area is firmly part of the 

Bajfo with Coytolatelco-like, if not Coyotlatelco red-on-buH 

wares, Blanco Levantado, black and red-on-buff negative wares, 

and a non-Aztecoi d bl ack-on-orange ware, assoc i ated wi th numerous 

Epiclassic hillside sites that r~nge from villages to regional 
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centers. The VallE> de San Luis Polychroml!' found in the- wpstern 

extreme demonstrates strong connect ions wi th the Tunal Gra.nde 

<Brani.ff 1961, 1975 and 1977). The development in th laja. sub

area is qu i te simi 1 ar but wi th a. stronger empahsi s on the proto

Corotlahlc:o iUld a lesser emphasis on the non-Aztec:oid black-on

orange &nd negatiyp ~al"es. The presence of Valle de Sa.n Luis and 

cloisonn~ suggests continued links with Chalchihuites and the 

Tunal Grande beb,een AD 730-900. 

The Bajfa guer-Harana and the Sierra Gorda 

The 8ajia. Quer6-tarana liE'S to the east of the Guanajuato 

Sajfo and to the north west of the lula. area. It begins about 

20km to the west of Ouer-Hare and ends. near San Juan del Rio as 

the Mestta Central rises to the Hezquih.l before going on to the 

Sierra. Gorda 1 ies to the north oT the Bajfa QuerlHarana but south 

t:lf the Rfo Verde (of San Lui$ Potosi). Whereas the Sajftt. 

Ouer~tarana is a broad set oT ",alleYs, the Sierra Gorda is a 

rugged range of abrupt mountains and chasms. This area generally 

corresponds to the modern state of Que~eta.ro. 

Wh i 1 e the archaeol09Y of the Baj r a Ouer~tara.na. is 1 arge 1 y 

1 imited to the Epiclassic, the archaeology of the Sierra Gorda is 

litl!'ihd to the Classic Teotihuacan mining outposts (Godfr£'y and 

Braniff, 1962, Margain 1944, Vpla.sco and Brambila 197B, Franco 

1970) • 
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The Baj r a Dues-etarana. 

Knowledge of the archaeology of tb(> 8ajia lluerHarana is 

largel'1 1 imited to the reports of two large regional centers, La 

Hadgalena (Godirey and Braniff, 1962), and El Puebl ito (Godfrey 

and BraniH, 1962, Har-gain 1944, Velasco 1978, and, Velasco and 

Brambila. 1978) that lie to the past of the modern city of 

Quer-Hare. Both sites COVf'r areas in excess of 10 hectares and 

inyolve a considerable amount of architecture. Both the 

architecture and the ceramics are associated with Tula and the 

other areas of the Bajf o. 

The major ceramic wares at La Magdalena, Blanco leuantado, 

and to a lesser extent, proto-Co)'otlatelco, Corotlateleo and a 

black negative ware with bright red over-paint are canmon in the 

Epic:1assic Bajfa. Architecturally, the center of the site is 

organized in rectangular pyramids and tnclostd patios plus one 

round building tha.t resembles El Cara.col at Tula. 

Little is !CnCMn about the architecture 04 El Pueblito, 

tl'lough it seells to ex hnd oyer a much 1 arger area and a much 

larger time pfriod. The presence of such ceramic Classic horizon 

markers as Quer~ndaro false cloisonn~ and Thin Orange (Velasco 

and Brambila 1978), and Epiclassic and such early Postclassic 

horizon markers as Coyotla.telco, Mazapan and plumbate (Margain 

1944) only establ ishes the minimum length of human occupation 

(Veli.SCO 1978). 
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Th. Sierra. Gorda 

The main occupation of the Sierra Gorda is limited to the 

Classic per-iod when Teotihuaca.n exploited the cinna.bar mines 

(Franco 1970 I lang~nsche i dt 1970, La.nge-sehe i dt and Tang 1978 and 

1982, Velasco 1978 and 1983, Kubler 1960 and Reyes 1881). 

Toluquilla and Ranas are the two largest sites. in the area.. 

Noguera (1945b), on the basis of ceramic and architectural 

features, cautiously identifies Teotihuacan and Gulf Coast 

influences. These t"'D sites are large enough to be considered 

regional c.nters and ther seem to hall!' controlled a suite of 

sma.ller sites that ranged from mine sha.fts, work areas, 

~, and small "il1a.ges that are thought to have been 

organized to support the mining (Velasco 1~83). While it has 

b.en suggeshd tha.t the two cpnhrs wel"'e deiensi1,le site-s (Noguera 

1931b and 1945b, Marquina 1954 and Kubler 196D), Velasco (1978) 

points out that both Toluquilla and Ranas exploit what flat areas 

are auai Jable to them and that their fortified nature is as much 

the result of the terrain as any desire to fortHy. Both sites 

aligned along ridges with precipitous drops on either side. 

The major structures are ball courts, pyramids and plazas all 

constructed from urliform carued stone blocks and flagstones that 

are dry set around cores composed of rubble and reshaped natural 

features. 

ThE' mining t~ols Franco (1970) recovered from v~rious mine 

shafts are ver)' similar to those Weigand (1968) found in the 
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Clalchihuitn min.§. • Fra.nco bel iev!'$. the main period of 

• xploitation w.as bf'tl,8un AD 600-900, although h. has T.otihuacan 

CI'rUlics. .and radiocarbon dates that range frm AD 15-540. 

At'chuologica.l1y, the Sierra Gorda is not only 

r.~urc. aru, but al soo the north .. estern 1 imi t Oof direct 

Ttotihuacan influence sine. altl'lough Tingano, near Tingabato, 

Hichoacan, .1.nd EI IxUpete, Jalisco, are farther west, they are 

also further scuth. 

The Ba.j1a QuerHarana has the sme rustic Chuptcuaro base 

as. found in the western parts Di the Bajio ..... hieh was follcwed by 

an Epiclassic development that probably continued in a reduced 

form at hast into the early Postchsssic and later. The 

occupation in the Sierra Gorda was quite diHerent having been 

based on Teotihuacan's exploitation of cinnabar. 

Tula and Environs 

Tula and environs are at the southeastern end of the 

transect covering Marginal Mesoamerica from Cnalchihuihs to 

lula. But, Tula is being used as a convenient terminus since it 

is clearly not marginal to Mesoamerica but a crucial player in 

the central Hex i can core zone. Th i s transect has passed fran the 

oubr 1 irnits to the edge of the hearthnd. Tula is crucial to 

the discussion of Marginal Mesoamerica for tLfO principal reasons. 

Firstly, it is better dated than any site in the marginal zone 

and secondly, it represents the ebb and flow of interchange 

between the core and marginal 20nes. 
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Ethnohistoric sources from the Basin Ctf Mexico report 

major invasion. frm the northltllfst and it is at Tula that they 

can be obs.erved. The similarities betlllnn CoYottatelco, proto

Coyotlatelco and the red-on-buH "'ires from further nortm...st 

take on greater significance if they c.an be int-grated ",ith 

ethnohistorical events of central Hl'xico. 

The arcbaeology of Tula and environs begins in the 

Preelas50ic with sites at El Tesoro, near Tepejj del Rio (Cook de 

Leonard 1956-7), and under the tONn square and atrium of the 

parish church of the- modern teMn of Tula. (Mastache and Crespo 

1982), Throughout the Classic t a number of Teotihuacan 

aHiliated sites rose. Five sites achieved a prcminent size of 

.. hich the nearby site of Chingu probabb' represented the regional 

achinistrative center (Oiaz Oyarzibal 1980>. Classic material, 

mainly Metepec but also Tlamimll01pan and Xo181pan, has also bun 

found under the Tula ta.m square and the part of modern Tula 

known as Tul tengo (Hastache and Crespo 1982). Cobean (1982) 

discounts claims (Hatos 1974) for a Hetepec occupation at Tula 

Chico f and bei ie\,les that the ·Teotihuacanoid· incised wares 

reported from Tula Chico are distinct from any Teotihuacan 

material. 

The -first major constrution at Tula is Tula Chico. Tula 

Chico is the el ite residential area and ceremonial precinct of 

the peoph that used Co)"otlatelco pottery (Cobean 1982) -from AD 

700 to AD 900 or 9SO. Tula Chico is cClDposed of three mounds 
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surrounding a. plaza. a.nd a ball court on the fourth side plus tt.r.lO 

outlying and smal1er ball courts (Matos 1974) plus the associated 

occupa.tion that is estimated to coyer bet""een 3 and 6km2 • 

The founding of lula Chico represents. a. distinct break 

with the introduction of a. new ceramic tradition that probably 

came in from the 8ajio, i4 not the Rio Laja. drainage <Cobean 1982 

and BraniH 1972) and represented the imposition of a new elite. 

The surrounding Co)'otJatelco occupations of the Prado and Corral 

phases run north-south along terraced hi 1 lsi des and hi 11 tops and 

cover a area. variously estimated bet..,un 3 and 6km2 (I":astache and 

Crespo J 982> • 

Tuh. Chico !ie-ems to haye been the model for Tula Grande, 

the later major focus of Tula. Tu1a. Grande is cQiDPosed of the 

same set O'f buildings, built lar-gll'r- and orie-nhd differll'ntly. 

Tula Grande is l4ell known for its Temple of Columns, At lantean 

figures, etc. that may well have existed at Tula Chico. DU!"ing 

the expansion of the occupation associated with Tula Grande, Tula 

Chico seems to have been preserved undisturbed. The occupation 

associated with Tula Grande cove.red an estimated area of 16km2 

and had an est imated popul at i on of about 55-60,000 peopJt 

<Ha.stache and Crespo 1982). 

The second radical change, that associated with the end of 

the Terminal Corral phase and the beginning of the Tollan phase, 

can be seen in the change of the daninant ceramic decoration frcm 

red-on-buH types, such as CoYotlatelco, to orangE based types, 
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such as Narania a brochazos. This stylistic change would seem to 

rt"present a reorganization in geographical focus -from a northerly 

to southerly orienhtion and may well represent the mythical 

expulsion of Quetzalcoatl. The subsequent flourescence would 

seem to represent the true expansion of Tula and the Tol tees as 

the population reached 55-60,000 and the surface ar.a morE- than 

tripled. 

The major ceramic associated with the Prado (AD 100-800) 

and Corral (AD 800-900) phases is Coyotlatelco and 'Variants while 

the ceramics associabd with the Terminal Cerral (AD 900-950) 

phase are Tolhe red-on-buff, Jor-aba orange-cream and a small 

amount of Mazapan. The major ceramic 40r the 7011an (AD 950-

1150> phase is Brushed Orange <bI.a..I:.a.o..l a b.c..cu:.b.a.z.). It is 

evident that Tula was not a major center during the Prado and 

Corral phas.es since there are larger Corral phase sites in the 

Mexico City Basin. Also, since there are only small quantities 

of Mazapan at Tula and they are associated with the Terminal 

Corral phase, Mazapan cannot be USE'd to define the late Toltec, 

or Tollan phase, period (Cobean 1982) although Tula did become a 

major center in the Tollan period. Subsequently in the Fuego, 

Pa.lacio a.nd Tesoro phases Tula ceramics become quite similar to 

Aztec H, III and possibly IV <Cobean 1982), 

The late Early Postclassic and Late Postclassiq The Chic:himecs 

Excluding the Tula sub-area, the absence of Hazapan, 

Brushed Orange or any clearly identifiable Postclass.ic ware or 
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any sugCJestj'le radiocarbon dates, indicate that the Northeastern 

Flank of West Mexico or Ma.rginal Mesoamerica,. with the exception 

of the Toltec Dutpost at El Carabino, "",as occupied by people that 

were per i phera 1 to the HesDamer i can wor 1 d sphere in the 

Postclassic. 

In the sixte-enth century the Chalchihuites area was occu

pied by Caxcanes, Zacatecas and Tepehuanes (Weigand 1978b), the 

Chalapa-Atemajac area was occupied by Teeuexes and Cocas (Baus de 

Czitrom 1982), while in the Bajfo, the Verde sub-area 

occup i ed by Caxcanes (Be 11 1974) , the Turbi 0 sub-area 

occupied by Guachichiles, the L.aja s.ub-area was occupied by the 

Guamares and the Bajfa Querl!tarana and the Sierra Gorda composed 

the southern naif of thE' area occupied by Pames and the Tula area 

was lar-gely occupied by Otomis (Jimenn Moreno 1944>. These 

groups pr-acticed oppor-tunistic strategies of econanic 

e~ploitation that employed a. rni~ of agriculture and foraging and 

were as much semi-sedentary as spmi-nomadic. 

SUlMlary 

The major occupation in the northeastern flanK of West 

Mexico or Marginal Mesoamerica takes place within the Epiclassic, 

AD 700-900. It is preceded by a rust i c va.r i a.nt of the Chup1 cuaro 

culture that I bel ieve continues to at least AD 600. It is my 

be 1 i ef that, in conj unct i on with the expans i on of the Teot i huacan 

sphere of i nfl ueoce, the Chup fcuaro pol ychromes were supp I an ted 

by such wares as the Guer~ndaro false cloisonne in the more 
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sophisticated a.reas. to the south of the Rio Lerma while north of 

the Rfo Lerma many of the forms continued a.s plainwares. 

This. post-Teotihuacan expansion could hal,lE> been the result 

of the release of the monopol istic control exerted by Teotihuacan 

or the development of i. new hchnology--metalluf'"gYf rather than 

cl iraatic: change. The resultant expa.nsion sa", the growth of a 

large number of uoi l1agE> and ceremonial centers on and around 

hill tops. Because such 1 oeat ions are considered strategi c, 

common dOgTIa has held that these sites were defensive and that 

this was a period of militaristic defense from the penetration of 

barbarian hordes frcn the north. Whi Ie this may be the case, 

bel ieve a. more parsimonou5 explanation I it'S in the expansion oT 

the nor-thern trade networks in conjuction with both the relea.se 

oT Teotihuacan's monopol istic control and the development oT 

metallurgy. The subsequent demise OT the ~rea. Dr its 

disor;cu~atjon by Mesoamericans iDay well have been the result of a 

change in market Torces, such as the development oT import 

substitution or lO more effec:ti!Je distribution srstem, exhaustion 

OT the mines or the degradation oT the agricultural base so that 

it eouid not longer support the economic infrastructre. This 

en ... ironmental degradation could easily be perceiIJed as a cl imatic 

change when it was not the cl imate that changed but the 

environment~s ability to respond. 
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Chapter 3 

AN INTRDDUCTI III TO THE PALEOECOLOGY OF MES_ERI CA 

The paleoecology of Mesoamerica has been of interest to 

scholars before ei ther term gained coonon currency. Early 

concerns were those of cultural geographers, such as Ellsworth 

Huntington who were interested in demonstrating the role of the 

eMir-ooment in determining cultural development. This school of 

thought is knc...Jn as Cut tura1 Determi n i sm and has has been heay i 1 y 

criticized for drawing conclusions without appropriate, 

sufficient, or all too often, any supporting data. For example, 

Huni:jn9tDns~ artiCles on Hexico (Huntington i913, 1914 ana i9i7) 

were totally speculative. However, it was not until the 1940"s 

(Deevey 1943, 1944, and 1951; Schulman 1944; S£>ars 1947, 1948, 

1951a, 1951b, 1952a, 1952b, 1953a, 1953b, and 1955) that attempts 

were made to gather any p;.1eoecological data. The initial 

atiE'mpt£ WE'rE' Tol1o:.;::ed by a hiatus oi ~bout 20 years beiore any 

furthE'r data ""ere col1E'chd and pubJ ish",d. ln the 1960 1 5 and 

1970 1 5 r~5earch blossomed (Figure 5), Dieter Ohngemach, under the 

aegis of the Fundacion Alemana para 10. investigacion ti.ntifica, 

recovered various. cores. from around the volcano La. Mal inche, in 
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the Puebla-Tla.xcala Basin; Lauro Gonzalez Quintero studied 

YariD!.:5- coastal and highland polle-n proTH~s; William A. WaHs 

and J. Platt Bradbury analynd the pollen and diatoms in 

recoyered ir-cn the Mexico City and Patzcuaro Basins; Hellen 

Perlstein Pollard studied the ecology of the Patzcuaro Basin and 

the rise of the TilraSCi.n Empire; Thomas R. Van Devender analyzed 

the biological fossils from ancient pacierat middens found in the 

Chihuahuan Dpsert (Bermtjil10 a.nd near Cuatro Cienegas), and 

EcilJard R. Heyer did his thesis on pollen recovered from Cuatro 

tien'gas, toahui la. In the 1980's, and consequently as of yet 

",ithout published results, Sarah Metcalfe and Alayne F. Stf'eet

Perrot are studying the diatoms, pollen and geceorpho1ogy of the

upper Rio Lerma drainage, in and around the Patzcuaro and Zacapu 

Basins. This chapter will present a synopsis and summary of 

these resul tSa 

The Pahcuaro and Zaeapu Bitsins 

The Patzcuaro Basin 

The Patzcuaro Basin (Fig.S) is an internal drainage

located in the modern state of Michoacan at 19035'Nj 191035'W at 

an elnation of about 2044m. It is best known as the center of 

th Tarascan Empire of the fourte~nth through the sixteenth 

centurit's. Early pa,1eot'cological work was done by Deevey (1943, 

1944 and 1957). Subsequent studies havE' been undertaken by 

W.A.Watts and J.P.Bradbury (1982) and Helen Pollard (1979 and 
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1980> • The Zacapu Bas i n (F i gure 5> is another internal drai nage 

that 1 ies about 50 mihs northwest of Lake Patzcuaro at an 

altitude of about 1988m and located at about 20oN; lOl045"W'that 

is presently being studied by Sarah Metcalfe (HetcaHe and 

Harrisioll 1983), 

The Patzcuai"o Basin has been a center of ecological and 

paleoecological studies since the establ ishment of a lillnologica.l 

Research Station in the 1930's <Bata,lla 1940; De Buen 1944 and 

1941). In 1941 Eo"ard S. Dee"e)' 0943, 1944, and 1956) took a 

number of pollen cores from Central Huico of which only two fran 

Lake Patzcuaro were considered productive (Fig.6). One <P-1) was 

about three meters long and recovered fran about 4.~ of water 

"'hill' the other (P-3) was just over six meters long and recovered 

.from about 3m of water. Dell>vecy (2944) pr.s.nhod his re-sults, 

based on counts of at least 200 grains per sample, as percentage 

histograms that a:re- pr~sented here as continuous curves (Figurf> 

6)to be consistent with the subsequent diagrams. All samples are 

dcninattd by pint (Pinus) pollen (}50%>. Pine lIalues vary from 

50 to 90%, and SO to 70:% in the shorter and longer cores, 

respecti"e1)'. Both cores have it. Slnall percentage of fir (~) 

pollen in thei!" lC\l.!:!er t~~ thirds. In both cores oak (Quercus) has 

a 51 ight decreasing trend, roughly decreasing from 20 to 10%, 

al though there is more variation in the shorter core than in the 

larger core. Alder ,~) ~hl::Ms a stronger' decru.sing trend, 

although it too is not without variation. Grass~s (Graseineae) 
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halle fairly constant values about lOY. although they increase 

51 ightly and then decrease again towards the top 04 both cores. 

The taxon that is reported as Chenopodiaceae, which todaY would 

probably be called Chena-am, a descriptive taxon combining the 

fami 1)' Chenopodiaceae a.nd genus Alnaranthus. since the i r pollen .j s 

difficult to distinguish (Hartin 1903), is fairly canplac:ent in 

the 1 cnger P-3 core bu t shows a dramat i c peak in the upper th i rd 

of the shorhr P-l cor~ with values going from hs.s than 10 to 

over 40%. The other major taxon represented is Compositae, the 

dais)' family, often referred to as. the composites, which has 

consistently 1(1.11 'Jalues. Agaves are only represented in passing 

a.nd corn <ill> is I"arely pr-t>sent and onlu occurs towards the top 

of the cores. From this it may be seen thilt oak and alder 

g~nPl'ally tr~nd together and that th. only dramatic and 

potentially significant change is the Cheno-am peak towards the 

top 01 P-l. 

!nhrpretation of these polhn profiles is. diHicult 

because thfY are ccnpluent and not dated. While Deevey may 

bel i eve that the changes are -defin i te enough to be reoal· (Deevey 

1944; p.142) only the dramatic chang!' in Chena-am ",alues of the 

shorter core clearly J ieo outside the range of variation expected 

in an unchanging vegetat i on. Howeveor, Deevey divides the 

prof i 1 es into three zones, and interprets the It:)Wer lone as 

representing pine-oak forest ~ith alder and fir; the middle zone 

as representing a reduction in the lake Jellel due to increased 
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ar i d i ty and the upper zone as pine-oak Tores t di sturbed by 

agricultural practices. 

Subsequently, the chemistry and fossil algal flora of 

these cores were analyzed (Hutchinson et a1. 1956) and the pollen 

re-analyzed in conjunction with the resultant data.. Hutchinson 

£It aJ. used the Sears Humidity Index (Sears 1952) to interpret 

the data but concluded that the samples were so dominated by 

pine, that small variations in the values of pine created 

relatively large changes in the values of the other taxa. 

H~ever, changes in the values of the calcium carbonate in the 

short core are seen as support .for the assertion that the Chenc

am peak represents a dry period. 

Deevey (1944) hoped that his material ""Duld represent the 

first in a series of standard ceres ~r~ Central Mexico. 

Subsequently, he compared his sequence with that which Sears 

deloleloped for the Mexico Cfty Basin even though neither is dated 

(Deevey 1956; Hutchinson et al 1956). From this comparison, 

based more on the Mexico City data than the Paizcuaro data, he 

concluded that prior to 1500 BC, the late Holocene environment 

was drY, from 1500-500 Be it was mOist, fran 500 Be to AD 900 it 

;;.la.s qu i te !Jar j ed but wi th ol'le l,Iery dry ~~~ 'l1 and that from AD 900 

to 1521 is was moist again. 

In the ea,.ly seventies anothe:- core was recoyered from 

Lake Patzcuaro <Watts and Bradbury 19B2) (Fig.7). It has a basal 

radiOOletric age of 44,000 gP. The lower portion, between 
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Fi gur. 7. Lake Patzc:uaro Pell en Cort. (After Watts and 
Bradbury 1982) 
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44,000 and 9,200 BP, is dominated by about 50X (fram 25 to 6sr.) 

pine pollen and Itss.f" percenta.gn. of alder and oaf( pol hn. 

Fairly constant but lOll.! percentages of grass (5 to 1[r.l.) f fir 

<about 1,.), juniper (.ahm.i.p.ar:u.s)(S to lOX), sage (~)« 5;1;;) 

and ra9'l'ted (~)(about IX) comple-t. the diagram. Whi Ie the 

pu·cenh,Qe values of the last th ..... taxa an not high th.i,.. 

disappearance at aboUt 10,000 BP giues them greahr significance. 

The removal of thlSe taxa could bi' interpreted as representing 

th. interface bet.!'en the Pleistocene and the Holocene; it. change 

from a dry, cold enuironmtnt to one of gnahr moisture if not 

warmth. 

Bet ... n about U,ODO and 5000 years ago, pine continued to 

dominate \IIi th grass, alder and oak varying 51 ightly. After 

5000 BP alder values Mertase while Cheno-am pollen values 

increa.se. This cbange is interpreted as indicating the onset of 

agriculture ... ith the replacl'IDent of riparian aleStr ... ith 

agricultural plots and a concamittant increase in weedy Cheno-MaS 

the del iberate manipulation of Cbennpnd;ntp as a grain crop. 

The app.aranu of Z.e.a pollen gri.ins after 3600 BP indicah 

agriculture in pIKe. The accompanying incr,ase in sedges 

suggests an increase in habitats favorable to sedges either as 

erosion filled in the shallDC111s of Lake Patzcuaro or the changing 

land use created swamps and ponds in the surrounding hi llsides. 

The absence of corn pollen frm the top 60'11 may be the usu1 t of 

colonial, or more lIodern, changes in population levels. or 
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agricultural practices such as the abandonmE!'nt of chinampas, 

while the disappearance of fir po11en is quite possibly due to 

lumber ing (Watts and Bradbury 1982). 

The pollen data from lake Patzcuaro indicate a complacent 

vegetation in the late Pleistocene that was dominated by pine 

but, as jus.t mentioned, wi th substantia.l components of oak, fir, 

alder, juniper, sagebrush and ragweed. The remoyal of juniper, 

ragwe-ed and sagebrush in the early Holocene suggests an increase 

in moisture and possibly temperature. Changes in the polhn 

Pl'ot:i Ie subsequent to about 5000 BP seem to be the result of 

human ra.ther than cl imatic impact. Regrettably, tntre is not 

enough detail in these data to discuss the inhraction between 

the human occupants of the Patzcuaro Bas i n and the i r enll i ronmen t 

except in iI. most limihd manner (Pollard 1979). 

USing the analysis of DeelleY~s cores in conjunction with 

remote sensing, modern topographical maps, and ecological 

analysis of both modern and historic records and obserllations, 

Pollard (1979 and 1980) belielles she is able to identify changes 

in the lake water lellel. Specifically, she states that the water 

leue1 from the protohistoric period to the first quarter of the 

eighteenth ~~ntury was 15m aboue today~s lelJel. Whi Ie this 

intel"pl"'ttation would seem to be derilled from the upptr portion of 

Deelley~s shorter core (P-I), above the Cheno-am peak, such 

interpretation would be stretching the ecologial data tven if the 

core was well enough dated to be able to identify the sixteenth 
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and eoightunth crnturiE's with certainty. Neither is there any 

... ddtnct from LJ.tts ~nd Bradburyls core to support such a 

conclusion. HowE'u.r, a 15m change in water level could be the 

resul't oi a 51 ight increase in precipitation and a subsequent 

deer-u.sI!' in evaporation over a ten year period and as such 

rtfle-cts. only a minor climatic fluctuation although its 

rlaintenance over a number of decades would indicate considerable 

change. 

Pre] iminal'Y results frOfll Street-Perrotts' (Street-Perrott 

and Perrott 1982) geanorphologicaJ studies in the Patzcuaro Basin 

have revealed two main periods OT increased prosion. The 

earl i~st period is radiometrically dated to 2300±60 SP <SRR 

1862) whi Ie she bel iellles that the second period originated 

bett.\!een 200 and 300 years ago. She indicated that the lake had 

not been more tha.n SOcm above the 19'80 hvel and sug,gested that 

what Pollard (1982) understood as an increase in lake depth and 

lellel, may actually have been the result of lake filling due to 

th i s increased erosi on • 

Towards the tond of the Phistocene, Lake Patzcuaro was 

surrounded by a pine parkla.nd that quite possibly indicated a 

dr j er and poss. i b 1 y co 1 del" C 1 irni. te than at pres.en t • The abs.encp 

of sagebrush, ragweed ancl juniper in the early Holocene suggests 

an increast in tpmptrature, just as the appeara.nce of lea and the 

di sappearance of Al nus between 500 and 300 BP suggest the onset 

of agriculture. Analysis of geomorphological and ethno~ 
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historicial data suggest that there lIIas at least one cycle of 

heavy eros.ion in the a.rchaeological period, although it is not 

known if it was assoc i ated wi th the expa.nsi on of the Tara.scan 

Empire or an earl ier cultural phase. 

The Zacapu Basin 

Metcalfe (HetcaHt' and Hal"rision 1983> indicates three 

major fluctuation cycles in the lel,lel of Lake Zac:apu (Figure 5> 

DUel" the las.t 10,000 years. The- alciest shall,*, period is dated 

prior to 7330 BP. The second shallow period is associated with 

the date 7330±70 SP (SRR 2256) and she assigns ion estimatecl age

o.f 5000 SP to. the third shallow period. She also. reports a 

similar- period of shallcw and saline water for the Upper Rio 

Lerma drainage wjth a. date of 5960±60 SP (SRR 2254>' This is 

0.15.0 about th ... time of similar changes in the Chalco 8asin ciatan 

assemblages and associated sediments (Bradbury 1971), As to the 

more recent times, Hetcalie and Harrison (1983) note =", 

especial1y since c,3500 BP, it becomes increasingly diificult to 

distinguish the efiects oi Han and cl imate.· (Metcalfe iond 

Harrison 1983). So, as presently Known, the diatom sequence irom 

the Zacapu Basin indicates three drier periods in the early 

Holocene and consi derabl e human impact in thE> 1 ah Holocene. 

Suftlmary 

The history of the ecology oi the Patzcuarc Bas.in 

indicates. a iai ... ly stable environment I,r,lit~ three major cl'langes in 
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the last 44, DOD years. The first change is from the 

Pleistocene to the Holocene and is nohd (Figure 7) by the 

reduction of juniper, sagebrush and ragweed pollen. The second 

change seems to coincide with the introduction of agriculture and 

is reflechd in the increase in the pollen of Cheno-ams, sedges 

(Cyperaceae), and grasses, along with the introduction OT Ze..a. 

pollen and the reduction in alder pollen. The third change is 

the result of the rist and fall of the Tarascan Empire. Dah, 

frcn the Zacapu Basin seem to be more sensitive and indicah 

thru periods of drought in tt'le early Holocene, followed by hea",>, 

human disturbance in the late Holocene. 

The Ht>xico City Basin 

Evidently stimulated by OeeveY"s and Schulman"s work, Paul 

B. Sears took a number of cores. from lJar-ious. archaeological si1es 

<Sears 1951a, j951b, 1952a, 1952b, 1953,a, and 1953b) before he 

gained access to t~o long cores re-cDvered from the center of 

Hexico City, 

Sear's inhrl'st in polhn a.naiysis was both archaeological 

and paleoecological since he- viewed archaeology as a branch of 

paleoecology <1953a). 80th are concern.d with the passage of 

time arId the intei'play of diHei'ent 1 il.'ing systems and pi'ocesses 

<Sears 1953b), ~ars "-1ished to identify cultural-climatic 

relationships (1951a, 1951b, 1952a, 1952b, 1953;). and 1953b> and 

the paleoecological history of an area ung1acia.ted in the 

P1eistol:ene (Cl isby and Sears 1955; Se.u·s and CI isb)' 1955), 
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While criticizing 'environmental determinists', such as 

HUI'".tington, as. naive and simp1 istic (S~a.rs 19'53a) I Sears hims.eH 

asserts that there is a. set of basic and yet complex 

relationships between peoples" cultures and th~ir tnl,lil"cnme-ntsj 

'The rise and fall of populations and of empires within the 

Valle)' of Mexico halJE' been profoundly influenced by the changing 

a".ilability of moisture' (Sears 1951bj p.60). Clearly this 

assumption needs to be put into a hstable form, Dr shted as a. 

problem, ~: 'Is there evidence of climatic change within the 

Basin of Mexico during the timE' of kn~n human occupation? If 

50, can such change be corrlPlated wi ttl known cultural horizons?" 

($ears 1952b; p.242>' Sears bel ieves that bo~h these questions 

can be an~ered afiirmatively (Sears 1951b, 1951b, 1952a, 1952b, 

1953a and 1953b). 

Sears (19S2a) reports that as a genera) ruh, where pine 

and oak exist tcg~ther in the Mexico City Basin, oak tends to 

occuPy the rela.tively more mesic loca.tion. From, this rule Sea.rs 

(195!b, 1952a and 1952b) develops a hunidi ty index based on the 

ratios between pine, oak, alder and fir percentage values. This 

contrasts with RezedCMski~s (1966 and 1981> view. In Rzedowski~s 

(1966 p.l06) view, as presented in an unnumbered figure, wnich 

has bosque esc:lerofilo (encinal') contrel.sting with bosnl!~ 

aciculifolio (pinal') and matorral esclerofil0 (encinal' arbustivo) 

contrastinglNith bosque aciculi-folio (Di"'~, th"!' oak stands are 

presC!'nted as preferring l.:.1art:ler sitc:>s than the pine stands, for 
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the same moisture range. From my personal observations, mainly 

in areas just north of Mexico City, J btl in. that the oak 

-forests and mixed pine-oak fortsts 1 it below the pine forests and 

au iar more xeric than the various pine fortsts. And, h4tnn, 

the oak pollen would tend to represent dryness and pine pollen 

would represf'nt moisturt ",hich is opposite to Sears' point of 

uie •• 

Using his indtx and the pollen counts d'riued from ten 

archaeological sites, Sears (19511. 195Jb, 19521., 1952b, 19531. and 

1953b) deutloped a cul tura1-c1 illat ic sequence; 

AD 800/900 
500/400 BC 

2000/2500 BC 

AD 1521 Nahau cultures 
AD BDO/900 Teotihuuan cultures 
AD SOO/400 Arehai c cul tures 

HOIST 
DRY 
HOIST. 

However, this sIquence is not clear-cut. There are thru major 

problem 1.""&5; do pine and Dale repr,sent aridity and moisture 

rl'spectively? Can samples recovered fren archaeological sihs b. 

given cl illlatic interpretations? What is thl!' minimum polhn count 

necessary to obtain a pol len s.uJI that is a nl iab1e reflection of 

the universe it claims to s..,le? 

The first question has betn discussed in conjunction ",itb 

the Sears Humidi ty Jndex. HeMever. since] bel ieve that in 

c.ntral Mexico oaks. tl'nd to be found on drier locations than 

pines, this index, if it bas any validity would indicate the 

opposih of what Stars bel ieves he is demonstrating. i.e. the 

period corresponding to the Teotihuacan flouresence "'as ltOisttr 

than either- the preceding or fol1CMing periods. 
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Samples retrieved frcm archaeological contexts are subject 

to the impact of human activity that is liable to ccnplicate the 

environmenhl interpretation and mask the climatic message. Such 

impatt may be strong or it may be 51 ight. Amongst other studies, 

this impact is ",ell demonstra.ted by Fish (Hiksicek and Fish 1981> 

and lytle-(,Jebb"s (978) work in the Sonoran Desert of the 

southwest and Fish's <1982 and 1983) work in Oaxaca. 

Archaeological samphs and samples gathl"r'ecl ..fran modern 

disturbanc::! s; t~s often have higher values of d;;:>no-ams, Dr high 

spine composites, than the s.urrounding vegetation. 

Hartin"s cOIIIIlent that cheno-ans ·prefer fine alkaline 

soils of flood plains and disturbed ground- (Martin J963 p.49) is 

i'lustrated by the .surface pollen val ues recovered from Papago 

flood irrigated fields which yield higher cheno-ams !,IaJufs than 

the surrounding areas (Hisicek and Fish 1981). Lytle-t.rJebb (1978) 

found cheno-am !,Ialues in excess of 7SY. in her study of modern 

Indian houses near San Xa!,lier, in excess of SOY. in 

archaeologically excauted houses but less than 50Y. in the 

surrounding \legetation. In areas of lesser disturbance, such as 

saguaro processing camps, the pollen spectrum shows an increase 

in composites and grasses as ",ell as cheno-ams (Miksicek and Fish 

1981 ). 

FishJs (1982, 1983) study of paired samples from the 

Valley of Oa.xaca is a str-ong exai1iple of composi tes as disturbance 

indicators. She was a.ole to collect paired modern surface soil 
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samples fr-CID agricultural fields and the surrounding vegetation. 

She found that c:cmposite ualues from the fields tended to be two 

or three times the values encountered in the surrounding pine, 

pine-oak and oak-thorn scrub cOI!IJlun i ties. Consequent 1 y, wh i 1 e 

both cheng-ams and high spine caDpositts may be disturbance 

indicators, cheno-ams tend to thrive under more saline conditions 

than composi tes. 

In order to ski,.t the problem of human disturbance, Sears 

concerns himself ""itA just arboreal pollen (AP}. This approach 

a,Yoids, but does not solve, the problem. While quite correctly 

Sears asserts tha.t the AP generally re-Elects the regional 

situation and the non-arboreoal pollen O'¥llP) hnds to reflect 

local conditions (Sears 1952b), he overlooks a. crucial issue. 

Human impact can be, and oHen is, not just on the local level, 

but on the regional level. Forest clearing for mining timbers, 

construction timbers, charcoal and lime preparation as well as 

preparing plots for farming itself, seem to halle been responsible 

for ex tens i II£' deforestat i on and subsequent erosi on in 

Hesoamer i ca. 

Most of Sears pollen counts are between 100 and 200 grains 

2.£!. sample (Cl isby and Sears 1955) which is Jess than the 

standard subsequently eshblishl>d by Martin (1963). Martin 

demonstrated that a 200 grain count is 1 iable to contain tlllJice 

the taxoncnic diversi ty of a hundred grain count and half the 

dilJersity of a 2000 grain count. Fae9ri and IlJersen (1975) in 
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their discussion of statistical errors note that 150 or 200 grain 

counts have been minimally acceptable, but counts in excess of of 

800 or 1000 grains are much roore reI iab1e as is demonstrated by 

Mahei's~ (1972) discussion of confidence limits. 

Bradbury (1971) rednw (Fig.B) th. results from th. Madero 

Core (Clisby and Sears 1955), and the resultant figure clearly 

demonstrated the u irtual absence of pollen frm sediments other 

than weatt~ered ash and chy that eHectively excluded Zones IV 

<34 to 37m) J VI and VII (48 to 70 rn). Zone V <37 to 48 m) 

demonstrated high <i 70%> values of pine in association with low 

(;!.15Y.) values of oak plus the presence of Ql..n..u.s, grasses and 

tempositl's. The pollen profile for Zone III (8 to 34 m) is ijuite 

similar to Zone V but ",ith a cleal'er and str"onger invel'se 

relationship between pine and oak. Howe'J.r-, in both of these 

zones the pollen sums only barely pas.s 100 gri.in counts. ]n the 

1 ewer port i on of Zone II, there is a break in the poll en sequence 

brought about by a change in sediments. 1n the meter or so of 

sand and siit over lain by an ostracod mari ~tween 7 and 6m, 

ther. is virtually no ~oilen. Above Qm polltin returns and -for-

the first time counts reach 200 grains. Pin. values are- lower 

than beiore, ranging from 20 to 60Y., but grasses, amaranths, 

cmpos j tes and cerea 1 poll en are much hi ghe;- than before. The 

most dramatic increase is in the cel"eal taxon which goes from 

nothing to a peak over- 20%. The presence of cereal pollen in 
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conjunction wi th the relat iveJy high values oi grasses and 

amaranths. is a clear indicator of corn a.griculture. Since corn 

pollen fa11s close to the plant and rarely trallels far (Raynor, 

Ogden and HaYl>s. 19'72), the high percentage of cereal pollen opens 

the speculation that the sample was taken frcm a trash dump that 

included a. lot of -table scrapings·, or a chinampa that 

either used to grDW corn or was partially built up with COl'O 

stalks. Due to the location of the coring site, the latt.r 

speculation is the most likely <Calnek 1971, Gonzalez Aparicio 

1973 and Adams 1977> opens the interesting suggestion that corn 

was grown on chinampas surrounding Tenochtitlan, which, ..,hile not 

f'l\'ported in the ethnohistorical record, is quite possible. 

Searsl (1955; Foreman 1955; Cl isby and Sears 1955; Sears 

and Cl isby 19'52 .. nd 19'55) attempt to e-lucidate the Pleistocene 

cl inate of Central Mexico is foiled by similar problems. The 

most crucial pr-obhms. are the sareple sjze below Zone II, the 

absence oi Zone I and the lack of dating control. Evidently Zone 

I wa.s considered recent cultural fill and discarded without any 

study. Maybe Zone I would halle not contributed to the sequence 

but its discard brings into question the age of the top of Zone 

II. Does the sequence begin ",ith the colonial period, earlier or 

later? Zone II is daninated by the unusual ccrnbination oi pine 

and Ma.ydeae pollen. By the bottom of Zo~e 1I the cereal grains 

are no longer present and the tohl count of pollen grain'!. 
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counts of just seqen Or-a.iRs are includetl. 
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Foreman (19'55) stratigraphically da.tes the ba.sal por-tions 

of the long cores to Bryan"s (1948) Tarango ForRlation which is 

1hcught to be about 80,000 years old. The intervening ages are 

f"f"latiue and quite tentative since they a.re developed on th. 

basis of the estimated deposition rate. 

While SeaT's and his cohorts have published extensively 

about the paleo-cl irnate of th~ Mexico City Basin, a hard 

inspection of the material relluls an interesting and very 

proliDcatiue first try but very J itt1e data that can be used 

today. The". are too ma.ny probhms with the data base. This is 

said not to depreciate the raan a.nd his erN, but to recognize 

that they publ ished their findings. complehly enough s.o that that 

they can be re-analyzed and discussed. 

The most recent ma.jor- pollen prO'fi!e from the Mexico 

Ci ty (Gonzalez Quintero and Fuentes Hah 1980) was r-ecouered fran 

a site identified as. La Cruz del Lago in !..~ke Tucoco and can be 

conueniently diuided into three zones (Fig. 9). Figure 9 is a 

summa.ry diagram that has simp) ified the original data. As. such, 

it ha.s been redrawn from the uar i ous di agrams presented by 

Gonzalez Qu in tl!'ro and Fuentes Ma ta. (1980). The reader requ i r i n9 

1D0re detai 1 should consult Gonzalez Quintero and Fuentes Hah 

(1980). Zone I in Figure 9 corresponds to the Gonzalez Ouinhro 

and Fuentes Mata's (1980) zones A2 through AS; Zone> 11 
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corresponds to the i r zones At , and Zone J] I corresponds to the i r

Bt through 86. The -finer divisions used by Gonzalez Quintero and 

Fuentes Mata. are partially based on separations within the genus 

Pinus that are questionable ning 1965 and i966j Hartin 1963; 

Hansen and Cushing 1973), For example, Hartin (1963 p.20 fi9.9) 

presents body and bl adder 1 en9th ran9ts for e1 even spec: i es of 

pine which indicate that while ponderosa pine pollen tends to be 

the largest and pinon pine pollen hnds to be the smallest, the 

r~ges overlap considerably. The tohl ualup of pines bnds to 

remain fairly constant and high. Wilile not clearly labeled, it 

is assumed that the total pine percentage is presented in the 

column labelhd ~ Dol inica O'f the unhbelhd diagram between 

pages 11& and 117 <Gonzalez Quinhro and Fuentes Mata 1980>-

Zone III, the oldest zont~ goes from 7 to a.bout 2.7Sm. It 

is dCIIQinated by pine pollen and has higher lIaJues 0+ Dale, spr-uc:e 

and grass than Zone II. Fir and alder ar-e constantly present at 

lQ.11l1 percentage values. Cheno-ams and composites are erratic:ally 

present in lC*1 yalues and grass !,Ia.lues dec:) ine. 

While the authors' identlijcation of pines has allowed them 

to make detai hd ecological analyses, a. more c:onser ... atiue 

inter-pretation would suggest that during the time period of Zone 

III, the environment around t~e Hnico City Basin was quite 

stable and cooler if not wetter than today. In other words a 

reduction in temperature lowered the tree i ine and the inbrfaces 

between the different lIm-getation lones-while an increase in 
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moisture expanded thE' more mesic zones at the f'xpense oT the rtore 

xf",ic zones; i.e., the volcanic slopes W't"re covered with a 

mixture of pine-oak and pine fort's.t with a greater proportion of 

pine than today. This view is derived from the consishnt values 

of alder, fir, and oak coupl.d with the sma.ll erratic values of 

composites ~nd cheno-ams. The relative values of grasses suggest 

that a parkland, either oak or pine, was a major component of the 

JOllIer elevations and that the grass compORt-nt was slowly 

supplanted as the parkland developed in1:o a forest. 

Zon. II, from 2.75 to 2.0m, is chara.chri:zed by high 

values of pine and fir, the virtual absence of oak and spruce, 

the uratic prespnce of alder and grass as well as reduced ualt.:es 

of canposihs ~d othr disturbance indica.tors. 

fn Zone fl oak a.nd spruce values are grea.tly reduced and 

quite erratic. Grass is intial1y absent but returns in the 

upper haH of this zone, tr:ith lw but consishnt va.lues. Since 

pine values are just belcw 100i': in the bottm half of Zone II, I 

be 1 i eve that ihe pine CCP-nun i ties e:o:tended c!c~::n to th~ 1" i pal"" i Cln 

zone and masked virtually all other taxa. This would seem to be 

the culmination of the the cold and wei: period. Towards the 

upper portion of Zone 11 spruce and oak make erratic appearances 

which may repres.ent climatic reversals and argue against prior 

expiration of spruce from the Mexico City B1sin. If the moisture 

remained relatively high and the temperature dropped, as would be 

el!:pec ted t~ards the! ~nd of the PI e i stocene, the i'e 1 at i ue 
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TE'cundity and resultant oller production of pine pollen ",ould be 

expected to mask other taxa.. 

Zone I, from 2.0m to the surface, is. dominated by pine, 

even if the values are the lowE'st in the core, but is 

characterized by the return of oak and alder along ",ith a 

substantial incr-ease in composites, grasses and cheno-am5-. 

Between O.6-D.3m pine "'alues fall below 50/. as composites, 

grassE's and cheno-am5- rise correspond i n91 y. Since Zea values are 

at their highest between O.6-0.3rn tbis increase in disturbance 

i ndi cators suggests an increase in farm i 09 act i v j ty wh i en, based 

on the estimated sedimentation rate as deriIJed ft'OIII the )'oungE'r 

radiocarbon age of 11,680±180 (QL-1483> began about 2500 years 

ago and ended about 1500 years ago. 

Zone I ma.y be further diyjded into four subzones. Based 

on the subsequent discussion of dating Zone 1 is assigned 

estimated basal age of 10,000 years and ea.ch 0.1m is thought to 

represent about SOD year-Sa Subzone ld extends from 2 to 1.7~, 

10,000 to about 8750 years ago. Pine Yalues drop from about 100 

down to 60X and recover to 80X ""hile oak yalues rise from zero to 

about 25'/. and fall back to about lOX. As thE' pine Ya.lues drop 

the aJder yalues increase from 5 to lOX. Composi tae are 

irregularly present while grasses and cheno-ams a.re regularly 

pr~sent but at Yer), low values. In subzone Ie, from 1.75 to 

1.2:m pine "'a.lues decrease from about 80 to 60X while oaks are 

constant between 10 and I5'/.. Composi tes, grasses and cheno-a.'ns 
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are present in Tow values but demonstrate no particular trend. 

Zea makes its first appearance in this subzone. In subzone Ib, 

-from 1.25 to O.75m Dr" an estimated 6250 to 3750 years ago, pine 

val u.s deer-east' frDCD about 90 to 40;:, oak values drop to bt'tween 

5 and lOX, white ccaposites, grasses and cheno-ams hold lC\1111 but 

consistent values. Subzone Ia begins. at a depth of 0.75m &5. 

cClDposites, cheno-ams and grasses begin to increase and achieve 

their Jlaximum values bet.en 0.6 and 0.311 ",hile pine values 

continue to ~crease and reach their minimum, 25Y., at O.Sm. 

Above this depth, pine values reCDUltr, to athi,,,e estimahd 

values D'f about SOX at the surface as all other taxa dec1 ine 

ccnmensurately. Subzone ]a is thought to rl'present the pltriod 

"r-am 3750 years ago to the present and the major disturbance 

would seem to coyer the period from 2500 to 1500 years ago, Mhich 

Mithin the limits of the accuracy of age determination, 

corrl'Sponds to the rise and apogee of Teotihuacan. 

HoweYllr the dating of this core is not char. Gonzalez 

Quintero b.l i.yes th. cor. enccmpass.s just the Holoc.ne. If this 

is true and there ..,as a constant rate of sedimentation, the 

divisions btt..,een the zones are about 4000 rearm. ago (Zone J] and 

Ill> and 3000 years ago <Zone II and I> with the introduction and 

d.finitl establ ishment of maize agriculture at about 2000 and 

1000 years ago r.spectiuelr. Haweu.r, from the IIIDrk of 

Niederberger ind others (Niederb,rger 1976 and 1979; Hirambel1 

1967) it is known that there was at least one sedentary Yilla~ 



in the area practicing corn agriculture prior to 4000, if not 

6000; years ago. This dating -fits better \\lith: Wa.tts' Zea pollen 

from Lake Patzcuaro (Watts and Bradbury 1982) which is first 

dated at 3600 BP. If one were to posi t the appearance of corn in 

the Mexico Ci ty Basin by 6000 BP and a constant rate of 

s~dimtntation, the diyisions betlolleen the three zones. ",ould be 

thrice as old;i.e., 9000 and 12,000 years ago respectiYel)'. 

Ii one accepts the whole core as. Holocene, it is quite 

anomalous that spruce continues until the mid-Holocene in the 

Hexico City Basin when it is not known in the Patzcuaro Basin 

(Watts and Bradbury 1982) nor the Puebla-Tlaxcala region 

(Ohngemach 1977>. Sears (CI isby ll.nd Sears 1955, Sears and Cl isby 

1955) had spruce grains in his long cores and considered them as 

deofinih indicators of the late Pleistocene. Consequently a hi;

first estimation for the disappearance of spruce would be betlolleen 

10,000 and 15,000 years ago. 

Two further pieces of evidence are radiometric dates on 

material taken from the core at 2.44 to 2.5Sm and 3.2 and 3.3m 

below the surface. They are 11 , 680±160 BP (QL-1483) and 

18,760±300 (QL-1484), respectively. Consequently, assuming a 

constant rate of sedimentation, the weight of evidence suggests 

that this core is at least 30,000 years old, the spruce 

disappeilrance of Zone II does represent the c1 imat ic amel ioration 

at the end aT the P1eistocen~, 2or.-e II represents a stable 

moister and warmer early Holocene and Zone III reopresents 
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cultural il1llpact and the introduction of and expansion of 

agriculture. A fint .. analysis of this diagram requires a. greater 

knCM4hdge of the original data. Consequently, from these two 

pie!:es of information it seems as if the core represents at least 

30,000 years and the divisions between the zones are about 9,000 

and 12,000 yfoars old. This view is further s.uppor-ted by three 

independent pieces of radiometric and stratigraphic 

.... idenct>. At a depth of about 2m, there is a se-ries of volcanic 

ashes that could well be the "Tripartite Pumices" that are 

Yariously dated at about 9900 SP (Watts and Bradbur'y 1982), 

between 11,000 and 12,000 BO <BloomHeld and Velasco 1974 and 

1977> a.nd about 13,000 BP (Hooser 1967>, i.E'., at least 10,000 

years ago. 

The Pueb1a-T1ax~a.1a Basin 

Dieter Ohngemach (1973 and 1977; Ohngemach and Straka. 

i979) has .four series of poiien eor-es irem tne ~uebia-"iiaxeaia 

region (Fig. 10) that extend in e.ge frcrn about 35,000 BP to the 

present (Fig. 11). The "Tlaloqua uries· (Figure 12> of cores. 

.... ere recovered frcm the Tlaloc or Tlaloqua crater on La Mal inche 

volcano and aI'e repor-ted to ha1Je a 14C age o.f :± 8000 BP at a 

depth of 1.7rn. n.e ·Orienh,l series· (Fjg~re 13) of cor-es t>:'Iere 

taken fr-o::"i the ust side of the Pico de Or-izaba, while the 

·Jalasquill0 seri?s· (Figure 14> wer-e extracted frcrn the maar

b(>twH:l the villages llf San Salvador- eJ SeeD and Zacahpec, 
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Figure 10. Map oT Puebla-Tlaxcal Basin. (AHer Ohngemach 
and Straka 1977> 
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PurbTa. and the fourth series were recovered from Acuitlapilco, 

Tlaxcala (Figure 15). 

At Tl a.l oqua (31 OOm) the poll en prof i 1 es are domi nated by 

pine, aider, grasses and/or composites. The TlaJoqua I 

(Figure 11) is similar to Tlaloqua 11 but Tess compact. The 

lowest zone of Tlaloqua I, Zone IV <2.55 to 2.BSm> with an 

estimated age b&t~een 12,000 and 8500 years represents thE' end of 

the- Pleistocene (Ohngemach 19'87; Heine 1973). It has relatilJely 

high valut>s of grasses (up to 50Y. of tohl pollen), composites 

(up to 20X of total pollen) which with the presence of spruce are 

suggesti",e of alpine meadows or alpine grasslands. 

of the taxon Mayde-all' seems ou1: 04 place in Zone 

The presence 

IV. It is 

possible that the grass grains classified as Hardeae, really 

represent la.r9~ as yet unidenitifit'd grasses (Bueg 1961>, that 

a.re per-haps aquatic. Moving from Zone IV to 111 grasses and 

c~osi tes decrease. 

Zone 1I1, from 2.55 to l.~, has an estimated basal age 

of 8500 BP. Pine values generally exceed SOY. and oiten reach 

60Y.. Alder increases from less than JOX to 40:1. and the:'! 

decreases to about lOY.. For most of 20ne III, grass values are 

less than lOY. and Maydeae l,Ia,lues. nil. Composite values are 

genera.lly less than 1/,:. The high values of pine suggest tha.t 

Tlaloqua was surr-ounded by a pine forest with alder as the major

riparian canponent. 20ne III probably corresponds to the 

intensil,le soil building Heine (1973) identifies after the MIll 
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Ages of Puebl a-Tl a.xcaJ a COT'es. (After He i ne 
1977> 
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glacia.l ildUance. It is estimated that Zone III ends about 6000 

years ago. 

Zone 11 (l.S to O.9Ift> is composed of pumice and contains. 

no pollen. 

Zone 1 begins abolle the pumice at 0.9Ia .,itb high valUls of 

grass.s (up to 7OX), negligible ccnposites, law (less than 3OX) 

val u.s of pine, D.gl igibh Dale and lca.1 val u.s of alder and fir. 

Th, re-a.ppearance of the taxon Hayden at 0.&1 ir. irMIediately 

fol1cw!'d by a declin. in alder and grass values as pine and -fir 

values rise and oak rl'-appears. At 0.411 fir and pine values peale 

as grasses reach a minimum yalu. of lOX probably as a result of 

the HIV glacial advance (Heine 1973), but possibly the impact of 

agricultur.. Above O.4m pine values decrease slightly, fir 

values are reduced to less that 57. ICIhile grass, plantago, 

ccmposites and chino-am values increase. 

The pollen profile front Tlaloqua Il is equiyalent to Zones 

111 and IV of Tlaloqua J and con4irms the basic con4iguration of 

Th.loqua ]. 

Th .. ani)" discord in both thIS' cares is the preslne .. , 

subsequent msence and reappearance of Maydeae poll.n gra.ins. 

Ohng.raach (1177, fig.2) ~scribes this pallen type a.s grass 

gra.ins Dyer 60::!: in length and demonstrates that it includes all 

corn (lea mars) gra.ins and about baH of the teosintl' em 
~) grains present. So, while there is no quibble with the 

definition of this taxon, its. pres.nce in the PleistoCtne, 
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subsequen t absence and reappearance in the 1 ate-Holocene is 

anomalous in and of itseli. Thl:' situation becomes I:uriol.lser and 

cur-iousel" (Carroll 1865> when Tlaloquas' elevation (3100m) is 

considered. Of the various potential uplanations, none is 

completelY satisfactory. Since most pollen diagrams show the 

appearance of corn pollen between 4000-3500 BP «("Iatts and 

Bradbury 1982; Gonzalez Quintero and Fuentes Hata 1980) and the 

macro-fossil I!'IJidence (Hangels-dorf, HacNeish and Beadle 1964) is 

younger than 7000 BP, the identification of corn pollen prior to 

7000 BP is suspect. While there are chims for earlier finds 

(Mangelsdorf 1974; Bartlett, Barghoorn and Berger 1969), the)' 

are not wi thout controversY. 

AI though the first potentia) pxp1a.nation is the 

possibi I i ty of contamination, ever-y r-esear'cher strives to reduce 

the possibilities oi contanination. Since thpr are- no other 

indica.tions of contamination, other possibilities must be 

consider-pd. 

The n:ost I ikely is the inclusion of ~t lust two diHerent 

groups of grasses in the Maydeae poll en type. One group may be a 

large grained. as yet unidentified aquatic grass (Bueg 1961>, and 

the second one really may be Maydeae. Whi Ie there is no direct 

evidence for th", first group. the re-apP"-i.rance of the Maydeae 

taxon at an extrapola.ted ag!' of 3500 BP is highly suggesti",e of 

the actual presence of corn or bosintl!. HOWIE!ver, ~ni1~ neither 

corn nor teosint~ could be e::::pected to gr~ .1:.;1 eh'J.tion of 
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Figure 12. Pollen Core from Tlaloqua. (After Ohngemach 
1977> 
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3100m unless th~re was at hast a significant increase in grCMing 

sUson or sUlmler temperature, Kutzbacfl (1981) proposes that in 

the early Holocene there was a period of incf'l!'ased insolation and 

that in monsoonal lones, such as central "',edco, the 'iouimler 

temperatures i ncr~ased wh i I e the winter temperatures decreased. 

If the resultant grOlolling season was long enough, teosinh could 

haue grown close to the Tlaloqua crater. 

How.Yer this expanation is not without problems. The 

giacial sequence of La Mal inch (Heine 1973) includes four 

ad ... ances that correlate wi th the ad'll,nces recorded across the 

Puebla-Tlaxcala basin on the Sierra. Nevada (White 1962, White and 

Valastro 1984). The second adnnce, HIl, which is dated to 

12,100 years ago, had fingers that descended to be~een 2630 and 

2730m that undoubtedly included T1aloqua in the permanent snow 

fie I d. Wh i 1 e f i "gel's of the th i I'd adllance, wh i ch had two phases 

between 10,000 and 9000 years ago, barely descended to 3000m, 

and, according to Heine (1973), did not include Tlaloqua in the 

permanent s.now fieid their timing exciudes the possibility o-f 

seasonal warming on La Mai inche, as extrapohted hom the 

Kut.zbach (1981) modr1. 

The subs\?quent re-appe<.r.rance of the Maydeae poll en type 

correlates with the spread of corn agriculture between 4000 and 

3000 years ago, If corn and tesosinte were grOlolln on the bottom 

lands of the Puebla-Tlaxcala yal1ey their pollen could not be 

expected to be transported the estimated minimum c:;stance of 
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SOOOm laterally and 500m vertically (Raynor, Ogden ~nd Hayes 

1972>. Since o-thnographic example (Lumhotlz 19'04) creates a 

precedent for the ritual sacrifice of corn and teosinte pollen in 

a lake to pr-opitiate the forces of fecundity, it is possible that 

the late Holocene Maydeae pollen represents r i tua.l cHer ings. 

However, this does not explain the presence of these grains in 

the iate Pleistocene or early Holocene. 

In summary! Ohngemach (Ohngemach and Straka 1978) is of 

the opinion that the change from Zone IV to Zone III represents 

the inhrhea between the late Pleistocene and the ea.rly 

Holocene, if not the end of the M III glacial period of La 

Halinche (Heine 1973), Ohngemach posits that during the M III 

glaciation the T1aloqua crater was surrounded by alpine 

grasslands and that the upper treel ine was depressed by 600 to 

800m relatiye to its modern position. As the glacier retreated 

Ohngemach further posits the leader of this migration as Pinus 

hartwegi i because it is the modern high elevation pine in central 

Mexico. He (Ohngemach 1973) further supports his. view with the 

presenc~ of pollen from a. mistletoe specific to this pine. 

Consequently, the T1aloqua cores suggest that in the late 

Pleistocene the top of La Halinche was covered in alpine 

grasslands. that were rapidly replaced by the upward movement of a 

pine fores.t about 8500 years a.go. The early Holocene vegetation 

was a stabie pine forest that was disturbed by as yet undated 
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volcanic activity. After this volcanic activity the area around 

the crater was re-establ ished as a grassland which ¥fas replaced 

by a. mixed pine-oak forest. Subsequent changes in the profile 

suggest the int:-oduction of farming in the Puebla-Tlaxcala basin 

between 4000-3000 years ago. 

The undated profile for Oriental (Fig. 13) is quite 

complacent. It can be diQided into two ZDnes. The bottom zone 

is dominated by pine but includes low percentages of oak, alder, 

spruce, fir and grasses. The upper 20ne is lOOY. pine. 

Consequently, it is interpreted that the bottom zone represents a 

mixed coniferous forest that dates to the Pleistocene and that 

the upper zone represents pure stands of pine that could be 

associated with the early Holocene. 

The Ja1apasquill0 site, at about 2400m, revealed a profile 

(Fig. 14) that covers the late Pleistocene, with a basal age 

earl ier than 26~OOO and an estimated terminal age of 5000 years. 

This profi Ie suggests a fa.irly stable vegetation dominated by 

pine ~ith some oak (0-10:'0, spruce (0-5:'0 and alder (0-5"/.); i.e., 

a. cl imah that was colder and wetter than today~s cl imate. In the 

upper portion where pine is virtually the sole component oi the 

pollen spectrum it is quite possible that any change is the 

result of statistical constraint rather than an ecological event. 

Spruce disappears, at an estimated age of 8500 BP, along with 

alder, cheno-ams, grasses and sag~. The top sub2on~ of this 

profile is G1.1rnost pure pine! with a little fir at an estimated age 
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of 7000 or 6000 years ago. It is concluded that for the 1 ife oT 

the core the Jalapasquil10 site was surrounded by pine Torest 

although even then lOOi'. pine is not expected. 

The material fran Acuitlapilco (Fig. 1S>, at 2200m, covers 

thf last 600 )'ears. The least complacent core, AcuitlapiJco Ill, 

is sti11 quite ecnplacent with pines rareh~.1ess than 70/.. Oaks 

and alder make up most O'f the rest of the pollen total except 

close to th. top OT the column when Maydeae, large grasses, 

composites and cheno-ams become prominent. This change suggests 

the impleMntation of a new farming t.chnology, such &s. the 

introduction of the horse and plough, or an incruse in 

popUlation that led to the farming 04 pretJiously virgin area.s. 

In sunnary, pollen evidence from the Puebla.-Tlaxcala basin 

suggests. that dur-ing the late Phistoceneo the Th.loqua crater- was. 

in an alpine meadow. This impl ies that the upper tree1 ine ",as 

600 to 800m lower then than it i So today, and I if th!'re was no 

zonal ccnpaction, that much of the valley bottans wer-e cover-ed 

",ith pine for-est and mixed pine-oak for-est. This is clear-ly 

corrobor-ated by the lower- elevations sites such as Or-iental and 

Jala.spaquill0. Consequently, whilE> the data fi'CITI the higher 

eJeol,lation sites suggests an increase in temperature fr-om the 

Pleistocene to the Holocene, the ICMef' el,lelation data 

unclea.r-. 

The inhrhce between the Pl!'istocene and the Holocene is 

assigned an age of about 8500 BP. The upper elel,lation profiles 



Figure 15. Pollen Core Ill, Ac:uitapilcD, Puebla. 
(After Dhngemach 1977> 
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Ph i stotene to the HoI Deene, the lower e teuat i on data. is unci ear. 

The interface between the Pleistocene and the Holoct>ne is 

assigned an age of about 8500 BP. The upper elevation profiles 

suggest that the early Holocene upper tree 1 iJle rose to surround 

the T1aloqua. pond lIIIith a pine forest and an alder riparian 

conmun i ty. At thp I QIIr.Ier e I "'Vilt ions si tn. the pine forest 

continues. At about 600 years ago, a volcanic erruption 

j n terrupted the higher e 1 evat i on de-pos it j on. The subsequen t 

plant sucession began with high grass '1alues ~hich were replaced 

by high pine values. The upper e1euation profile suggests. the 

introduction of corn agf'iculture about 3500 BP while the lower 

elevation lIodern core suggests the continued presence of pine 

-forest on the yalley floor until displaced by agriculture. 

There are few paleoecological studies north oT centrai 

Mexico. The major study is a pollen s.tudy (Heyer 1973, 1975) 

Trcn Cuatro Cienegas, Coahuila. This pollen profile is quite 

ccnplac.nt and does not suggest any significant yegetation 

changes in the area. However, Heyer interprets his data to 

indicab a. l,*.ring of the border between the pine -forests and 

the up1a.nd woodlands in the mid-Wisconsinan, &fhiie yegetation 

ecological1y equivalent, if not identical to that now present, 

occupied the basin floor (Heyer 1973). 

The only other data. art from two ancient packrat middens 

from Durango and Coahuila (Van Devender 1979). The material from 
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the Si err-a de Hiser i cordia (1350m), near Bermej i 11 0, Durango has 

an allerage age of 12,280.1435 BP and reflects a pilTon-juniper 

community with cactus (Cactaceae), agave (Agauaceae-) and mormon 

tea <.£p.h.e.dcaJ. Today, pilTon, juniper or mormon tea are not found 

in the vicinity. Pitton is found about 185 km to the northeast 

and juniper found is 10 km to the \lOut a.t La Zarca. 

The site known as Puerto de Ventanil1as is on the south 

side of the major pass. that 1 inks the BoIS-Of! de Cuatro Ciengas 

to San Pedro de las Colonias, Coahui 11.. The material from the 

Puerto de Ventanil1a.s, which has a radiocarbon age of 12,700±16S 

BP, contains juniper, berberis (erberis), nettleleaf hackberry 

(Celtis) and turpentine bush (Ericameria lerisHolis>. Today, 

juniper is expirated about 80 to 100km while berberis is 

presently found about 20km to the north. The hackberry is 

presently around the site. The closest reported location of the 

turpentine bush is almost 600km to the north. 

The data from these two si tes can be used to infer that at 

about 12,500 BP pinon-juniper woodland andlor juniper woodland 

covered a far greater area than toda)'. such a conciusion 

coincides wi th the pacKrat midden data de:-ived frcm the northern 

eh i hu~hua.n Desert (Va.n Devender and R i sIC i nd 1979; V .. n, DE-vender 

and Wiseman 1977; MallouT 19B1). the iate Pleistocene and earl)' 

Holocen. sequences from ",est Texas and southern New Mexico 

portray a relatively mesic pitfon-juniper "-Ioodland prior to 

11,000 BP, a xeric juniper-oak woodland from 11,000 to BOOO BP 
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and after 8000 Bp, a grass1a.nd or savannah with a few junip~r and 

oak trees but seemingly lacking sotal (Oasrlirion), hchugilla 

(Agave Jechugilla) and ocotillo (Fougueria). Consequently, it 

may be sur-mised that the areal utent of the Chihuahuan Desert 

has grown considerabl)" since the Termiilal Pleistocene. 

Previous pOnE'n studies in the PatzC:U&I"'D, Mexico City <tAd 

Puebla-Tlaxcala basins as we11 as paclCrat studies from the 

Chihuahuan Desert clearly indicate the P1eistocene-Holoceone 

interface. In the Patzc:uaro Basin, Watts and Bradbury (1982) 

identify this change with a reduction in juniper, ragweed and 

sa.gebrush ... alues. In the Mexico City Ba.sin (Gonzalez Qunitero 

and Fuentes Hah 1980), this change is identified with the 

absence of sPr'ucp, and an increase in oaks, composites, gr'asses 

and chano-;ms. In the Puebh.-Tla.xc.ta e~s.in, Ohngemach (1973 3.nd 

i977i identifies tois cnange ""iin a ouOm or' llIorl!" riu in tnt 

u,per treeline as his sihs on La Malinche go from alpine l1IeadClLOs 

to mixed pine forests. While these chagnes are not without 

contradictions, when taken together', they are interpreted to 

i ndi cate an increase in temperature but not necessar'i 1 y and 

increase in moisture, In fact, the pack!"i!.t evidence suggests an 

increase in aridity. This posited increase in aridity may 

correspond to the two dry~et cycles Metcalfe and Harrison (1983) 

see in Lake Zacapu. Howeyer, llIost evidence points towards a 

fairly stable early and mid Holocene. 
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By 3500 BP or 5000 BP at the earl iest, there are a number 

of changes that are most parsimoniously interpreted as the 

beginnin of agric::!t::::"~. Niederbel"ger (1976 and 1979) had good 

(Ovid.nce for an a.gricultural village in the Mexico Cib' Bas.in by 

4000 BP and Watts and Bradbury (982) haue corn pollen h,irly 

well dahd at 3500 BP in the Pat::r:cuaro Basin. After this 

introduction, the Patzcuaro pollen cury£> is quite canplacent 

E'Xcept for the absence of corn pollen right at the top of thp 

proi i 1 e as 1 i tis absent fron the top of the Chal co core 

<Gonzahz Qu i ntero and Fuentes Mata 1980). Til is absence reflects 

it. change in the a,gricutlureat practices just as the other late 

Holocltne char.ges nihct chabges in the human occupation of the 

Mexico City Basin. 

Conclusions 

At higher elevations the disappearance of spruce clearly 

i denti f i es tRe Pl e i stocene-Hoiocene i nier-face wR j en is ioii owed 

by a plant sucessian that inyolyes both fir and alder and the 

deyelcpmnet 04 a. mixed pine forest. At lower elivations this 

event is not clearly defined. 

The mid Holocene seems to be fairly stable but the 

hr:::dnaticr. of the lc;::~r ev~h,ticr. CCr'2S ir: the Puebl,;.-TJ,;.;::c~h. 

Sa!; i n suggests there wa.s a change that has ye t to be i den t i f jed. 

The late Holocene is identified with human disturbance 

largely created by the introduction of corn a,gricuiiure prior to 

3500 years ago. This date, first proposed by Watts and Bradbury 
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(1982) is supported by the ma.tel'ial frCIII the Mexico City and 

Puebla-Tlaxcal& basins. The subsequent changes in the po1len 

profi les seem to be the results of changes in the distribution oi 

human activity over thle' landscape. 



CHAPTER 4 

FOUR POLLEN PROFILES FRIJ1 NORTH CENTRAL MEXICO 

The pl'evious pollen work undertaken in Mexico, a!i noted in 

the last chapter, has focused on major' cultuf'al centers such as 

the Mexico Cit)' and PHzcuaro basins. The results haye been 

rather limited in providing climatic information that relates to 

the period of human occupation. The evidence presenttd indicated 

a dear change frcm the Pleistocene to ttle Holocene, a fairly 

stable early Holocene environment and then a period, roughly the 

last SOOO years, that was heavily disturbed by human ac:tivitlY. 

This revealed Yery little, if anything at all, about the posited 

hnth Dr eleventh century changes on the northern frontier of 

Hesoamer i ca. 

In ordel' to provide data. appropriate to this period a 

series of pollen cores were recovered from four sites across 

north central Mexico between 200 and 220 latitude (Figure 3), 

The ea.sternmost site was the Ojo de San Juan in the upper Rfo 

Verde drainage of San Luis Potosi. To the ""est and south of this 

site, material ""as recovered from the Hoya de San Nicolas de 

Parangueo which lies near Valle de Santiago, Guanajuato, in the 

Rio Lerma drainage. Further west another core was reco1,lered from 

Lago Guzman in the Sayula internal basin in southe!'n Jal isco. 
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The westernmost site considered was Laguna San Pedro, which is 

c10se "to San Pedro lagun i llas, Nayar i t. Th i s "I i ne passes through 

the southern part of the area that Armi 11 as (1969) cons i dered at 

risk, i.e. south of the nothernmost extension of the frontier. 

Ojo de San Juan 

A short pollen core was extracted from a spring, the Ojo 

de San Juan (Figure 3), which is between three and four 

kilometers south of Villa Juarez, S.L.P. (Figure 16). The Ojo de 

San Juan, along with other springs, previously fed a substantial 

lake, Laguna de Buenal/ish, that has been channel ized, drained 

and the I ake bed is now used to grOfol.l sugar, corn and beans. The 

Ojo de San Juan is located at N22017~30· ;WI00016~ and 1100 meters 

above sea leuel. It 1 ies just to the east of the Sierra Tablon 

(Cetenal 1972 Fl4A76). The resultant pollen profile~ which has a 

basal age of 6100 years ago, reueals a fairly complacent record 

~ithout any major changes during its deposition. The profile is 

dominated by Cupressaceae, TubuI iflorae and Gramineae. 

Pub1 ished archaeological ,"",01'1< close to the coring site in 

the Rio Verde drainage includes the e:::caIJation of Hua:::cama (Ou 

Sol i er, Kr i eger and Gr i H i th 1947) and surveys of the area (Meade 

1942; Velazquez 1982). There are l,1arious reports fran other 

parts of the Rio Verde drainage including those of N. Troike 

(1962), R. C. Troike, N. P. Troike and Graham (1972), Meade 

(1942, 1970) and Helcinan (197l> as well as excal,1ations at Panuco 

<Ekholm 1944). The XVIII Mesa Reconda. of the Sociedad Mexicana de 
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Ant~opologia included two sessions on San Luis Potosi and 

Quer-ftaro that included talks by D.Dauila, P.Davila., Dominique 

Michelet, Pilar luna, Francois Rodl'iguiez and Juan Rique F. 

These reports indicate that the bulk of the prehispanic human 

occupation dabd from the Epiclassic and n.r!>, Postclassic 

periods and demonstrated strong cultural relationships to Central 

Mexico and the Huasteca. It is estimated that the early 

Postclassic occupation ended sometime between AD 1000 and AD 

1150. Consequently, at about this time, or 51 ightlr prior, 

either an abrupt or gradual increase- in aridity would be 

anticipated if Armillas~s hypothesis is correct. 

The vegetation of the Rio Verde drainage has been best 

described by Jerz)' RzedCMski in his monograph on the vegetation 

of the state of Sa.n Luis Potosi (1966). The moder-n pollen rain 

has been studied by Socorro Lorzano (1979a, 1979b)' She studied 

the pollen found in modern surface soil samples and 

polster~ gathered in transects fraIl the heaa.aters of the Rio 

Verde, at the edge of the cen tral plateau in the west, down the 

drainage to the coastal plain in the east. 

RzedOLr.lski (1966, p.117 Cua.dro 6) defined thirteen general 

vegetation zones that r-anged from 50 to 3000m. It must be 

mentioned that the different lIegetation zones cannot be separated 

just on the basis of altitude, percipitation and/or mean annual 

temperature. All zones oller 1 ap wi th the i r ne i ghbours depend i ng 

upon the specific local conditions. Rzedowski (1966) gallE' 
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extensive descriptions of these zones and wbat follows are the 

briefest 04 synopses of the three zones that occur nt"a.r the Ojo 

de San Juan. 

Extra-desert Mesqu i h Bosque 

RzedowslO (1966) considered including the extra-desert 

iil~Squjte bosque as part of the spiny forE'st but decided that the 

diHerences in altitude, ha.bitat, ph)'sigo:tOlnYand flora. .... ere 

suHicient to warrant a separation. The .c0109ic2.1 requirements 

for the extra-desert mesqu i te bosque are general I y the same 

the s.ub-montane scrub but the extra-desert mesquite bosque is 

always found on a deep soil. Rudcwski speculatero that in the 

areas where thre does not seem to be 5ufiicient rainfall the 

mesquites are able to tap deep water tables. ~ ~ 

generally CDllers between 60 and 90::1. of the surface although other 

arborescent components include .Qu.c...i..a~, ! emaireocerel'S 

SIl. and ~~. Ine shrub layer is dominated by otner 

legumes and the herb layer is dominated by grasses. The related 

polhn spectrum is dQ'Dinated by the local procluction of ~ 

(14X) plus the long distance transport of eLr:w.s (12.5/.), .Gu..eJ:.c.u.s 

(1l.5Ya) and tw:ws OX). The non-arborescent canponent is 

dominated by cheno-Cl,'ils (9".1.), Gra."l'linue (8"/.), lcx.:.:spine Ccmpcsitae 

(25iO and high spine Compositae (13.5Y.) which makes composites, 

a.t just under 40::1. 1 the dominant taxa. (Lorzano 1 979a.) • 
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Rosette Desert Scrub 

The ro~et6fol io or rosette desert scrub is probably 

limited to inclined limestone substrates or alkaline gravel 

slopes. The cl imatic charactersitics are much the same as -for the 

sma.ll leaf des.ert wi th drought a continual threat although the 

lewer value oi the mean annual temperature goes down to about 150 

at the higher altitudinal limit of 2600m. The l'oseUe desert is 

largelY composed of Yucca, Daryl irion, ~ and Hechtia but also 

includes va.rious cactus, euphorbs and legume shrubs. The 

<Lorzano 19'79aJ soil sample from a rosette desert scrub is 

daninated by 39'1. pine, 3% oak, 27.1. lCM spines, 8"/. Salvia, 6Y. 

Karlolllinskia, SF. Hechtia, 2% high spines and IX grasses. This soil 

sample is associated with a plant transect that included 

Karwiniskia, .!i~chtia, Sahlia, composites and grasses. 

Succu 1 en t Stenmed Desert 

The d~seT't ~ or succul ent stemmed scrub is 

dcrninated by large ca.ctus such as ODuntia and Mrf'tillocactu5 and 

suHers 7 to 9 months oi drought a year. Usually this zone is 

iound on shal10w sandy soils that areo neutral or slightly acidic 

and well drained. The altitude rangas irom 100 to 2200m and has 

a mean annuai precipitation between 300 and 60011lm. From se",en to 

nine P..ionths of drought are expected. The mean annual temperature 

ranges between 160 and 22oC. The Koeppen classification is BSW 

(steppe with sUiilrner rains). The plant transect fra'h the 

succuient steililned des.:rt (Lorzano 1979a.) includes Mimosa 
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biunci'fera, prickly pear and grasses as the dominants. The 

associated poll.n spectrum is dominahod by 24% lQ1.1 spine 

canposites, 14Y. grasses, 11Y. pines, 10h legumes, ax; cactus and S% 

each of cheno-ams and high spine compositt"s. 

Vegetation at the Ojo de San Juan 

Today the uE'getat ion immedi ate 1 y surro'JRdi"9 the Ojo de 

San Juan is 1he result of introduced agriculture which is 

dOOlinabd by maize, suga.r and beans. The ruderal uegetation is 

largely composed of grasses and canposites. but also includes 

mints and mustards. Between two sets oT ntarby propert its ther~ 

is a cattle run that is dominated by fcJlsap.i.s .,i.J.:..U..:U. a.~d 

Ac:.ati.a sp. al though it includes arborescent Cactaceae (cf 

Se1enicere"s sp.) and Brame-liaeeae 0.5 well as a sparse weedy 

understory. This cattle run is equivalent to RZ!'dowskis~ (1966) 

e~tra-desert mesquite bosque zone. Further upslope, aboye the 

oici shore i ine o-f tne iaKi! bl!'ci, i:ne uegeh.i:ion is. dominat.ed by 

shrubby &.atia. spp., ~ spp., Cac:taceae, Himosaceae and ~ 

tha.t is best subsumed under Rzedowskjs~ (1966) ~ iiind 

~ desert scrub zones. Consequently, there are three 

vegetation zones within a couple of hundred mehrs of the coring 

site. The other- fiue uegetation zones mentioned above are 

re 1 euan t to subsequen t di scuss i on. 

The area. around the Ojo de San Juan includes three 

uegetation zones <RzedOll.lski 1966j Puig 1976; Lorzano 1979a., 

1979b). Modern sur-face soil samples gathered -from these zones 
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<Lor-zano 1979a> provide general ized analogues. for the vegetation 

even if the pollen ratios are not direct representations of the 

ground cover or biomass. On the whole surface samples are 

dominahd by extra local arbor-esecent pollen, pine, and to a 

lesser extent oak, and loca.lly produced 10. spine composihs. 

These results are qui te comparable to those obtained by Hevly, 

Herhinger and Yocum (1965) in the Sonoran desert. 

Poll en Prof i 1 e 

The pollen profile frorn the Ojo de San Juan is dominated 

by the Cupressaceae-type (Figure 17> which is composed of the sum 

of ~, which is quite constant and generally less than sr., 

and Cupressacea.e. These two taxa ha .... e been ccwbined into one 

taxon because when it is in good condition the uniqul" shape of 

Taxodium pollen grains makes then readily distinguishable bld~ 

when degraded or broken, Taxodit:im grains often lose their 

distinctive papilla and are no longer read;ly distinguishable 

from other members of the Cupressaceae. Cons.equently since an 

unknown number of ~ grains haue unwittingly been included 

in the Cupressaceae taxon, it becomes necessary to combine theflr 

until there are clear criteria for identifying the leuel of 

mixture. 

The source of Taxodium pollen is probably Taxodium 

muchronatum, a cOlllDon riparian canponent near the Ojo de San Juan 

today. The continued presence of Taxodium indicates tha.t the Ojo 

and its ass.ociated lake hat.le not dried out for any extended 
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Fi9ure 17. Pollen Profile frcrn the Ojo de San Juan 
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period. This view is supported by the macrofossil evidence 

<Table 2) which demonstrates the presence of Taxodium throughout 

the deposi t i on of the core. Wh i 1 e there are other members of the 

Cupressaceae family, specifically Juniperus to the south and east 

(Puig 1976), none have been reported near the coring site. 

Consequently, it is reaso~able to infer that l!'ast the majority 

of the Cupressaceae-type pollen is degraded Taxodi urn poll en. As 

such it indicates 1 itth more than the continual presence of 

~ on the lake shore although the decrease noted between SO 

and 3Dem may indicate a reduction in the water table brought 

about by a. period of increased aridi ty or human activity. 

Assuming that the yariation in the other taxa is masked by 

statistical constraint of the Cupressaceae-type, their values 

were reca1 cul a ted el:C 1 ud i n9 Cupre'Ssaceae-type from the sum. The 

result (Figure 18) shows a Tubul iflorae maximum just 

Cupressaceae-type begins to decl ine, and a Gramineae minimum as 

Cupressaceae-type hits its maxima. Quercus decl ines abolle the 

Cupressaceae-type mi n imum and cheno-ams i ncrea'Se. From these 

data it is deduced that although the Djo de San Juan has been 

continually moist, the surrounding vegetation has undergone at 

1 east one per i od oi increased ar i oi ty as i ndi ca ted by the changes 

in Tubul i.florae and Gramineae. The constant levels of Pinus 

sugg~st that there was no encroachment by pines down-slope while 

the relationship between oak and cheno-ams suggests. the amount of 

oaks in the region declines concomitant with the posited period 
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Macrofossil analysis from Ojo de San .Juan, SLP. Mexico 

Sample 
number Dept.h Freguency Contents 

OC-l 0-10 ~ 'Iazodium wood 
'laxod1t111l needles. 
Compositae achenes 

1IC-2 20-32 em Taxodium. wood 
Taxodium needles, 
Compositae wood. 
ostracods, frog bones 

Kc-3 32-44 em 'Iaxodium. wood and charcoal 
c.f. Yucca stem. c.f. ~ 
~ Dut. Cyperaceae 
stem charcoal 

00-4 44-54 em ~ wood ancl chareoal 
Taxodium cone scale. 
Palmae or ~ 1nfloreac.euee 

MC-S 54-66 em c""'~ 'l'axodium wood and eharcoal 
rare Prosopis wood, Compositae 

stem. Gramineae stem, fisb 
b=e 

Hc-6 66-80 em submitted for racl.1oc:arbon age. 

Table 1. t1acrofossil Ana.lysis fran Ojo de San Jua.n 
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of aridity after "hieh it did not recover, possibly due to the 

subsequent impact of agriculture. 

Discussion 

As previousir noted, both Rzedowski and Lorzano made 

conscientious. efiorts to a"oid areas of obvious human 

disturbance. Htwever today, i1 not dUl'ing the historic and 

prehistoric periods, ]eyels of human acti;.1ity in the Hua.steca. 

makes that a virtually unobtaina.ble goal. This is especially 

true when study sites are selected for their relativE' ease of 

access and even the rl!'motest areas reflect the multiple impacts 

of farming, grcu:ing and mining. There are two potential 

vege ta tiona 1 changes resu 1 t i n9 from human ae t i OJ i ty th. t need to 

be considered. The greater activity and importance of pioneer 

plants. such as cheno-am5- and Composita., a.nd the f'Qosult oi the 

clearing of loca.l vegetation for the planting of introduced 

crops. 

Firs.tly, it is 

values of CClbposi tae 

not clear ..... hether the relatively high 

reflect the na.tiv. flora over-

represent at ion due to disturbance. The modern suriac:e s.amp1es 

<Lorza.no 1979a, 1979b) gathered from the San Luis Potosi 

grasslands haue about 55% Composi tae, whi Ie the spiny fort'st a.nd 

the small leaf desert have about 40:% and the succulent stemmed 

and rosette deserts haue about 30:%. Similar values haue been 

iound in soil suriaee samples gathered around a spring in the 

Mojave des.ert (Mehringer 1965>. Modern sur-hee samples gathered 
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Figure 18. Recalculated Pollen Values from Ojo de San 
Juan 
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in the Sonor-an deser-t a.lso had s.imilar \talct's ai t~ou~ ':.!t' 'tot~: 

Compositae occasionally reach~d up to 70"/. (He'J;Y. ~i'::"::":;.:"" i.."l:: 

Yocum 1965). Ho..JeYer-, it is qui te .. 01 iiCel,. :'':at an :::.~s.e 

samples were collected fr-om pristine vegeti.tion s! .... ,~s ..",: ,-. 

qui te possible that at least SQIIe of these CQl:llPosi tu th!! 

result of human activity (Heu1y 1981). Uher-! ther-e is Jc::::u:: 

agricultural archaeology near- the pollen smpiing site, ~ujy 

<1981> is of the opinion that a ~or component of the Cccposi:u 

ualues the result of agr-iculture. Fish (1983) g&the .. ~d 

pairt"d samples ir-Cft fields and their sur-rounding ue~tatjoo in 

the Valley of Oaxaca. She (Fish 1983) found that the CrD.positu 

values in the .fields were gent>rally one and a. half to two ti~s 

that encountered in the surrounding lJegeh.tion. 

The second type of change to be considered is the removal 

of local uegetation and the introduction of econcmic plants. In 

this case', the lowering of the lake leYe] in and of itself did 

not remove any terrestrial plant although it must haye chVlged 

the nature of the riparian ccxnmunities and the lake shore 

ecoione. Today the i aiCe bed is used fo,.. cu it i va t i ng Zea. end 

Saccharurrr, COf'n and sugai', respectively. Both ar-e grasses .. nd 

the problems oT separating grass pollen has been e::::tensively 

discussed tlsewhere (Sarghoo,..l'I, WolTe and Clisby 1954j Bartlett, 

Barghoorn and Berger" 1969; Irwin and Barghoorn 1965; Vishnu

Hittre and Gupta 1966; Iltis 1983, TsulCada and Rowley 1964 and 

others).. The interest surrounding 2ea pollen has often focused 
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on the plant~s role as the major food staple of pre-hispanic 

Pimericans. The debate over its evolution and development is not 

germane to this paper, but has protlided the basic criteria for 

separating grasses into three main groups; those whose pollen 

measures less than 4011 in diameter; those whose diameter ranges 

from 4011 to 7011 1 and those with a diameter greater than 7011. 

The grains of the first group are gellerally from wild 

grasses that are not thought of as having obvious econmic value. 

Grains that range from 40J! to 7011 include members of such genera 

as Zea, TT'ipsacum, Setaria, Saccharum and some aquatic grasses 

(Beug 1961; Selling 1947), The archaeological importance of this 

group is the inclusion of Teosinte and other taxa that have been 

t:onsidet'ed progenitor-5- and offspring of cor-no Grains oyer 70~ in 

diame-ter ~re limited to examples oi Ze~ ma.rs although rar-ely 

other members of this genus attain this size. 

Sugar, Sac:chat'um o44ic:inarum, historical 

introduction 04 the sixteenth century. [t is known that the 

Spanish introduced it to the island of Hi spa.nol a or Santo 

Dmingo by AD 1511 ff'OIb whence it was introduced to Mexico by AD 

1535, ii noi: AD 1524 (Alva.rez 1977). The pollen from sugar is 

expected to have a diameter of about 4011 to S3j.1 with a median 

",alue of 461'0. It is separable from other grasses since it is 

expected 1:0 haye "j more coarse exine ol'namentation" than most 

(Selling 1947). This vie"" is substantiated by photos (Selling 

1947 part Il:plate 54; number 890), and the limited refet'enc:e 
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material available to this author. A 1 imited number of grass 

grains with coarse exine-50 were recouered from the bottom half of 

the core and on the basis of their ornamentation they could be 

considered cf Saccharum offic:inarum but, with diameters ranging 

frora 20il to 3011 or occasionaily 4011, theY were too small. Their 

position in the core and corresponding age also argue against 

the if' identification a.s sugar. For an undisputed identification 

more reference material is net>ded. 

The combination of a radiocarbon age of about 6100 years 

ago (A-3533) at a depth of 70-80cm and the presence of a Zea 

grain at a. depth of 62-63.Scm would place the presence of ill 

po 11 en about 1000 years ear 1 i eJ" than presen tl y genera 11 y accepted 

(Wa.its and BradburY 1982), although considerably younger that the 

oldes.t claims (Cros.$lIIhite 198J-2). This estima.ted age of about 

4500 SP falls. after the two earl ies.t knCMn finds of corn macro

fos.sils. Not too iar north of the Rio Verde in the Sierra de 

Tamaulipas, R.S.MacNeish found corn macro-foss.i1s in association 

wi ttl cuI tura,l material dated between 5000 and 4800 SP (La Perra 

phase) while to the south and east of the HuicD City Basin in 

the Tehuacan Valley MacNeish~s earl iest corn finds are a.ssigned 

dates between 7500 and 6000 SP (Coxcatlan phaseHMangelsdorf, 

MacNeish and Willey 1964). Consequently, although a claim for 

4500 year old corn pollen may be on the early side, it certainly 

is not an outrageous claim. However, such an assertion, based on 
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ane pollen grain and interpolation frcn sedimentation rates, is 

qu i te tenuous. 

Conclusions 

As li&ay be s£>en from Figures 17 and 18, there are thru 

radiocarbon ages associated with this core. The basal age oi 

6U0±90 SP (A-3353) was calculated on it. sample of peat taken frcm 

a depth of 70 to 80clO. Tho middle age of 128:l!:160 BP (6)(-9856) 

was calculated on decayed organic matter taken from it. depth of 32 

to 44cm. The youngest age of 510:t125 BP (6)(-9855) was calculated 

on it. sample of ~ wood tha.t was recovered between the 

surface and a. depth of 10cm. These ages give corrected dates of 

AD 1275 to 1575, AD 485 to 1020 and 5290 to 4765 BC, respectively 

(Klein et al. 1982). The rates of sedimentation are clearly 

dHhrent bet."en the upper and lONer portions of the core. 

The rate D'f sedimentation for the upper portion is 21.5 

radiocarbons narsi'cm and ti'ul rate 04 sli!'(fimeR~olti~n ~o:" the l~e!" 

pDrtioR is 146 radiocarbon years/cm. Based on these rates of 

sedilllenb,ry deposition, the pres.nce of corn is estimated at 4500 

BP, as noted, and the lower and upper CUpressaceae-type peaks at 

800 and 3200 &P. The high spin. Tubul iflorae peak falls \IIIithin 

the sample space of middle radiocarbon age, i.e., 1285t160 BP. 

The upper portion of the core, abolle the composite peak, 

corresponds to the late Postclassic when the basin surrounding 

the coring site is thought to baQe been inhabited by hunters and 

gatherers rather than sedentary agricul tural people. The 
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corresponding portion of the pollen profile is suggestive of an 

enviromental recovery in that Cupressaceae-type, pine and Dak all 

increase to varying degrees ",hile composites dec1 ine, cheno-ams 

increase only $01 ightlY and grasses. hold steady. 

The middle porticn of the core is defined by the composite 

peak that conesponds to the radiocarbon age oi 12B6±160 BP (GX-

9856). Since both the archaeol ogi cal di ssoccupat ion and the 

posite.1 period of drought have estimated ages of 1000 BP, they 

fall quite close to this high spine Tubulifloru peak. In this 

sample the values of the composite peak (40-6.0Y.) compares with 

that expected for Lorzano~s (1979a.> grass steppe but the grass 

(10-10:%), pine <5Y.) and oak (5-25%) !Jalues do not match the 

surface samples (34, 0 and OY-, respectively). The fit with 

Lorzano1s (1979a) mesquite bosque is no better and the fit with 

her desert samples is worse. Consequently, it is concluded that 

society that took place about a thousand years ago. 

Prior to this disturbance, the decreas.ing pine and gras.s 

values in conjunction with the increasing Cupressaceae-type, oak 

and composite values sugges"t a s1 igbt increase in moisture or a 

change in land use pattef'"ns. The presence of corn in the middle 

of this section suggests "that the latter is most likely. 
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La Hora de San Nicolas de Par-aRgUeO 

The Hoya de San NicoUs de Parangueo (Figure 3) 1 i es about 

225Km to the southwest oi the Ojo de San Juan in the RID Lerma 

drainage fair-h' close to the confluence of the RIDS Lerma and 

Laja. As such it is sol idly plac@d within the Bajfo. 

The Hoya de San Nicolas de Parangueo is about five 

kilometers to the west of the t(Ml,ln of Valle de Santiago (Figure 

19), which is the county sea.t of the county or municipio of the

sarne name. The Hoya de San NicolAs de Par-angueo is part of the 

",esternmost late Pleistocene yolcanic g,.,arm known as the Siete 

Luminarias for the seven major volcanic cones in the area. Most 

of the other caldera lakes have dried out or been drained since 

the turn of the century. The $oole e:::ception is the caldera knCMn 

as .b!. ~ which has a reported water depth of about 40m and 

recently has been developed as a tourist attrac.tion. The Hoya de 

San NicoUs de Parangueo is located at N20"'23' ;101101"'11'. Thi! top 

of the caldera. IIIIa.ii is a.bout i75um and the iaKe bed is ai:;yut 

110Cm (f.;:eiena.l; 'hlle de Santiago F-14C-73, 1972>. It lies near 

a 200C isotherm and a 700mrn isoyet (Cetenal; Carta de Cl ima 14-~

III QuerHaro, 1970). As the caldera has no springs or external 

drainage, the lake is formed by rainfall and run-off from the 

caldera walls. The drainage area is about 11<m2. 

The archaeology of the area around San Nicolas de 

Par-angueo and Valle de Santiago, will be dealt with in more 

dehil in a subst>quent chapter. Vaile de Santiago was included 

in the surve)' undertaken for the pipel ine betwt>en Salamanca and 
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La. Piedad but the results of this section are not published. 

Duran (personal cOOIIlunicaticn) located one site of pos.sible 

Chuprcuaro a.ffiliation, just to the north of the caldera. Locals 

hi;ue informed RIle that the)' have removed buria.ls and ceramic pots 

frcn a 1 imi ted area at tbe bottom of the south wall of the 

caldeora although I have not been able to locate this s.ite. As 

part of the Turbio subarea of the BaHo, the major occupation 

around Val1e de Santiago pertains to the Epiclassic and early 

Postclassic with major sites located on hilltops or hillsides and 

farming cOfIIDunities on the valley bottoms. Since toponymy 

suggests. a strong T&rascan component, it will be very interesting 

to see if the results of the pipeline survey indicate a Tarascan 

occupat i on or i nf I uence. 

Vegetation 

Today, the vegetation in the Bajio reflects. a. high 

agricultural hvei. Wiliie there is iittie naturai vegetation 

there is qui te extensive rudera! vegetation \IIhich is found on 

fallow fields, rocky outcrops and eroded parcels although it too 

is oiten 1 ittle more than depauperah hedgerows. Since land that 

can be farmed, is farmed, it is surpr i si ng that the erosi on is 

not more extensive. litth> l ... nd thilt Ciln b~ hrmed is left 

fallow. Land that has been excessively eroded tends to be bare 

or grass couered. The major crops are the staples, corn and 

beans, but there is a great deal of truck farming that produces 

strawberries, asparagus, lettuce, chiles and tomatoes. The low 
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surrounding hills are covered in an open thorny legume savannah 

or grassland that is classified a.s a spiny forest <Rztdowski 

1981>, tbat includes cCllllponenis of Rndowskis (1966) extra-desert 

mesquib bosque and spiny forest. As such it is equivalent to a 

mixture of Leopold's (1950) •• squite-grassland and thorn forest 

or Leaveonlllllorth/s (1946) open scrub forest. At higher I'hvations 

the dominants are uarious species of oak. In lION!' exposed and 

bttt.r drained areas they tend to be scrub oaks and in areas ""jtb 

deeper soils tbey tend to forll fairly dense stands that have been 

continually haruest.d since colonial times. It would bt hard to 

find a stand of pines in the Bajfo. The closest stands of any 

5i ze are located in the 5i erra. de Querftaro and the 5i erra de 

Pit2cuaro north and south of the Bajfo, respectively. Beboteen 

the fields, Dr milDas, there is secondary scrub dominated by 

grasses, camposi tes and I rgumes such as mes.qu i te (Prospis 

juliflora.) or ~ (Acacia farnl!'siana.). Other visuall)" 

striking t~)Ca include agaves and cacti. Very I iU1e botanical 

work has been done in the area, due to the high leyels of modern 

disturbance (R%edowski 1"1>, except .for Wilhs (1966) studies on 

the popUlations of teosinte (lea mexicana) just to the south in 

such counties, or municipios, as Horohon. 

Due to the near total destruction of the local uegetation 

and the consequent lack on an)" s)"shmat ic modern uIgttation and 

soil suriace sample transects, Lorzano's (1979a, 1979b) study in 
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Depth Number Age Age range Corrected Range 
(14C rr.BP) <at 20> 

0.20-.2Son A-2639 820il80 440-1180 AD 885-1410 
0.455-.48 U-4283 740i95 550-930 AD 1070-1390 
0.50-0.60 A-2894 390i70 250-530 AD 1410-1630 
0.54-0.68 A-2893 550i80 390-710 AD 1265-1490 
0.60-0.65 A-2640 320il20 80-560 AD 1355-1950 
0.68-0.74 A-2895 280i75 130-430 AD 1435-1950 
0.82-0.86 A-2641 1I00i90 920-1280 AD 650-1150 
1.40-1.45 A-2542 2240i200 1840-2640 780 BC-AD 190 
1.57-1.60 U-4282 260D.190 2420-2780 1015-430 Be 
2.26-2.28 u-42S5 260Si65 2485-2735 850-605 BC 
3.00-3.02 U-4286 321 Oil 20 2970-3450 1720-1325 Be 
3.68-3.70 U-4287 6070il00 5870-6270 5270-4740 Be 
4.44-4.46 U-4288 6930±120 6690-7170 6195-5410 Be 
4.99-4.91 A-1961 5470i240 4990-5950 4695-3890 Be 
5.20-5.25 A-1962 8440i3BO 7680-9200 n/a 
5.30-5.35 A-1963 iO,710±4iO 7890-11,530 n/a 

Table 2. Table of Radiocarbon Dabs and Ages from La Hoya 
de San Ni col tis de Parangueo 
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San Luis Potosi and Jacob's (1992) study in NaYarit. will be used 

to help interpret the San Nicolb material. 

Pollen Prof i I e 

Analysis oi the poiien core (Figure 20) extracted from the 

Hoya de San NicoUs de Par-angueo, Valle de Santiago, Guanajuato, 

is best understood ~hen it is ditJided into four pollen zones. 

Zone IV, extends .from S.S5rn to 2.5m. Zone III begins at 2.5m 

and rises to 1.3m. Zone II extends frcm 1 .3 to O. 75m. Zone I 

extends from O.75m to the surface. 

Zont> IV is dominated by high pine (f..!..r:l.!!..i) values that 

range from 55 to 971.. When pine values are at the lower end of 

this range, oalC and the sum 04 such mesic taxa as alder (Alnus) 

and poplar (Populus) rise to about lOY.. The sum of fir (Abies) 

and juniper <Juniaerus) yalues remains fairly consistent at 1% or 

less. There is a cheno-am peak at S.65m which is replaced by a 

rise in grasses (Oramineae) which, in turn, reach their maximum 

values between 5 and 4.::m. mher non-arboresecent taxa, such a.s 

10\.lIl and high spine COl'lllposites, maintain consistent values at 

about 1%. No large grasses nor Zea are recorded in this :zone. 

From this data 20ne IV is interpreted as reprttse-r.ting a period 

str-ongly dominat~d by the presence of pine forests on the 

surrounding hills and beginning with a p!'riod of disturbanc, 

followed by the establishment of a grassland in the valle)' 

boHoms. The extrpmely high .... alues of pine pollen 5u99,st that 

the grassland was invaded by the pine forest between the depths 
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Figure 20. Pollen Profile from La Hoya de San NicoUs de 
Parangueo 
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of 3.8 and 2.~ and that the caldera may ha"'e been surrounded by 

pine -forest. 

Radiocarbon dates. are 1 isted in Table 2 and presented in 

Figure 21. Whi Ie extrapolation frcm the 1'*'5t radiocarbon date, 

10,410:1:310 BP, suggests a basal age in excess of 11 ,000 )"t'ars 

ago, the absence of spruce and changes silli lar to those found in 

untra,l Hexico (viz. Watts and Bradbury 1982), suggests that the 

base of this COl" is either younger than the Pleistocene-Holocene 

boundar)', or was affected differently. lh" 1aU .... proposition 

better explains the data since the pollen record from the 

Chihua.huan desert (Heyer 1973) hardly registers this interface 

even though the packrat record (Van Deuender 1979) does. San 

Nicoli.s de Paranguea is totated in betwun the central Mexican 

and Chihuahuan desert sites. Consequently, the cheno-am peak, at 

a depth of 5 •• , is interpreted as part of the sucCl'ssion 

resul t ing .from the Pleistocene-Holocene cl imat ic change tbat led 

to the- estab1 ishment of ·1 grassland at lOfer ehva.tions and pine 

forests at higher eh .. Y-!ltions. 1 bel i."e that between 7000 and 

3000 BP, the pine forest moved dOlIIn slope, replaced the 

gr-assland, and then subsequ.ntly retreated. AH.r 2.5m pine 

values dr-op considerably as oak, cheno-ams and grasses incrla.se. 

Zone Ill, 2.5 to i.3m, is quite different from Zone lV. 

There are three- major- diHerences~ First, pine values in 20ne 

Ul art greatly r.duced and oak values increased; pine values 

fall from 97-5SC to 60X-20Y., as oak values rise from under lOY. to 
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b.tlteen 15 and 25X. Second, grasses and cheno-ams reflect an 

increasing tr-end and achieve peak val u.s blt"'nn 1.40 and 1.50m. 

Larg. grasses make a 1 imi ted appearance at 2.2m as does 2ea. at 

2.4m. The third major diHerence is the pnsence of four 

insufficient pollen counts betNeen 1.8 and l.3m. As may be seen 

in Figure 21, there are tbru radiocarbon dabs for Zone II. 

Depth 
1.4Om 
1.5710 
2.21!m 

Number 
A-2542 
U-4282 
U-4285 

Age 
2240£200 
2600£90 
2605<65 

Age range 
1840-2640 
2420-2780 
2485-2735 

Corrected range 
780 Be-All 190 

1015-430 Be 
B50-605 Be 

From the abo". listing it will be noted that all thrltlt dates 

oyerlap at 2 si!IPDa and correspond to, or precl'de, the dabs 

assigne-d to the ChupfcuaJ'o culture. Consequently, it is thought 

that this 20n. corresponds. to th. introduction of corn 

agriculture loIIithin the caldera which, in turn, changed the 

depositional envirDnIlf"nt and the rate of sedimentation. This 

supposition is supported by the definib increase in cheno-ams 

and the nUllinai incru.M in high "DC; ;ow spineos tHa.t a.f'e oTter. 

associabd with the introduction 04 agriculture (Miksecek and 

Fish 1981), 1n this context, the incrtase in oak values is 

thought to be the result of the release of statistical contraint 

causl'd by the setective clearing of pines for agric1 ture and/or 

construction. Hcel.tever, the expected resultant cha.nge in the 

depDsitiona.1 environment, clearly coarser sediments deposited 

with les.s organic muck, was not viSUally identifiable. It is 

thought that th i 5 zone ends by AD 200. 
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Zone II, fran 1.3 to O.75'n, shows strong pine recovery 

with peak yaJues over 85".1. at a depth of about 1m. Zone II can 

fUi'ther be divided into two subzones above (lla) and below (IIb) 

this pine peak. In Zone lIb oaK, grasses a.nd cheno-ams have 

general decl ining trends ",hile the other taxa are er-ratic. In 

Zone lla oak, grasses and c:heno-ams halJe general increasing 

trends. Throughout Zone II Zea and large grasses 

intermittent. At the interface between Zones II and I pine 

lJalues drop and both cheno-am and high spine values increase 

dramatically. The only radiocarbon age (A-264D for this zone is 

at a depth of O.83m and gives an age of 1100,t.90 BP which 

translates to a two si!JDa range of 920 to 1380 years SP. This 

age range gives a corrected date between AD 655 and 1150. From 

this date it is e5timatec; that ZOlle II begins. prior to AD 200 and 

lasts unti 1 AD 1100, or AD 1200 a.t the latest. As such, Zone II 

covers the middle and late Clas5ic, Epiclassic and the early 

Postc1assic periods, and conseque-ntly, suggests that during the 

middle and late Classic there Wa.5 considerable regeneration aT 

the pine cOiM'lunities and that only toward5 the upper partion of 

the zone, at a time a period equivalent to the Epiclassic was 

this trend reyerse-d. From the da.ta in this core it is not clear 

whether this trend was reversed solely as a resul t of human 

impact, cl imatic impact or combinations of both. What is clear 

is that the pine recovery was re'Jersed, seemingly in conc~rt with 
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the heall jest ar-chaeol ogi ca 1 occupat i on and its subsequent 

abandonment. 

Zone I I ii'DiiI O.7SiI to th~ surface, is noted Tor its 

reduced and yaried pine ua!!!es, 10 to 45Y., generally increased 

but highly variable oak IJalues, 5 to 3Sh, greatly increased 

cheno-am yalues, up to 50%, and fairly constant grass values at 

lOX. The reappearance of 2.e.a. and large grasses above O.60m ends 

Zone Ib and def ines the bottom of Zone la. The pollen data 

suggest a considerable expansion of Zea. farming at the expense of 

the pine forests. 

The lar-ge yalues of cheno-ams eouid be interpreted 

indicating distut"bance associated with late Postclassie Zea. 

cheno-am farming, the colonial introduction of sheep, cattle and 

goats together wi ttl ttle horse and plough, or an incr-ease in 

population density. Although the archaeological information does 

not support either the first or th i rd of these proposed 

explanations, further fielcMol"k ma.y well provide the necessary 

data. At present the best explana.tion is based on the changes 

wrought by the introduction of Spanish farming practices four 

hundred ),ears ago. If it cannot be establ ished that the changes 

coincided with the Spanish invasion, it may well be that there 

wa.s a greater 1ate Postc1assic occupation than has present})' been 

identified and that the level of disturbance has remained fairl)' 

constant over the last eight hundred or so )'ear:.. 
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However, the radiocarbon ages from Zone! present a fly in 

the ointment - they are stratigraphically inverted. 

Depth Number Age Age range Corrected range 
0.20m A-263~ 82~180 440-1180 AD 885-1410 
0.44 U-4283 74~95 550-930 AD 1070-1390 
0.50A A-2893 55~80 390-710 AD 1265-1490 
0.50B A-2B~4 39~70 250-530 AD 1410-1630 
0.60 A-2640 320~120 80-560 AD 1355-1950 
0.68 A-2895 28~75 130-430 AD 1435-1950 

The oldest is at the top and the youngest is at the bottom! Such 

inverted stratigraphy suggests a redepesi ted sequence. The cause 

of the redeposition is not clear. While it lJIIay be the result of 

the introduction of horse and plough agriculture within the 

caldera in conjunction with the construction of the Hacienda de 

San NicoU,5 de Parangueoo it is probably tb. r.sult of the lIore 

recent intoduction of mechanized agric:ultuJ"e since thes.e dates do 

not indicate that ther! is a return to nomal stratigraphy. 

Other potential .xplanations would mix the sediments and hnd to 

produce a randen s.quenci "Of dates. 

Ha.tever, since these dates are almost identical at a bJO 

si~a range, they are not strong euidence for an inuerted 

stratigraphy. So, If the stratigraphy is not inverted and the 

archaeologica.l evidence does not indicate a dense and continuous 

population oyer the last BOO or so years, another uplanation is 

needed. At this point it is profitable to inspect the two 

subdivisions of this zone. ]n 20ne Jb cheno-am values rise to 

over 50".1. and pine values fall to almost lOY. .. hile the other taxa 

remain fairly constant. AbDUl' Zone Jb, in Zone la pin. ualues 
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have a slight increasing trend, cheno-ams. have a conccnittant 

dtcreasing tnnd ... hil, the other t;axa are quite variable and do 

not demonstrate either increasing Of' decreasing trends. 

Consequently, 1.1 though I f .. l that Zone Ib may well represent a 

period oof disturbance foll.ed by, Dr in conjunction with, an 

arid ptriod, and Zone II. represents the introduction and 

continuation of European ranching and farming techniques, the 

evidence is not ... ithout proble-lDs. 

So, if 20ne J is composed of redeposited stratigraphy, it 

is impossible to interpret since it is not char what is the 

hvel of mixing. 14 Zone J is not redeposi ted and the 

radiocarbon dates are jus.t slightly oH, thIn Zone Jb may well 

represent a period of aridity that follC*ed a period of heavy 

human occupation, and Zone h rltpr .. sents the disturbann cr .. ated 

by colonial and modern agriculture. 

Summary 

To recapitulate, the pollen core for San Nicolls de 

Parangueo is divided into four zones. Zone IV, the oldest zone 

extends frcn 5.85 to 2.5m and begins in the terminal Pleistocene 

and goes up to about 3000 BP. Although the changes in the pollen 

profile are quite different from those encountered in the 

PUzcuaro and Mexico City basins, the prD"fi1e begins about 11,000 

years ago lIIith grasslands on the valley bottoms and oak, oa.k-pine 

and pine cOftlDUnities on the surrounding hills. The cheno-am pn,k 

at a depth of S.6m may ",ell represent sucessional changes 
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aSSDC: i ahd wi th the Ple i stocene-Hol oeene inter-face and the 

subst>quent re-al ignment. Between about 7000 and 3000 BP, the 

forest expands and invades the grasslands, or at least changes 

the grasslands. into pine par-klands. Zone III goes from 2.5 to 

1.3m and covers the period from ca. 1000 Be to AD 200. There are 

strong indications of the introduction of corn agriculture that 

is probably associated lilith the Chupfcuaro culture. Zone 11,1.3 

to O.7:in, covers the time period frcm.ca. AD 200 to AD lIDO 

1200, and demons-hates a distinct peak in pinE" values that 

suggests a rE'-expansion of the pine forest possibly due to the 

demise of the Chup1cuaro culture followed by the meteor-ie: rise 

and -fall of the Epiclassic cultures of the northern frontier. 

Zone I, fran O.7~ to the surface may be so highly disturbed, as 

a result of twentieth centuf"y farming, that it is impossib!~ to 

make a cogent interpretation or it rna), represent represent 

Armillas" (1969) posited period of aridity foll~ed by the 

colonial and modern disturbance. 

LaDo Guzman 

Lago GUlllan (Figure 3) is located about 250km south and 

west of San Nicolas de Parangueo and about 2S0km south and east 

of Laguna San Pedi'o, on the southel"'n end of the internal drainage 

that extends south and west of Guadalajara. As such it is not 

part of the Valle de Atemajac nor the Lake Chapala drainage but 

the Sayula internal drainage basin. The other two f!!ajor lakes in 

this basin are Lago Sa),ula, the largE'st, and Lago Atotonilco. 
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Lago Sayula is knCMn fol'" its Pleistocene fauna (Corona Ndlfez 1955 

and Lorenzo 1963). As part of the Ele.!.lD..lc..an.ic, j t is not 

surprising that this basin has been for-med by fairly recent 

volcanic activity <Tamayo 1964), The southern end of the basin 

is defined by the Neyado de Col irna which ""ith a height of 

51 ight)'" less than 4300m (Vivo 1949> extends beyond the tree J ine 

(Rzedowski and Me-Vaugh 1966) and dominates the local panorama. 

The af"chaeology of the immediate environs of Lago Guzman, 

has not been reported in the literature. To the north the Sa)'ula 

Basin contains a largE' number of undated archeological sites 

(Corona NulJez 1955). The densi ty of 5i tes around the 1 ake edge 

of Lago SayuJa is so heavy that it gives the impres.sion of just 

being one continuous. site (Schondube personal cOlllDunication). 

The Autlan-Tuxcacuesco (Kelly 1~45 and 1949) archaeological 

tradition I ies to the south and wes.t oT Lago Guzman and occupies 

the northwestern slopes of the Ne .... ado de Col ima. Kelly (1949) 

identiTied three o .... erlapping ceramic complexes, Tuxcacuesco, 

Coral illo and Tolfman, which she temporally associates with 

Teotihuacan, Aztatta.n and Aztec III-IV, respecti .... e)y. Schondube 

(1975) tentati .... ely identifies the major occupation as the 

Tuxcacuesco Ctlmplex, which he places between AD 0 and 600. As I 

interpret Kelly (1949), I would expect the major occupation to be 

in the Postclassic. 

Lago Guzman, also still known by its oldt'f' name of Lago 

2apotlan, is located at lSOOrn and N19045~; Wl03030~ which places 
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its southern edge bet"lleen 2 and 3km 51 ightly north west of Cuidad 

GU2man~ which is also sometimes reier-red to by its pre

revolutionary name of Zapotlan El Grande. The size of the lake 

"'aries depending upon the season but has a general extension of 

about 3 by 7kra. It is surrounded by alluvium. To the east, the 

alluvium is supplanted by a band of tufa whic:h rises to about 

lSOOm before giving way to igneous extrusi ... e roel< which makes up 

the back bont" of the mountains. To the south, the alluvium is 

supplanted by either volcanic breccia Dr a sandy conglomerate 

which in turn are supplanted by tufa which giyes way to extrusive 

igneous rock as it rises to the Nevado de Col ima at a height of 

just Dutr 4200rn. The west side is a reflection of the east side 

"IIh i 1 e north of the 1 ake the all uu i um cont i nues beyond Lake 

Sayula, about 30km to the north. 

According to Rzedowski and HcVaugh (1966) the area around 

Cuidad Guzman receives more rain than its altitude warrants 

because of tilt!' orographic effect of the Neuado de Col ima 

<R2edowski and HcVaugh 1966). They gi"e the annual rainfall as 

ranging between 750 and 1000mm whi h the rele"ant Cetenal map has 

the 800m isohret running by Cuidad Guzman. The weather station 

at Cuidad Guzman <14-047) gives the following figures. The most 

rain falls in July (180rm) and August (160rm) and the least falls 

in Harch <Snrn) and April (10001). In an average year there are 5 

to 7 months of dry season from November to June. The mean annual 

temperature is 21 0C with Hay <230C) and June (23oe) the hottest 
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lIonths and December <170C) and Janua.ry (170C) the coldest 

(Ceter,~!i Carta de Climasj Colima 13 Q-Vl Zacatula 13Q-VIIIj 

1970) • Frosts on the ua 11 e)' floor are qu i te uncOIIInon si nee the 

basic frost line is ahove 1600m although on odd occasions it does 

descend to 1200m (Rzedowski and HcVaugh 1966). In the Koeppen 

classification 5YStHD, the c1 imate around Cuidad Guzman is <A)CW 

or humid with summer rains. 

Vegetation 

As. Rledowski and McVaugh (1966) note, the 'Jegetation and 

flora of this area have been extensively modiiied by human 

activities. According to A.S.leopold~s (1950) maps of Mexican 

... egetation zones, lago Guzman 1 ill's in the temperate pine-oak 

forest. This is a idealized classification since the just noted 

human impact has greatly I"eoduced the original extension aT said 

pine-oak forest. Rzedowski (1981> classiiies the yaliey bottoms 

arouna Lago Guzman as tropicai deciduous forest (.8as.q..u.e i.I:..Ilp..i.c. 

c.aJ.ld.i.:£.a.) and the surrounding hills and mountains as pine-oak 

for~s.t <.Bos.q.u..e. .de ~.:z: .Qu.eu.us). Flores Mah eot a1. 

(1971) place it in their low deciduous for-est which is equivalent 

to Rzedowskj~s (1981) tropical deciduous forest (Rzedowski and 

HcVaugh 1966). The- tr-cpica,l deciduotls forest is found on quickly 

draining, shallow soils on hillsides but not on deep ailuvium. 

RzedowslCi a.nd HcVaugh (1966) beol ieve that the deep alluvium, 

which is so often used for agricultur-e 9 was origina.lly 
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covered Wlith spiny thorn forest. Consequently, they bel iut that 

tbere were many enclaves of spin)' thorn fo .... st in the areas 

classified as tropical deciduous forest. Rued"",,"i and HcVaugh 

(1966) note that one of the 1 imiting factors for' the tropical 

deciduous forest is a minimWl temperature in excess of ODe and 

according to the s.ame authors, the mea.n annual ttmpnatureo 

associated ",jtb this 'Uegetation type or zone is between 20 and 

280C. 

The core was recovered by 8onni", Fine Jacobs, Vlra 

Markgraf, Rob,,.t S.Thompson .t.nd R.B.BI"a...n in Hay 1978. The 

coring site (Figure 22) "'as in the- southeast cornel" of the lake 

on the mud fla.ts that were interspnsed wi th stands of 

commercially harvested.1u.l.e. (Cyperaceae). 

Poll.n Profi 1e 

Tb. p .. ofi1e (Figure 23) from the short lacustrine- pollen 

core extracted -from Lago Guzman is dcninated by the a.rborescent 

taxa of pines (.2.iJws) ()40:Y.) and to a lesser extent oaks 

(~) as "ell as the non-arbortscent taxa of chene-ams and 

grasses CGraminne). In gtner.t.l terms, pine values varY in 

concert with grasses but inversely "'ith cheno-as. Othtr taxa. 

are either- complacent or erratically represented. The pine 

values have No minima of about forty ptrcent close to the 

surface and at a depth of about 50cm. At f ifb' ctntim .. ters thtre 

is a corresponding druatic increase and peak in cheno-am values. 

Cheno-ams also ha.ve a smaller peak just below the surface. Grass 
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yalues. reach their peak towards. the sur-fa.cr} ;:!.~d ha.ve a minimum 

just below 50cm. This core is 1.20m long and thought to have a 

maximum basal age of 2000 years al though 1300 BP is a more 

conservatiye estimate. 

The polhn profih from La.go Guzman may be divided into 

three zones. The basal zone, Zone Ill, from 125 to 70cm, is 

dominated by pine values between 60% and 70%, oak values from 

zero to about 157. and other arborescent taxa generally under sr.. 

The corresponding cheno-am values uary between 10% and 20%, 

grasses around 5"/., ""hi 1e high spine composite ualues are one or 

two percent. Zone II, the middle zone, exhnds from about 70cm 

to 3Dem. Pine and gra.ss ",alues reach minima just belCK111 SOon and 

recover towards the top of the zone, while cheno-ams dramatically 

rea.ch their maximum value just bel~ SOm. Grasses maintain a 

fairly even value, just bel,*, lOY., except at the depth 

corresponding to the theno-am maximum when grass values hit their 

minimum. Corn polhn is first reported at the bottom oT Zone II. 

The top zone, Zone i, embraces a resurgence of pine followed by a 

deci ine to a minimum 0';: about 4ilY. in the topmost sampie. The 

increase in pine values is accompanied by the presence of 

ClJpres.s.aceae-type llnd fir. Oak values. stay fairly constant 

around lOY. whiie cileno-am and gras.s values increase to about lSI. 

and 20%, respectively. 
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Oi scussi on 

In general terms the Lago Guzman profile corresponds to 

Deevey's (1944) P-J core from Lake P.1t:zcuaro (Figure 6) in that 

pine IJalues reach a minimum of <i.bout 40Y. as cheno-am ;.Ialues reach 

their maximum of over 4CY. with consishnt and low values of high 

spine composites and grasses ",hile oak varies around IOiC. Since 

he has no corn pollen until the uppermost levels, Deevey 

interprets this cheno-am peak as indicating a period of increased 

aridity and "an upward shift of the (lower border of the) montane 

forest of the order of 200-S00m·(Oee!lt'y 1944, p.143). However 

this contrasts with Duyeys~(1944) P-3 core which is complacent. 

Modern surface analogues <Lorzano 1979a; Jacobs 1982) for 

the lacustrine deposits suggest tha.t La.go Guzman is and always 

has been sur-r-ounded by a pine Tor-est. Si nee the decr-eases in 

pine per-centages coincide with the presence OT cor-n, it is 

ass.umed that the r-eduction in pine pollen values is. the r-esult of 

.forest clear-ing and agriculture. Although the small number of 

data points r-educes the strength of the interpretation, this 

interpretation is supported by the corresponding increase in 

cheno-am values. 

The two radiometric dates ca.lculated on sedimentary 

organic material r-eco!Jer-ed in the core giue ages of 530.:U30 BP 

(Hel-1270) at 33 to 35cm and 950i1l)O BP (Hel-127D at 91 to 92cm. 

These ages roughly cal ibrate to AD 990-1250 and AD 1245-1635 

(Klein et a,1. 1982). Consequently, the botten sample has an 
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estimated age of AD 600 and the cheno-am peak is given 

estimated age o-f AD 1200. The dr-arnatic increase in cheno-a."f'I 

",alues in the middle zone suggests that there was a relatilJely 

brief period oi increased disturbance andlor aridity which could 

best be understood in the context of either the per i od of ar i di ty 

sU99t'sbd by Ar-mil1as 01' prehispanic population changes. The 

upper portion of the profile suggests that there was considerable 

pine recovery until quite I't'cently. In the topmost portion pine 

values again decrease as cheno-am vahle50 increase. The 

occasional presence of 2ea grains in the middle and top zones of 

the core recalls the signiiicant role of agriculture. 

In 5unnary, the Lago Guzman core represents the last 1300 

years and demonstrates one major environmental eventj a cheno-am 

peak at a depth of SO-60cm. Above and below this peak, pine 

values are dominant. This cheno-am peak could correspond to 

either a. period of increased aridity or disturbed environment. 

Since the estimated age of this peak, AD 1200, is later than 

would be expected for my re-interpretation of Armillas' (1969) 

model, but achittedly not his original proposal, J believe that 

it is the result of human disturbance rather than climatic 

change. Just as the presence of Zea as the cheno-am values rise 

is suggestive evidence, but not conclusive evidenc!!', of the 

presC!'nce and subsequent absence of corn agriculture, the re

appearance of Zea grai ns at the very top of the core as pines 
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again decruse and chena-ams incnase, supports the cantitntion 

that human activity caused th. cheno-am peak. 

LaDuna. San Pedro 

Laguna San Pedro, Nayarit (Figure 24), is located at 

N21 0 12"30·; Wl04045" and just less than 2IC1II south and east of the 

village of San Pedro Lagunil1as. It measul"es about 3km fram 

north to south and 2kll frcm east to \!fest. The lake is 

iRn.diattly surrounded by alluvium which gives ilia)" upslope to 

igneous txtrusive rock 1.1 though there are pockets of sedimentary 

tu"a surrounding the village itstlf and between the village and 

the lake (Cetenal i Carta Geologica; CamposteJa F-13-D-14 1974). 

The lake is just belaw the 1300m contour "hi Ie the surrounding 

mountains go up to over 190018. 

Archaeological1y, Laguna .San Pedro is of considuabh 

interest because it 1 ies about 8 kin to the northea.t of the 

Ct'bol1a.s cemetery investigated by Peter T.Furst (1966), Furst 

had the opportunity as the first anthropologist to investigate an 

unloohd shaft bnb. As Furst and others, most recently Jimenez 

Horeno (1983), have noted, this area. is the center of the Shaft 

Tcnb complex for IlIhich West Mexico is so famous. Furst lists 

over ten major cemeteries in the ir=ediate vicinity. Corona 

Nunez (1955) notes that San Pedro is surrounded by agJ"icultural 

terraces that he dates between AD 400-900 which is the same age 

range that 01 heros (1975) assigns to these tombs. 
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According to the retellant Cetena1 map (Cetenat; Carta de 

Cl imasj San BIas 130-Ill, 1970) the cl imate around Laguna de San 

Pedro is semi-hot and sub-humid or <A)Cw in the Koeppen 

c1assifi::ation system. it lies on the 22±C isotherm and between 

the 1200 and 1500mm isohyets. The nearest reported ",eather 

station (18-005) is a.t Compostela, about J5km to the west. The 

most rain is recorded in July <270nm) and August (240nm) while 

the hast rain, in Tact no rain at all, is. recorded in February 

and April. The annual dry season lasts from November to March. 

No tempel"'ature figures were giYen fol" this station. About 20km 

to the southeast of San Pedro another weather station <18-02D 

receives most rain in June (380mm) and August <290rrm) with a dry 

seasor. extending f ... orn November to MaY, ~i th minimum values <10I11II'I') 

in Declffllbpr and H(').rch. The tempera.ture regime ha.s a peak in June 

<270 C) and with associated high values in Hay and July <250 C) 

whilP the minimum temperature is usually in January <19'oC>. 

Vegetation 

According to Leopold~s (1950> small scale vegetation map 

of Mexico, Laguna San Pedro most 1 ikely I ies in his temperate 

pine-oal< for pst but possibly in his tropical deciduous Torest 

zone. But then, as Leopoid (1950) notes, often the boundarieos 

are quite ",ague and intei"'grade in a. manner that is hard 1:0 spot 

on the ground. Rzedowski <19B1> seemingly includes the area 

around Laguna San Pedro in his tropical deciduous Torest 

although it may fall in1:o an area classified as pine-oak forest. 
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Figure 25. Pollen Prt;'file frcm Laguna San Pedro 
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Flores Ma.ta. et al. (1971> classi fy the area around San Pedro as 

lCf.lol deciduous forest~ which seems to be the equi'Ja1ent to the 

tropical decidUOus forest, and the surrounding uplands as pine

oak iorest. Whilei,.----the pine-oak fores.t is chara.cterized by a. 

myriad of different species oi pine and calC, the typical species 

for the low deciduous forest are gi\,len as ~ .ha.h.ame.ns..i, 

~ kellermann ;, .cocd.i..a~, ~ amporpbojdes, 

Haematoc(ylrrp~, Ce.ib.a acuml.n..ai.a., Bw::.s.eca. e.u:.e.l.s.a, 

~ spp., !!.i.s±at..i.a m.e..ti.c.a.I::, Amnbipterrgi"m aristringeos, 

~~, Cao.z.a.ii.ia. se..t..ia, pj there1' ohi"m ileLi.c..a.u.l., 

an d filne.:a .te.sa1a. 

Pollen Profile 

The pollen core (Figure 25) recouered from Laguna San 

Ped:"o, 210m long with il. bil.sc:.l ag~ of 6!1~350 9P (ex-60!7), ~as 

analyzed by Bonnie Jacobs. The basal age cal ibrates to 4440-5525 

Be (Klein et al. 1982). Pine \,Ialues vary inIJersely to the sum c-f 

oaks and grasses. There are two pine maxima, one at the s.urface 

and one at the bottom. Other terrestrial taxa are fairly 

ra.ndomly distributed. The pine curIJe closel)' resembles the 

adjusted pine curye of the Ojo de San Juan core (Figure 18) and 

the grass CUi"Y'E' res"~1es the adjusted high spine composite curve 

-from the Ojo de San Jua.n. 

The core from Laguna San Pedro is divided into three 

zones. The bottom zone, Zone Ill, extends from a depth of 210 to 

150cm. Pine values begin at 30/. and decrease to S/. while oak 
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values vary around 30X. Grass values begin at 20X and Increase 

to a,lmos.t SOX. High spine c:amposihs increase from 5 to J5"/. 

",hih (heno-am va.lues a.re generally less than 5"/.. Such a 

dramatic deerea.st in pine values suggests an extensiye removal of 

al1 pine trees for a considerable radius or a considerable 

expansion of grass pollen production, nlither of "bieh presents a. 

satisfactory explanation. 2onl!]]1 has a. ba.$al age of 

611D±350 BP (&X-601?) and an estimahd termina.l age of about SOOO 

or 3500 years ago. 

Zan. II b'gins at 150 and txhnds to ,"Ocm. Zea makes its 

first appearance at the bottom of lone II. Pine maintains 

.. xtrmel)' 10., less than 5"/., va.lues throughout Zone Il, whilt 

oaks vary between 10 and 20X. In contrast, grass values rise to 

a max imum of almost 60Y.. I speculate that such high ",alu.s for 

grasses (Lorzano 19791.) are ca.used by high values of riparian 

grasses such as Phraqrtites. Th.re is a radiometric m.asurement 

b.t" .. n 110 a.nd 100cm that gives an age of 1300%200 BP (GX-6016), 

which can b. cal ibl"ated to AD 410"'1045 (Klein et 1.1. 1982) and 

gives 20ne II a terminal age of about SOD or 900 years ago. 

The upp.r zone, Zone It begi ns at 70cm and extends to the 

surface. Pin. values increase to about 3OY. near the surface 

while oak va.lues yary quite ~ildly about a 20".1. mean. Grass 

\lalues are quite constant between 30 and 4070. In Zone I 

conpos i t. and cheno"'am values vary around 1 DY.. 
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In sunnary, pine values drop from ouer 2s"/' to less than 5"/. 

and 'then recover- while oak vahJPs. vary wildly although the mean 

of Zone III is almost double that oi Zones I and JI. Composites 

maintain values close to lOX although below 110cm they are 

generally less than lOY. while abolle 110cm they are generally 

over lOX. In Zone III cheno-am values aJ"e about 5"/. but lOX in 

Zones II and III. No char patterns ""ere discerned in the 

secondary taxa. 

DisClission 

What is truly surprising about this profile is the low 

values oi pines. Most other highland Mexican profiles haue at 

least 40% pine pollen for their lCK4 'Jalues. While there is 

clear explanation it is quite possible that the surrounding hills 

were covered !.:lith just oa!<s r-.::.th~r than a ci:::~d pinc--oak fOr'""st 

and that the high yalues o-f grasses are due to' either sheet ",ash 

<from the surrounding grasslands 01" I bel ieve more 1 ik~ly I"ip.lrian 

and aquatic grasses such as~. It is also surprising 

that the disturbance indicators, i.e. composi tes and cheno-ams., 

did not haye greater yalues and yariations since the area around 

the lake was. known to' haYI? a s.igni-ficant population as.sO'ciated 

with tnt> Shaft Tomb compiex but not before or after. 

Even 'though the bottom zone represents the mid-Holocene 

priO'r to' the intrO'duction of agriculture, the pine Yalues are 

lower than anticipated. They generally correspond to' Lorzanu's 

(1979a) s.crub oak zone rather than apine or mixed pine-oak zone. 
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In Zone 1I the abrupt decline in pine values. and the declining 

trend oi oak "alues suggest the ("spansion of the grassland zones 

even though the cCIilpsi te yalues al'1!" low. yal ues do not correspond 

with "'hat would be expected. The low arborescent values, high 

gN.SS yalues t the sl ight increase in cheno-<i!D values and the 

presenct" of Zea in Zone II do not contradict the idea that there 

was forest clearing in order to support agriculture. It is 

wishful thinking to interpret the oak maximum at 60-70cm as 

indicating an increase in aridi ty at the beginning of Zone I 

since that is the- sample that contains a fe-w grains of a.l.D.u.s and 

Sa..llx, both considered mesic trees. While throughout Zone I the 

increase in pine values is compatible with the abandonment of 

agr i cul ture, the cemp 1 acent 1Jal ues of Ca'llpOS i tes and grasses in 

conjunction with the slighty declining 1Jalues of oaks and cheno

ams is not. Consequently, this core indicates the presence of 

agriculture a.t least between 3000 and BOD years a.go prior to 

which the landscape could have been dominated by an oak 

grassland and subsequent to which there was a.n expansion of 

coniferous forest. 

Conclusions 

The Tour poiien cores under disct!ssion C01Jer diHerent 

lengths of time ira'll 11,000 to 1200 years and are spaced across 

the central Hexica.n highlands between about 20 and 220 latitude. 

The youngest core I lago Guzman, is dated by two 

radiocarbon measurements that gi1Je it an estima.ted basal age of 
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1300 years. The ba.sic characteristic of this profile is the high 

p"rce~tag~s. uf pine pollen that is in1:errupted by a cheno-am ~e~k 

that probably dates to AD 1200 or at least between AD 1000 and 

1500. Below this peak, in the basal 20ne, pine values are o!Jer 

SOY. and oak values generally between 10 and 2OY.. Zea appears in 

the Iliddh zone after pine values begin to decrease but before 

the cheno-am peak and the concomitant oak minimum. After the 

cheno-am peak pines recover and include up to 20Y. haploxylon 

pines which suggests the expans.ion of pitron pine. Oak iJalues 

also recover but not to previous. levels. For the profile as a 

wnoh', grass values hnd to increase. This profile is 

interpreted to indicate the increase or introduction of corn 

agriculture in the earl)" Postclassic and its subs.equent 

abandonement. This proposition needs to be tested against 

further a.rchaeological research since the presently known 

archaeological sequence for the area (Kelly 1949; Schondube 1975> 

la.cks chronological control. 

Laguna San Pedro and Ojo de San Juan are at roughl y the 

same elevation, on tne western and eastern escarpments 

respectively. ihey cOlier the same time span and dispia)" the same 

overall pattern. Although both cores have rac!iocar-bon basal ages 

of 6iOO )"ears Gjo de Sa.n Juan terminated about 700 years iI.~O 

while Laguna San Pedro continues to the present. Both can best 

be dilljded into three zones. The bottCID zones demonstrate 

decrrases in pine values. The middle zones, which begin about 
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3000 or 3500 years ago, are dcminated by grassses and high spine 

tubul iilorea respectively. In both casE'S the-se changes coincide 

with the first appearance of 2ea. and so suggest the beginnings of 

agriculture. This disturbance continues until about 800 or 900 

YE'ars ago. Whi Ie not enough is knCMn about the local archuology 

to make a clear statement about San Pedro, this age cojncidl!'~ 

with the demise of monumental archaeoll)QY in the Rfo Verde 

draina.ge. 

The core from the Heya de Sa.n NicoUs de Par-angueo is the 

oldest core ",ith a basal age of 11,000 years. The basal zone, 

Zone IV, is daninated by such pine percentages as to suggest pine 

parkland and then pine forest. Towards the bottan of this 

is a. small cheno-am peak that is thought to indicate the plant 

sucession associated with the Pleistocene-HDlocene boundary. 

Zone II, which begins between 2000 and 3000 years ago, is a 

disturbance zone that is associated with the flouresencl? of thl? 

Chupicuaro culture. Zone 1I demonstrates the recovery of pine 

values, associated with the demise of the Chupfcuaro culture and 

another decrease in pine and increase in cheno-am values that I 

i;o~l~e\,le is associated with the rise and upansion of the 

Co)'otlahlco-related Epiclassic cultures. The pollen sequence in 

Zone J suggests a continued high level of disturbance although 

the initial trend tcwards pine recovery may halJe been cut short 

by the Spanish invasion and the introduction of European animals. 
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HCIW@t,ler, since the radiocarbon ages from Zone I are inverted, it 

may be unijl;terprectab1e. 

From these four cores it may be seen that there was little 

impact frCID the PI iestocene-Holocene boundar)'. The early 

Holocene was dominat~d by grassland, pin! parkland and pint/pine

oak forest in an eleuational gradient. In the middle Holocene 

tl'le pine forests expanded at the expense of the lower elevation 

'liege tat i on It is not clear whether this expansion was 

hal ted by natural phenomena or the explosiue impact of an 

expanding agricultural population. About 3500 years ago corn 

agriculture became widespread and probably invaded the 1 ewer 

forest borders. The individual sequence of e.a.ch core reflects 

local conditions and the timing of local events. The human 

impact around laguna San Pedro is expresed in high values of 

grasses, at Ojo de San Juan it is expressed in composites while 

at San Nicol.is de Parangueo it is expressed in cheno-ams. The 

human impact at Laguna San Pedro and the Ojo de San Juan s[>ems to 

lessen after AD 1000. The height of human impact at lago Guzman 

seems to be si ightly later. At San Nicoiis de Parangu[>o tnere 

seell to be three major periods of human im.pact. The first is 

associated ....,ith the introduction of agriculture and the 

Chupfcuaro culture. The second is associated with the Epiclassic 

expansion and the third is the resuH of the introduction of 

European -farmi ng. 
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This suite of four cores gathered across the highland 

plateau of Central Mexico combines to indicate three basic 

changes that are associated with human activity. Theyare the 

introduction of agriculture about 3500 years ago, a puk in 

disturbance plants about 900 years ago, and a subsequent pine 

recovery. 

In t~o out of three OT the older cores, 2.e.a makes its 

first appearance at about 3000 years ago. The only grain 

regi shrttd from the Ojo de San Juan {,Gas from 4500 yea.r 01 d 

material which, although possible, is about 1000 years earl ieT' 

tha ant i c ipated. The introduction of corn is generally 

associated with a period of increased disturbance. 

The prof i les iran the Ojo de San Juan and Laguna San P;-dro 

suggest a pine reeD!,,!er)' aiter about 800 or 900 years ago, 

probably in the early Postclas.sic archaeological period. 

Similar-ily, the San Nicolas de Parangueo proiile indicates a. 

recovery oi pine between 2000 and 1000 years ago, that is 

probably equivalent to the middle Classic archaeological period, 

",hich, in turn, is iollowed by a period of very hea1,ly 

disturbancE', that is probably equi\lalent to the Epiclassic 

archaeological per-iod. Since the Qjo de San Juan profi Ie ends 

about 900 years ago, it only demonstr-ates the incr-easing values 

oi cheno-ams but not the subsequent pine recovery. 

However, rnoder-n surface analogues suggest the need for- an 

ounce of caution. While Jacobs~ (1982) and LOf"Zano~s <l979a, 
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1979b) modern surface transects charly distinguish the uppermost 

and l(1CJ;1ermos.t vegetation zones the mid-elevation vegetation zones 

are almost invisible palynological1y. Consequently, the above 

interpretations are greatl,. simp1 Hied representations of what 

lIa)" have bun the real it)' although it is char that there were no 

catacl)'SIIIic chan~5. 

To be sure of such an interpretat ion, there are tlolllO basic 

steps that need to be taken. The first stt~ is to increase the 

detail of the modern analogs. by studYing th. intra-zonal and the 

inter-zona,l v.getation variation by increasing the numb.,. of 

surfa.ce smples collected and th. individual counts for each 

sample. 

The second step "'ould require the r.couery, dating and 

analysis of a suite of cores frcn each o-f th. study si hs with 

specific Attention to the stratigrapby while increasing the 

frequency of samples and the size of each count. 

In conclusion, although the e"idence is not irrefutable, 

the cores recovered indicate a transition from pine parkland to 

pine forest in the early Holocene and mid-Holocene. The 

introduction of agriculture .about 3500 years ago is indicated by 

the appearance of m, the corresponding increases in grasses, 

cheno-ams and cCllllposites as well as the reduction in pine values. 

After AD 1100 pine increased and disturbance plants decreased as 

popul at i on decreased. 



C~PTER 5 

DISCUSSICI>IIW>ID CIJolCLUSICI>IS 

The location of the Northern Frontier of Mesoamerica has. 

varied over time. Armillas (1964, 1969) proposed that the 

location was a function of environmental rather than cultural 

conditions; i.e., the frontier mould north in times of increasing 

moisture and retreated south in times of increasing aridi ty. The 

objective of this study has been to evaluate the pub) ished 

archaeological and paleoecological data, and then provide pollen 

data to test this hypoth2Sis. 

Archaeol09Y 

or the Northeastern Flank of West Mexico, has ind~cated, the main 

expansion in the area occured between AD 600-900 and deueloped 

from a rustic ""ersian of the Chupfcuaro cui ture. The earl lest 

archaeology in Marginal Hesoamerica, the area between the maximum 

and minimum exteonsions of the Northern Frontier of Mesoamerica, 

is assoc:iated with the fl~ur-esenc:e of the Chupfcuar-o c:ulture 

along the Rfo Lerma. The Chupfcuaro culture is best known as a 

sophisticated mortuary campJe::: associated with l,1illages although 

it seoems to halJe beeon precedeod and followed by less sophistic:ated 
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",erosions associAted lIIIith dispersed~. Subsequently, 

people using the rust ic variant probably spread north using an 

opportunistic strategy that included a lIarring mix of farming, 

hunt i n9 and gather i "g. 

Between AD 600-900, the popUlation oi Marginal HesDamerica. 

increased considerabh' "ith thl addition 04 small and large 

regional cenhrs from Alta Vista south to Tula. Manyof these 

sites incorporated large central plazas, either sunlCen or walled, 

that often included a small central rectangular altar. These 

walled plazas uere surrounded by combinations of 101i1 pla.tforms, 

presumably bas.ls for' rODlDS and temples, and pyramids usuallY to 

the east Dr lIIIest. Some major sites incorporated calza.da.s, or 

roacMays., and colonnades. The ceramics frcm the Cha,lchihui tn. 

area are dcnina.hd by various nd-on-buff wares as welt as the 

Ketlt)"s" (Kelle)', Kelley and Rift 1971> Negative A and Vista. 

Paint clDisonn!!, .hereas the ceramics from tbe Bajfo and east are 

dominated by Coyotla.telco-l ike red-on-buff wares. At Tula 

CO)'otlatelco ceramics an associated with the construction and 

occ.upation oi the first el ite center, Tula Chico, between AD 700 

and 950. Not only does the ceranic evide-nce support the idea 

that the founders of Tula Chico Iller;! associated with Hixcoatl"s 

invasion and came frcn the Bajfo or even th .. Rio laja but the 

change in settlement patterns indicates a break and change in the 

social organization (Cobean 1978 and Diu Oyarztbal 1980). 
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After AD 900, or possibly 1000, there are few indications 

of large or pel"menant occupa.tions in most of Marginal 

Mesoamerica. The westerly exceptions are the Toltec outpost at 

El Carabino (Braniff 1972) and possibly La Quemada (Weigand 

197Ba), "'hile in the east the Bajfa Quer~tarana seems to have 

been continuously occupied frOGl the Epiclassic onwards. 

Consequently, the archaeological record supports Armillas' 

contention that there was an expansion and collapse of the 

Northern Frontier although most of the euidence would indicate a 

date of s.i..!:£!. AD 900-1000 for the cut-off rather than AD 1200 or 

1300. Subs~quent changes at Tula and in cent.al Mexico are the 

result oi internal dYna.:nics rather than ecological or population 

pressure from the north. 

Previous Paleoe-c:clogic:al Studies 

The- previous paJeoecolgical studies did not provide- data 

appl"opriate to testin9 Armil1 as .l (1964,1969) hypothesis because 

they were not located in the area of risk, 1a.cked chronological 

control or Jacked the necessary sampl ing intervals. Most oi the 

previous work is either ancillary to other studies (Meyers 1973; 

Ohngemacn 1973, 1977; Ohngemach and Straka 1978), or concerned 

with the terminal Pleistocene (Sears 1947, 1 952b , 1955; Sears and 

Clisby 1952, 1955). Those pollen studies undertaken in asso

ciation with archaeological goalr. provide little ecological 

iniormation (Sears 1951b, 1952a, 1953a, 1953b) or ecological 

in-formation prior to the advent OT dense human activit)'. 
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Previous paleoecological studies fran Cuatro tienegas in 

the north to the Puebla-Tlaxcala basin in the south have been 

used to identih' three basic environmental changes. The first 

change t best exemp 1 if jed by the mater i a 1 from Lak~ P1 tzcuaro, 

Lake Texcoco and the Puebla-Tlaxcala basin is the interface 

between the Pleistocene and Holocene. At P1tzcuaro (2044m) this 

is identified by the reduction in Alnus and ~, an 

increase in ~ \lalues and the virtua.l absence of Juniper-us

type (Cupressace.::e-type) (Watts and Bradbury 1982). At TexcocD 

(±2350m) this inhrface is identified by the absence of f.l...s£.!, 

decreased values of Pinus and increased values of Quercus and 

Alnus <Gonzalez Quintero and Fuentes Mata J980). In the Puebla

Tlaxcala basin the Tlaloqua (3100m) proiiles identiiy this 

inhrhce with an increasing trend in Pinus and decreasing trends 

in Gramineae and Compositea "'hile thE lower elevation 

Jal apasqu i 110 (±2400m> prof i 1 es indicate an increasi n9 trend of 

Pinus and then an end to deposition (Ohngemach 1973, 1978; 

Ohngernach and Straka 1977>. 

The most striking feature oT these changes, after the 

changes in Pinus and Alnus values. The increase in pine Yaiues 

in the Tlaloqua crater and the disappearance of Picea in the Lake 

Texcoco material suggest a rise in temperature but not 

necessarily mOisture, while the other changes suggest 

idiosyncratic adaptations to the temperature increase. 
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The mid-Holocene in the lake Patzcuaro and Texcoco cores 

has fairly consistent values. Pinus values are we11 over 607.. 

The Tlaoqua. sequence has high, but sl ightly dec} ining values of 

.E.i!lY..§., and a dramatic increase in B.l.n.!:!§. values that suggest the 

expansion 0" the riparian corrmunity ~s tf':~ ;;:-ater lake matured. 

The late Holocene and the clear impa.ct of people began 

between 2000 and 1000 Be with the appearance of ill pollen. In 

the Patzcuaro core Alnus values decrease just before the 

appearance of 2ea. Subsequently, Gramineae, Chenopodium-type 

(cheno-am) values increase and the various composites become more 

frequent. After Gramineae reaches its maximum, thHe i~ a .total 

absence of ill pollen but more of a recoyery in Quercus ",alues 

tha.n ~ values. In the Texcoco core, after the appearance of 

Zila, Zea, Gramineae, cheno-am, and C~positae vary in concert; 

Quercus and Alnus are fair1y constant while Pinus has a fairly 

consi shnt decreasing trend unt i 1 the non-arborescent pollen 

maximum ",hen Pinus values increase at the expense of aJ: other 

taxa. In the f'uebla-Tlaxcilia basin, the top of the Tlaloqua 

series has high values of grasses before the appearance of Zea 

that decrease concc:mi tantly from over 50% to under 20%. ~ 

va 1 ues also decrease as the Pinus va j ues increase. Such 

disturbance taxa as compositae, cheno-ams. and Plantago do not 

have significant ""alues unti 1 just below the surface. The 

Acuithpilco (2200m) series, which probably only covers the last 

500 years, have a 51 ight increaSing trend in Pinus~ decreasing 
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trend in ~ but radical plaks in ·such non-arbor-escent taxa 

as Gramineae, Cahposih., Hayduae and cheno-ams near the 

surface. As such, each O'f these cores and sequences reflect the 

"'E'gional activities and the inhraction b.tween th. enuironment 

and people but little caR b. said about any broad climatic 

changes. In order to identify an), late Holoe.n. c1 illatic changes. 

another suite of cores. from more seonsitiye climes is needed. 

Pollen on the Northern Frontier oi Mesoamerica 

Four more pollen cores were col hcted fl"'am a band that 

cuts across Mexico bet"'e.n N 19030' and 22030' from the nshrn 

to the western escarpments. Since this band paSses through the 

area most sensitive to change, according to the Armil1as' <:1964, 

1969) hypothesis, it was expected that these cores ",auld provide 

the data necessary to test this hypothesis. 

However, these CDres are subject to sORle of the same short 

comings of the previous corts. ihe coreo from ihe Ojo d. San Juan 

is seyerl)' I ill:ited by its sampl ing interval, the size of its 

counts and dating control. The core from the Hoya de San Nicolis 

de Parangueo is 1 ess 1 imi ted by the size of the counts and 

slmp1 ing inhrval than the possibil i ty that the uppermost zone is 

ccmp05ed of inverted or mixed stratigraphy. While the sampling 

interval and the size of the individual counts for the Lago 

Guzrtan core are not 50 severely limiting as in the case of the 

Djo de San Juan, there is stiil room for improvlaent. The core 

frOll Laguna San Pedro is I imited by the size of each pollen count 
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and chronological control. While it is expected that future 

research will resolve some of these limitations, presently it is 

necesary to make the best use of the information ilyai 1ab~e. 

The eashrn core ""as recoyered from the Ojo de San Juan, 

San Luis Potosi. It cOlJend a period of a.bout six thousand years 

and demonstrated a period of pre-human vegetation that was 

dcminated by pine forests. Zea's appearance is estimated at 2000 

Be in conjunction with the first signs of disturbance. 

Disturbance seems to ha",~ been fa.irly constant until between AD 

500-1000 whe-n there was a dramat i c increase. After th is 

disturbance maximum, there are indications of recouery. In 

overall hrms, this pattern fits. with what is known about the 

local archaeology in that the period of maximum human activity is 

thought to be between AD 0-1000 a.nd may well be I imi ted to AD 

500-1000. 

The Hoya de San NicoUs de Pal"angueo I ies just to the 

south of the Rio Lerma. The core recovered from San NicoUs has. 

an est imated ba.sal ase of 11,000 yea.rs. The Hol oce-ne-Pl 0 i stccenl?' 

interface is not very clearly demonstrated but the early and mid

Hoiocene suggest the development of a -fairly dense pine forest 

from a pine sayanna or grassland. Between JOOO-O BC, this pine 

forest is subjected to the assault of human inte-rvention as pine 

values decrease and oak, grass, composite and cheno-am values 

increase. This assault corresponds to the deyelopment of the 

Chupfcuaro culture which probably reached its ;;.pe::::: abo'.!t two 
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thousand years ago. The subsequent recollery, or increase, in 

pine values and corresponding decrease in the other taxa is 

related to the demise oT the sophisticated !.Iersion of Chupfcuaro 

and the continuation or expansion of its rustic !lariant. 

This recovery is brought to an abrupt end when pine ualues 

fall prec i p i tous1 y. The correspond i n9 increase in cheno-am and 

composite yalues plus the estimated age oi this event link it to 

the Epiclassic expansion associated with Co)'otlatelco-like 

cEramics. 

Aihr this abrupt decl ine, pine values slowly increase and 

cheno-am lJalues slowly decrease towards the surface. But the 

radi o-carbon dahs for th i s poll en zone are inverted, suggest ing 

that its present situation is the result of reversed stratigraphy 

caused by redeposition. If that is the case then ttle top part of 

this core cannot be interpreted, but if there is a systematic 

error in the material 5ubjechd to radiocarbon da.ting, then it 

could be ~nferl'~d that the area around the Hoya de San NicoUs de 

Parangueo has been conti"U<i~ly subjected to such a level of human 

depredations that it has barely had a dance to recouer since the 

onset of the Epiclassic. Or, concomittant with the Epiclassic 

there was the onset of a climatic change that resulted in an 

increase in aridity that is basically with today. 

Consequently, interpret the upper section of the San NicoUs 

core to indicate a.n increase in aridity following the Epiclassic. 
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lago Guzman, the most southerly site of this suite, is 

also the )'oungest wi th an est imated basal agE' 0+ AD 600 and a 

cheno-am peak at AD 1200. Although the regional archaeology is 

poorly knCMn, this. pnk probably reflech the late Postclassic 

human activity around lago Guzman. Its breuity argues against 

its representai: ion oi a cl imat i c change. 

The pollen core recovered .from Laguna San Pedro has an 

esi:irnated basal age in excess of ~OOO YII!'ars. The combination of 

the low values of pine and thf' r~l~til}e1y high values of graszes 

and oaks suggest that the vegetation has basically been an open 

pine-oak parkland. The early decrease in pine values along ",ith 

the the increase in grass values imp] ies that most of the pine 

trees were culled due to selective lumbering aiter 100001' 1500 

Be. Since grass values increase to levels that excud those 

reported Tor grasslands (Lorzano 1979a), a.nd cheno-am va.lues 

double, 1 speculate an increas.e in human iarming activity. 

However, these grass pollen are smaller than would be expected 

from domes.ticated grasses, so a more conserva.tive evaluation 

suggests that the increase in grass ualues is. due to an expansion 

in the cor.munity OT riparian grass.es, rather than an increase in 

human activity. The subsequent increase in pine values and the 

concccnm it tan t decrease in the other taxa suggests. a reduc t i on or 

abandonment OT agr i cuI ture. 
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Conclusion 

Armillas' (1964 and 1969) hypothesis can be conveniently 

divided into two parts; archaeological and paleoecological. The 

archaeological r(>col'd s then as now, supports. Ar-rnil1as; contention 

of a northward expansion that began by AD 100, blossomed bet\llleen 

AD 600-900 and achieved its maximum extension before AD 1000. 

The archaeological record also supports the contention that the 

8ajfo pro!,.dded the source a ... ea -for Coytolatelco-l ike ceramics and 

the f~onders of Tula Chico (Braniff 1972 and Cobean 1978), 

Whether or not this movement is correctly associated with Ce 

Tecpatl Hixcohl I ies within the realm of ethnohis.tory rather 

than archaeology (Mollo)' 1983>. 

The paleoecological record, as measured through lacustrine 

pollen profiles, is not quite so amenable to clear 

irde!'~re1a1jon. The major in1erpretative problem centers on 1he 

necessity of using modern terrestrial surface sampies when they 

hal,le I imted resolution for- separ-ating 1r-opical vegetation zones 

(Lorzano 1979a, 1979b; Jacobs 1982). This can, and ~ill, be 

ol,lercome by subsequent r{'search that will increase the number of 

surface s.amplE's -from within each vegetation zone, ther·£>by 

iocrusing 1he signal to noise ratio. 

All four pollen CON!S bracket the pei"iod of interest and 

-form a band that crosses the area o-f risK. The material from tht> 

Ojo de San Juan indicates a period of human actil,ljty that 

bt>gan about 1000 Be and continued un1:il between AD 1000-1500. 

The per ",d of human disturbance at La Hoya de San Nicolas de 
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Parangueo begins before 1000 Be and continues through the period 

of heauy archaeological occupation (AD 600-900) after which any 

interpretation is thrown in doubt by the dating problems. The 

core irOl1l Lago GUlman indicates a period of increased disturbance 

which da.tes to about AD 1200 while tilE' mahrial from Laguna San 

Pedro indicahs a. period of intense human actiuty from about 1000 

Be to AD 1200. 

The termination of agriculture would most clearly be 

indicated by the cessation of economic pollen grains and the 

short term increase in disturbancf' pollen and the long term 

increase in arborescent taxa such as pines. If the cessation 

took place under terms of increasing aridity, increase in the 

frequency of Souch arid taxa as Cactaceae, Euphorbiaceae, 

Agayaceae and Leguminosae, as well as a larger presence of oaks. 

Howeyer, with the exception of pines and Dales, which produce 

prodigious quantities of wind dispersed pollen, most of these 

plants are insect or animal poll inated and produce small 

quantities of pollen which are rarley seen in the pollen record. 

The net result is the possiblib of an invisible change that is 

analagous to the just mentioned problem (Jacobs. 1982i Lorzano 

1979a and 1979b) of identifying different sub-tropical vegetation 

zones. 

Inspection of the previously published pollen cores from 

Central Mexico fairly read; 1y identifies both the Pleistocene

Holocene interface and the introduction of agriculture, but not 
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the posited changes associated with the Epic:lassic archaeological 

period. To this end, foul' more cor-!'s were collected and 

analysed. 

These iour cores haye beell collected fran quite diHel"'ent 

locations and portrayed different vegetational histories. All 

four COlJer the period of concern and generally reflect the human 

impact on the enllironment rather than the cl imatic record. 

Consequently, while these cores indicate change in 

environmental conditions about AD 1000, Armil1as~ (1964, 1969) 

hypothes.is cannot be considered proven. 
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